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Write the Headline: What do you want the news to say about 
Findlay in 10 years? 



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

ID # Write the headline: What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years? 
1 "You'll do better in 45840" Innovative, Forward thinking, biggest small town built on values and 

stability 
2 Findlay: public transit available
3 Findlay voted best city to live in US
4 Findlay takes progressive action towards diversity representation/inclusion and going green 

5 Findlay schools become the best in the country, ranking #1 in ACT scores, standard testing, and 
diversity 

6 Coolest little big city! Findlay has small town charm with big city environment. Something for 
everyone. 

7 The gem of northwest Ohio
8 Findlay, a growing community 
9 Findlay opens door to all!
10 Rapid growth, opportunities, and diversity continues to attract individuals and families to desired city 

of Findlay
11 Findlay continues to grow and evolve while keeping small town charm
12 Best city to raise a family 
13 Safe place to live with opportunity for all who want it

We are a great community live
All are welcome

14 Flood mitigation protects complete and effective
Findlay named top micropolitan for 17th year
New industrial park reaching capacity 

15 Findlay named top micropolitan for record breaking 17th year in a row
16 Findlay schools  take action to increase representation and conversation on diversity, inclusion, and 

belonging
17 Findlay leads the country in serving the homeless, addicted and hurting
18 Findlay rated top community for families (of all shapes, sizes, varieties, etc.) 

Everyone welcome here!
19 Findlay leading the way in affordable housing for all income levels!
20 Findlay was chosen as #1 micropolitan community 17th time in a row
21 Independent!! City of Findlay produces its own power, grows its own food, and produces its own fuel 

22 Hub for advanced manufacturing
23 Findlay never stops growing

Findlay city schools ranked top in country 
24 Strong economic develop with commitment to least, last, and lost
25 Positive accepting community 

top addiction rehabilitation available
Safe and low crime rate

26 Findlay is now top of the 5 spots to raise a family and retire 
27 Findlay City Schools graduation rate increases
28 Affordable housing, public transportation, and a thriving downtown have all contributed to the 

recent growth in Findlay 
29 Findlay voted top 10 places to live in Ohio 
30 Once again… the country's best micropolitan!



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

31 The City of Findlay is the top in Ohio regarding safety, education, employment and sports

32 Unity among all!
33 City of flags - fully united
34 Cit of Findlay named new manufacturing and technology hub of NE US
35 Findlay is a leader in the state of Ohio and has grown the community  

Smart good jobs, good infrastructure, Findlay is a trend setter - not a follower, awesome public 
safety

36 The most population micropolitan city in the US, boast an airport and several established companies

37 New Riverfront Boardwalk Opens Downtown!
Former Argyle Lot Reopens as Farmer Market
New Manufacturing Facility Opens, 1000 Jobs Created!

38 I hope Findlay has a good working class that want to work 
39 Prior planning yields prosperity and happiness
40 Findlay receives major federal grant to redevelop major entryways to the city and thoroughfares 

through city 
41 Findlay's expansion secures growth and local economy! Big business boom!
42 Findlay tops small communities in sustainability, livability, diversity indexes
43 Findlay finally <> a real economic development team and stops draining low wage warehouse jobs 

and draws 2 fortune 500 heavy manufacturing companies
44 Findlay schools are best in nation 
45 Findlay again rated #1 by site selection magazine
46 Findlay attracts and keeps new talent, becoming greatest city in Ohio to visit and stay
47 household incomes up - inflation down
48 Findlay awarded best city to live (raise a family)
49 Findlay is named the <> safest city in the US!
50 Retail outlets in Findlay increase 10% since 2022
51 The Findlay Formula is alive and well. Strong educational community committed to learning

52 Nations top micropolitan continues streak with numerous city improvements in sustainability and 
diversity 

53 community and belong: citizens embrace being a community where all can thrive
54 Findlay - a real success story
55 City of Findlay recognized: large increases in educational attainment and annual household income

56 Findlay has added LGBTQ+ to the city laws of EEOC/discrimination policy of the city 
57 That God is back in all churches and schools and that LGBTQ is driven out - we have to get back to 

the Bible and God's word 
58 Findlay named best micropolitan for 10th year!
59 Findlay reports new growth
60 Findlay is still a calm, friendly community and crime rates are down
61 An oasis of living for everyone!
62 That we continue to be a prosperous community with low taxes, no protected groups, and no 

unprotected groups
63 Findlay neighbors care about neighbors
64 Findlay jail empty



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

65 Findlay Ohio has the lowest crime rate in the state of Ohio
66 Robust downtown area
67 Findlay is a safe and growing city 
68 100% graduation rate of all students
69 Findlay still leading the way in progress!
70 Top micropolitan city in the nation!
71 So thankful for the team building activities in our community

More reading programs for dyslexia has helped students in our community to grow
72 Findlay's rejection of federal strategic planning leads to Findlay's freedom, financial success, and 

increased faith in the community 
73 Findlay continues award winning status
74 Local non profits close as Findlay prospers
75 Findlay Ohio is known for supporting growing families by providing a safe community, strong school 

systems and moral values in our community 
76 Findlay trifecta: higher grades, higher incomes, quality housing 
77 Findlay: the most accessible city in the nation 
78 Findlay wins top spot for safest city 
79 City's progress exceeds 2022 Strategic Plan!
80 Findlay has plenty of great quality housing that everyone can afford
81 Transformation community welcomes loads of new residents to a growing city 
82 Traditional marriage is alive and well in Findlay Ohio 
83 Church attendance and Christian values increased in Findlay 
84 Findlay solves flood issues, develops riverfront entertain district
85 Still the fastest growing city in the US
86 Fastest growing Christian community !
87 Findlay is the most exciting town to move to 
88 We finally got it right!
89 Findlay cracks down on crime child molesters serve time
90 President of the United States credits her conservative roots in Findlay Ohio as the motivation to 

serve her country 
91 Findlay number one in conservative ideals and schools in the state of Ohio 
92 Findlay: the best faith community 
93 More Democrats! 50/50 ratio
94 Racial diversity increases another 10%
95 New active seniors 55+ community: 1+2 bedroom apartments with attached garages and in-

apartment laundry
96 Findlay is a thriving, family-oriented city that provides lots of opportunities for personal growth 

97 Findlay manufacturing base remains steady
98 It's better in ten years that what is now!
99 Racism and bigotry will not be tolerated. Democrats are more numerous as per city representation 

100 The City of Findlay is honoring the Constitution of the United States, honoring God and is now the 
fastest growing city in the nation

101 Findlay flood nobody knew
102 City of Findlay has become the "heart of NW Ohio." Influx of shopping, transport, manufacturing, 

and construction 



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

103 Findlay is now noted as a retail hub regionally with the mall being expanded and all shops full 

104 Airport to Detroit shopping
105 Flood mitigation has been completed and the floods are non-existent 
106 Will there be newspaper in 10 yrs
107 Findlay is the "go to" city for family friendly activities. Findlay supports the visual as well as the 

performing arts
108 Green space at Main st bridge complete
109 That it’s a great place to invest money 
110 A good place to live
111 Downtown- parking
112 Findlay supports all community members and values opinions 
113 Sports complex opening for kids
114 Findlay was voted the most safe city in Ohio
115 Design standards show city's commitment to history
116 National revival breaks out - it all began in Findlay, OH!
117 Findlay completes bike paths

Johnny Mathis celebrates 100th birthday with special concert at MCPA
118 Target built in Findlay

First LGBT+ mayor elected in Findlay, OH
119 Remembering Findlay's last major flood; 25 years ago
120 Findlay experiences most increase/growth in economic/workforce development in Ohio!!

121 Findlay, the happy place to be
122 largest growing workforce population in Northwest Ohio
123 Findlay named one of USA's most equitable cities to live
124 City of Findlay has the safest schools
125 Downtown Findlay is #1 destination in NW Ohio! The Riverwalk is beautiful 
126 Findlay continues 10 year economic boom 
127 Number 1 micropolitan for 17 years running
128 A diverse community has blossomed due to forward thinking and planning
129 Findlay is still the thriving micro city you want to live in
130 Findlay named best city for the arts in Ohio
131 Findlay High school natatorium rated #1 in the country

Blanchard River 100 Flood Title Retires
132 All of the 30' high poles have been removed
133 The downtown and the bridge over the Blanchard River is a destination 
134 Micropolitan of the year 15+ times in a row
135 New chip factory breaks ground
136 Tourism booms as nukes do across globe
137 Booming micropolitan site of new fortune 500 development
138 Findlay celebrates growth of medium and small sized businesses
139 The city rail is constantly early. 

Are we investing too much? 
Climate plans way ahead of schedule
Congresswoman Flick looking to win re-election 



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

140 New industries and businesses moving into town and the surrounding area. Diversification from 
2022 employers. 

141 Findlay healthcare system voted best in country
142 Findlay: a small quint town changes to a bustling hub of young world-changers
143 Renovating, diverse community 
144 Findlay named top micropolitan for the 18th year in a row
145 To enhance our future we must always look to the past. History is there to learn, grow, and build on. 

Thank you Findlay for building on historical values and Biblical truths 
146 Findlay - Great place to live, worship, and work!
147 New businesses bring young adults to Findlay
148 Bezos chooses top micropolitan Findlay OH as location for Amazon HQ3
149 Findlay voted as healthiest community in the state… physically, emotionally, and spiritually 

150 Tesla moving corporate offices to Findlay
151 Business is booming in Findlay, Ohio
152 Best city to live in, for everyone!
153 Findlay… small town charm with big city entertainment
154 A progressive small town making everyone welcome 
155 Findlay one of the most diverse, equitable, and inclusive cities in Ohio!
156 Findlay becomes leader in bike transportation in Ohio
157 That cost of living will be justified with better jobs and pay. More business that are geared to family 

activities for kids and teens.
158 A Decade of Affordable Housing Initiatives Bears Fruit: A Happier, Healthier Findlay
159 Property owners finally taking care of their properties.
160 Findlay's latest election results indicates a change for more representation of all. More diversity and 

Democrats actually are voted in.

Taxes will be covering curbside recycling and garbage pick up.

The bicycling lanes were such a positive influence 10 years ago that walking trails and more bicycling 
trails now connect throughout all of Findlay. This has led to many younger families moving to Findlay 
for its leadership in healthy and environmentally positive changes.

After many years of Council debate, plans are moving forward to make the now demolished Findlay 
Mall into a mixed use development, with affordable housing as the focus. "Live, work, play" will be 
the theme.

161 Findlay's robust public transit has paid off helping the city grow and compete with Ohio's largest 
cities.

162 Findlay ranked Most Dynamic Micropolitan in the United States by Heartland Forward
163 Still top metropolitan city
164 Findlay Ohio- Welcoming, Diverse, & Accepting
165 Findlay is a Tight-Knit Community Where Everybody Knows Your Name
166 Findlay counties to grow with corporations moving into the area. Crime in Findlay is at an all time 

low. 
Multiple housing options for low income situations.

167 an inclusive community for all abilities



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

168 Small Town embraces diversity and inclusion
169 Still a safe, family small town.

170 Findlay is a prosperous, caring, and sharing community with a smaller government and lower taxes 
than they had ten years ago.

171 A new fortune 500 company moves to Findlay!
172 Best place to raise children and families
173 The City of Findlay Airport was named best General Aviation Airport in the nation: Partnering with 

cargo hubs and passengers hub alike!
174 The Healthiest City in Ohio
175 Findlay cares for the whole person: physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual
176 Mayo Clinic of mental health in Findlay Ohio
177 Findlay recognized as the #1 metropolitan community in the United States
178 Manufacturing center of the US
179 Findlay leads the state in new home construction again!
180 Top Micropolitan 18 years in a row!
181 Costco opens new location in Findlay
182 That Findlay is a great place to live with positive community partnerships/involvement
183 Best community for workers
184 more positive articles
185 Top Ten Most Family-Friendly Places to Live in America
186 Findlay is a healthy and welcoming community of all walks of life. A great place to raise a family with 

lots of recreational activities geared towards youth.
187 Findlay named top micropolitan for 18th consecutive year
188 That even through all issues, it is a great place to live!
189 Findlay is a progressive community that cares and respects all its residents.
190 Findlay has continued it's controlled growth both in population and in the work force through a 

managed plan that involves both the City and County. It is a community that has the great offerings 
in recreation, parks, entertainment and restaurants .

191 Findlay is a supportive city where all people feel a sense of belonging
192 Growing economy, community supportive of its local public school district, crime and drugs are 

down.
193 I hope it says the City of Findlay welcomes and supports all of it's citizens.
194 No Children Go To Bed Hungry, Fear for Shelter or Any of Life's Necessities
195 Findlay finally raises income tax from 1% to 1.5% to function properly with the times.
196 It safe. Low crime. Plenty of housing for all incomes. Still bringing in large corporation jobs.

197 Findlay, Ohio- a conservative, Christ centered community full of opportunities
198 Findlay named best place to live and work for a city under 50k
199 Findlay continues to win the top micropolitan award and is deemed the safest city in NW Ohio.

200 Findlay celebrates diversity
201 That they opened up the entrance to the tiffin avenue dollar general from the front instead of 

keeping it a back of store entrance.
202 Great place to live - low crime and good jobs



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

203 Moving away from reliance on Cooper and Marathon, Bypass open moving 224 and 12 traffic around 
city improving safety, moving away from property taxes and using income tax to fund schools. tax 
incentives for small businesses

204 Individually-owned homes in the City of Findlay have risen by 20%, with more established 
neighborhoods and communities.

205 FINDLAY : HISTORIC PRESERVATION CONSCIOUS , YET PROGRESSIVE
206 Findlay Supports Findlay: All Citizens Respect Each Other
207 no more rainbow colors in downtown
208 That Findlay is a high tech modernized city
209 Safest City in the USA
210 Findlay the next Silicon Valley.
211 New recreational center opens in flood lands north of the Blanchard River.
212 Findlay lauded as progressive, accepting, diverse, educationally-forward, and economically sound 

city
213 Flag City renamed to The Green City
214 Great city to move to and to raise a family
215 "Findlay models what it means to love your neighbor"
216 School system hires a full-time certified librarian for every school, keeps library assistants, reading 

scores off the charts
217 Family friendly
218 Findlay connects all the bike routes without riding on busy roads
219 It's still thriving and people are still able to shop locally
220 I would like to see all forms of LGBTQ+ indoctrination and grooming eliminated from the city. It takes 

a Community to raise children into responsible and intelligent adults who think for themselves and a 
strong stand against this backward ideation of legitimizing a mental health disorder such as the belief 
that there is more than 2 genders, or that you can choose your gender as a healthy life choice is 
dangerous to the health and safety of the children of this Community. It's a decent thing to tolerate, 
and I'm not suggesting shunning people with these mental afflictions, but it is dangerous to 
encourage this type of diseased thinking as a valid lifestyle choice.

221 That the city cleaned up the bad houses on tiffin avenue and has built more parks with elevation to 
help keep our hearts healthy and has built an outdoor lifestyle shopping center

222 Continuous growth got Findlay ahead of all
223 That we stayed true to the conservative values that made Findlay great.
224 Growth in economics, less poverty and drug issues.
225 Intel Invests in Hancock co!
226 That we have a democratic mayor, and people aren’t racist, homo/transphobic, anti-vax, or anti-

education.
227 Green living for affordable prices, renewable energy and low-income housing
228 Findlay is a great place to live and raise a family.
229 Increased diversity, attractive to young professionals with families
230 That we have excellent business growths for financials that Brings bank of America Charles Schwab 

to Findlay and that we have excellent logistic services and Findlay has a Big public airport that 
Southwest and other airlines can fly into for city residents so they don't have to travel outside of the 
city. And that the city has finally did something right on flooding.



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

231 It is a prosperous city that has kept its home town charm
232 Findlay in Chaos! Population on the decline, widespread illicit drug activities scattered across Findlay 

for the 15th year
233 The City of Findlay Reinvests into Brining It's Safety Services up to Today's Standards
234 Human Service Programs well funded and community flourishing.
235 Top 10 micropolitan city!
236 more commerce coming to Findlay with higher wages to accommodate the outrageous housing 

costs.
237 That it is a safe and environmentally friendly with thriving businesses and happy, healthy people.

238 Findlay Still Growing and a Great Place to Live
239 Working together to keep all safe and healthy
240 FINDLAY OHIO VOTED BEST COMMUNITY TO LIVE WORK AND PLAY IN IN THE MIDWEST
241 That it is a welcoming place to raise families and start businesses. Offers a lot in both entertainment 

and recreation.
242 #1 in safety, manufacturing, entertainment, and leisure 10 years in a row
243 That Findlay has continued to grow and develop to offer opportunities for young professionals.

244 growing rapidly
245 Progressive city that identified opportunities through a strategic plan and took steps to take 

advantage of those opportunities.
246 Findlay has succeeded in providing affordable housing and eliminating homelessness.
247 Flood proof retail and entertainment developments utilize previously vacant downtown areas.

248 Fantastic place to live
249 Most affordable place to live
250 Safest city in nw
251 Findlay remains a perennial top micropolitan city being a top choice to conduct business while 

equally creating a more robust downtown, expanding recreational options for wellness, and working 
with not-for-profits to insure they can provide vital support services to all

252 Friendly Findlay Welcomes All
253 That Findlay has advanced as a community and that Findlay has become more the town that 

everyone wants to raise a family in.
254 New Youth Center Opening Soon!
255 Most Walkable City in America
256 Family-friendly community thrives in great local economy
257 Findlay serves as "the" destination to live, work and play.
258 A city that had a plan and executed its success for  future!
259 Fun & Safe community for all
260 This city is a great place to raise a family. It is safe, clean and has a lot of activities and stores that 

people of all ages can enjoy.
261 the city is growing and doing well, allowing the Constitution to govern us!
262 That we are a strong community with good morals and ethics, that we help each other , that we fight 

for justice and care about our children growing up in a safe place, that we take pride in where we live 
and we respect our neighbors. That we stand up for truth and we support good leadership.



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

263 Findlay is continuing to grow
264 Findlay leads in diversity and acceptance
265 The friendliest city in all of Ohio, regardless of how you look.
266 Findlay is a Union friendly City
267 Findlay's diversity has multiplied
268 Findlay Municipal Trash Service Starts Curbside Recycling Like Most Other Cities!
269 Best city to raise a family and be safe in your golden years.
270 Best place to raise a family
271 The safest little town in Ohio
272 Findlay has become the hot spot for diversity and small business growth.
273 Drug use and crime are down, employment is up. Children services does what they need to do for 

kids.
274 That Findlay is a good City to raise a family with good old fashioned values with multiple 

opportunities for all types of work with good affordable housing.
275 A safe and vibrant town
276 18 year reign in micropolitan winner
277 Best place to live and raise a family- quality, safety, education, etc.
278 Findlay is becoming a leader in conservation by investing in a microgrid of renewable energy. Public 

and private rooftop solar panels, assorted wind turbines, and EV charging stations are proof that the 
city incentive program is working!

279 Another Fortune 500 company headquarters moves to Findlay
280 I hope that the news does say that we are a bigger town and that we are quickly growing after 

updating parks, getting new equipment for schools and parks, making Findlay a safer area to be in.

281 We are still a highly ranked city concerning business, education and social opportunities. We have 
gotten a handle on our lower income population and changed the trajectory. We have continued 
growth of the downtown and Tiffin Avenue areas. We have kept Marathon and new professional 
companies have joined our business world. We have improved our district report cards showing 
more success in our educational system.

282 VISITORS SHOW UP IN RECORD NUMBERS TO THE AREAS LARGEST MUSIC FESTIVAL
283 We are meeting the educational needs of our children and are preparing them as successful 

contributors to society.
284 City officials finally put a stop to the permanent painting of a LGBTQ symbol in the center of our 

downtown.
285 Population increase has been well supported by schools and infrastructure
286 Economically booming
287 Best Place to raise a family!
288 Good
289 Vibrant Downtown Life in Findlay, Affordable Housing, Robust Social Network
290 have new big box business have moved into Findlay and set up shop
291 Findlay sees record economic growth
292 Resolved Housing Shortage
293 Findlay: The Safest City in Ohio
294 Vibrant City continues growth...
295 Growing, safe, friendly, and wealthy community
296 Housing in Findlay is the most affordable in Ohio!



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

297 Most walkable city in the country!
298 Findlay has brought more businesses and shops to the area
299 The Courier won't even be in business in 10 years.
300 Remember when we used to deal with Flooding? A look back
301 That it is a prosperous city that has continued to grow every year and is still a hot spot for economic 

growth.
302 Marathon continues to provide high-quality jobs to Findlay area and will for years to come.

303 Findlay Public Transit Best in Nation
304 Findlay continues to grow and attract new businesses
305 Findlay investment in community centers and recreation has engaged youth and teenagers.

306 Findlay - Number 1 place to live in the U.S.
307 The river flooding situation in Findlay is resolved.
308 Findlay improves quality of life for all
309 Most Improved Schools in Ohio
310 Findlay City Schools Among Best in State
311 Great City, biking city
312 WORLD PEACE--10 Years and GOING STRONG
313 safe, good schools, community focused, business friendly
314 One of the most under rated tourist attraction cities in the US.
315 Findlay is still one of the best small metro areas to live in.
316 New Restaurants and Travel Destination
317 Findlay is a thriving and progressive city
318 Diversity Rates have increased
319 Findlay is a vibrant city with activities for all ages.
320 Findlay Paves the Way in Outdoor Recreation
321 City full of growth, job opportunities, and heavily focused on rebuilding buildings to refresh old 

empty spaces
322 Findlay attracts more tourists with all its events
323 That it is a great place to live and work. That the city continues to grow.
324 Top location in US to raise a family. Desirable schools, year-round activities for families, low crime 

rates, job opportunities for young and established professionals
325 Voted top 5 places to live in Ohio
326 Findlay is still a great place to work and live.
327 That no more companies are leaving
328 Old conservatives moved and the town finally progressed to 2010.
329 The Best Sustainable City in Ohio
330 Top School system in NW Ohio
331 similar to what is in the news now.
332 Findlay Rated best Micropolitan community in Ohio.
333 Safe/Clean city with a lot of fun options for it's residence.
334 Findlay is a thriving town, growing in population, and in jobs.
335 Marathon has record profits
336 Findlay is a great place to live and work!
337 "Families have thrived in Findlay over the past decade due to the health of its religious & community 

institutions and its carrier opportunities."



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

338 Best in Class!
339 City of Findlay continues to grow as the top micropolitan destination of the Midwest!
340 Best micropolitan in U.S. including excellent schools, hospital, arts, businesses and housing.

341 A top micropolitan city that caters to young to middle aged individuals and families. Highly rated 
schools and diverse employment opportunities.

342 Findlay leads the way in most pedestrian and bike friendly city
343 Findlay Growth Exceeds Expectations
344 Best Small Town to Live in the US
345 Findlay's Keys to Success: Diversity, Sustainability, & Thriving Small Businesses
346 Findlay is headquarters to five Fortune 500 companies.
347 Marathon announces office expansion and the city now has a Target!!
348 Investing new company in Findlay and providing investments.
349 A great place to live, work and raise a family.
350 Lowest crime rate
351 Findlay Ohio is a small community with loads of activities for individuals with an active lifestyle.

352 Housing prices in Findlay are soaring from massive job increases for all sectors.
353 Commercial and Industrial Growth in Findlay Outpaces Regional Expectations
354 I hope the news will say that our city is eclectic, a diverse and multi-cultural community, yet unified 

in purpose, compassionate, kind, respectful, loving, and welcoming to all.
355 City of Findlay continues to reduce taxes, setting great example for other cities to follow!

356 City finally addresses continuous housing and labor issues
357 Findlay has a community spirit of unity that's different from the rest of the country.
358 Every child in Findlay has a supported career plan to keep them from poverty and addiction.

359 Findlay is a thriving and healthy city with many outdoor recreational activities, wonderful restaurants 
and top notch entertainment.

360 Findlay Continues to grow
361 Marathon Petroleum is still headquartered in Findlay
362 Vibrant Downtown, Low Unemployment, Top Micropolitan,
363 [Fortune 500 Company] Announces Findlay As HQ
364 Best small/mid size town in Midwest for families and active people. Culture beyond what is expected 

for a town of its size. Robust health and wellness programs (mental and physical) that are supported 
by the community.

365 City continues to lead area in job growth
366 corporations other than marathon but similarly as large are in the area and providing employment.

367 Findlay schools top in state after getting rid of common core, CRT, SEL, leader in me.
368 Findlay: The Story of a Diverse and Thriving Community
369 A city that has grown and desired place to live. Competing with larger cities like Columbus and 

Cleveland.
370 Keep Marathon and not lose it.
371 No Californians
372 I hope the news will say that Findlay will be progressing forward socially.
373 Rated #1 Place to Raise a Family in Ohio



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

374 Conquered the roaming cats, as well as set ordinances on picking up their fecal matter.
375 Gentrified community appealing to all age and race demographics. Top small town in Findlay for 

dining and entertainment.
376 That it continues to be the home to multiple major business, including Marathon Petroleum.

377 Findlay eliminates poverty in the community through capitalism based programs.
378 Findlay continues to grow and be a great place to live.
379 Findlay Veterans further honored with programming tailored towards their needs, honoring the true 

spirit of America.
380 Findlay continues to lead the state and nation in economic development and voted best place to 

raise a family in America.
381 Better job growth for professional and trades-type jobs, more diversity and inclusion.
382 Findlay: Big City Amenities with a Small Town Vibe
383 Top Micropolitan City
384 Up and coming city keeps community in mind
385 City of Findlay Volunteer Hours and Charity Giving at All Time Highs
386 The school systems are in the top 10% in the state and nation and prepare students for STEM 

careers, and Findlay itself is a hub where many students return to live and work. Findlay at all levels 
is seen as a legitimate model community for other parts of the country

387 Building for Generations to Come.
388 Findlay Recognized As Safe And Inviting Place for Business and Visitors
389 Findlay is once again the top micropolitan area to live in the entire country!
390 Findlay is the best city to raise families
391 Best small city in the state.
392 Illegal Drug Sales Down 75% Since 2022
393 I would hope that our news will say Findlay has seen booming growth and is a sought after place to 

live due to our values, economy, resources, and safety.
394 Improved local economy
395 Findlay continues to thrive through business diversity
396 Findlay becomes new center for multi-ethnic cultures in NW Ohio
397 more kid friendly places down town less bars
398 City of Findlay continues to be prosperous maintaining high standard of living, a welcoming 

community, and the ideal place for families.
399 Findlay small and large business footprint grows
400 Findlay has become a diverse and inclusive small community that welcomes people from all walks of 

life. Women and BIPOC small business owners can thrive. Today people of different ethnicities 
struggle to find services that cater to there needs to they live in other communities and commute.

401 Family Oasis! Birth rates in small Ohio town far exceed national average. Experts look to Findlay for 
advice on how to address national population emergency.

402 Must see downtown river walk/park
403 Findlay home values are at an all time high!
404 Findlay is voted the top city in Ohio! It is the safest community, great schools, lots of job 

opportunities, tons of great food options.
405 City of Findlay named #1 micropolitan city yet again.
406 Findlay is such a thriving community!



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

407 Best Family Town in Ohio
408 Findlay Named Most Philanthropic and Helpful City in Ohio AGAIN
409 Increased support for education system and teachers. Support teachers and don't allow citizens to 

make their job harder than it already is. Address how teachers are being treated across the country.

410 Findlay Unemployment reaches absolutely zero.
411 Findlay is a safe, thriving community that keeps growing.
412 Findlay daycares no longer have a waiting list! Access childcare with ease.
413 What do you want to do tonight? We probably have it here in Findlay
414 Technology and Energy Hub continues to grow in Findlay
415 Findlay named healthiest city in the USA!
416 Findlay supports all people and the common good
417 Up and coming Midwest city
418 The Northwest Ohio hotspot for Diversified Workforce Opportunities
419 Turned-around the downtown area and Blanchard River pollution.
420 City of Findlay completes river exercise path spanning 7 miles
421 Top city to reside in, with growing businesses, neighborhoods, and diverse offerings. A place where 

small town America meets the world through industry, learning, and partnership.

422 Continued Growth, Low Crime
423 I hope they say Findlay stopped wasting money of projects that most people didn't care about, also 

that Findlay stopped pushing their agenda of biking that did not exist.
424 More than just a great place to raise your family, it is great place to start, and or finish your career 

from, due to its diversity and opportunities for fun at all ages.
425 Public Airline Terminal
426 Findlay Remains Top Micropolitan Community for X Years Running
427 Rated best small town in the US for professionals and young families
428 FINDLAY PICKED AS #1 SMALL TOWN IN U.S.
429 Findlay selected as Micropolitan of the year for the 18th year in a row!
430 Best micropolitan city in the U.S. to live in.
431 66% of commuters bike to work
432 That we are an inclusive and welcoming city. That our city is safe for all people.
433 Findlay International Airport Celebrates 5 year Anniversary!
434 Findlay - home of high paying jobs, loved by all
435 A growing community full of diversity
436 A thriving, inclusive community with great schools, good employment opportunities and local 

healthcare. A place people want to live.
437 that it has progressed into a more accepting and diverse place than where it is now
438 It's a good city to live in and is growing.
439 Booming Small City with a Large City Feel
440 Findlay is still a great place to raise a family.
441 Findlay is one of the best places to live in America due to beauty, safety and economic stability

442 Findlay elects non-Republican officials!
443 Best place to move to, work, and live
444 Findlay is a safe community that is a great conservative place to raise a family.
445 Findlay is one of the best hometowns in America



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

446 Ranked Best Community In The US 10 Years Running!
447 Findlay retains smaller town attributes (safe, friendly, accessible) while offering economic 

opportunities for area residents.
448 Findlay, Ohio chosen as best city in Ohio raise a family..
449 It's a great place to live and feel a sense of community.
450 That it is a Bastian of conservatism and has an open and transparent government that does not 

implement taxes that were voted down in an election.
451 Findlay, a city that has seen growth over the last 10 years only match by Columbus. A city where the 

arts and innovative industries thrive. A place where a families feels safe and the elderly are well 
taken care of.

452 It is still a growing city
453 City welcomes new businesses for continual growth
454 City leaders reflect on decade of dramatic growth
455 Safest metropolitan City with the best mom and pop businesses.
456 Flag City named Ohio’s Best Place to Live, Work and Raise a Family
457 With WFH being the new norm, Findlay attracts many young workers with affordable housing and a 

revitalized downtown that suits the modern white collar worker.
458 Findlay City Council & Government equally represent different political parties and more closely 

represent the citizens' diverse racial & ethnic make up.
459 Great place to live, work and raise a family.
460 University of Findlay Named Top School in Country
461 We annexed way to much and we are not able to provide for the annexations. We should have left 

the townships alone and worry about what we have. We have way to many homeless to be worrying 
about annexations. Don't be a bully out of greed and take care of what you have first.

462 Findlay booming with newest business
463 We have more to this City than just bars and winery's. How about more things for kids and families 

to do? How about some actual shopping, you know, an actual real shopping center?

464 That it is a progressive, inclusive city that has a great down town scene.
465 A city that has low crime, homelessness and great employment opportunities
466 The safest and clean city to live !
467 This does not matter in the slightest
468 Thriving, Diverse Community Growing Rapidly!
469 Booming economic development
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470 Findlay, once again rejuvenated, thriving and safe!
A major problem for a very long time were drivers running red lights at major intersections 
throughout the city and not enough law enforcement to patrol such problematic areas. To avoid 
crashes and possibly the loss of life, red-light cameras have been installed at major intersections 
throughout the city. One of the better qualities of these newer red-light cameras is that they warn a 
driver that there is a possibility that they will run a red light, giving them time to react and stop. 
Since the installation of these devices, fewer crashes have occurred, although some drivers take that 
chance and proceed through a red light, but that doesn't mean they aren't caught. A picture of their 
license plate is snapped and an automatic ticket is generated and sent out via U.S. mail. In some 
cases if you register your email with the BMV then it's tied in with your info and the ticket is 
automatically emailed within 24 hours of the offense. Because of the revenue generated from these 
offenses, (data has shown over the years that slightly more revenue is generated through red-light 
camera offenses than OVI cases within city limits) more funds are available and allocated 
appropriately to programs designed to rejuvenate and help the city remain thriving and attractive.

Another major issue was parking in the downtown area. A new 9 story parking garage has been 
constructed on the northwest corner of North Main Street adjacent to the north side of the 
Blanchard river. Flooding in the area has been non existent since the flood plan was put in place 5 
years ago. The new parking garage, which is open to the general public and as well generates 
revenue house more than 2500 parking spots. Across the street on the east side just adjacent and 
north to the Blanchard river what was once Civitan Park, is now a large community park which spans 
the length from North Main St. to the Dr. Martin Luther King overpass. A new band shell has been 
added as well as spaces for food concession stands/trailers and many other amenities. Many major 
and city events have taken place here over the years. There is now rumored talk of possibly holding 
4th of July fireworks display in this area as well.

Welcome to Findlay, home of Flag city USA!

471 Findlay is once again the top micropolis in the USA.
472 New High School Celebrates Five Years!
473 Findlay attracted the young, educated, compassionate and inclusive leaders of tomorrow

474 City Council requires all major capital initiatives go to Ballot for Vote!
475 Innovative companies flock to Findlay, OH recognizing Tax Advantages, Availability of Quality 

Workforce, and promoting employee Quality of Life
476 New bike trail/walking path opened connecting Findlay, Liberty Benton, Van Buren, North Baltimore, 

and Bowling Green.
477 MPC Expands Renewable Technology Center in Findlay! Will Hire 500 Engineer!
478 Marathon Celebrates it's 135 Anniversary!
479 Marathon's decision to keep the headquarters located in Findlay has helped to keep the city strong.

480 It still has a vibrant downtown. Businesses are still attracted to the region. The mall has been 
reimagined/revitalized. The arts are still alive and well in Findlay. This is a safe place to live and walk 
and work and the cost of living is reasonable.

481 Findlay continues to be the place to live
482 A diverse community has led to a vibrant economy and lively place to live.



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

483 Findlay youth population skyrocketing. Would do wonders for the local politics and the businesses 
that could thrive.

484 Over the past decade, Findlay prioritized vulnerable populations, green spaces, car-less 
transportation, outdoor recreation (even in winter), indigenous land acknowledgment, and native 
habitats. It shows.

485 Semis Routed off Main Street
486 Findlay Named Center for Future Tech Innovation
487 Trojan Country: We/Me
488 Sets record number of new growth
489 Findlay… a community of belonging for engagement and growth
490 new community center celebrates grand opening. Community effort yields centralized social 

opportunities
491 The City of Findlay - a community of belonging and everyone matters
492 Findlay elects first openly LGBTQ mayor
493 Leader of innovation and community belonging 
494 Work to improve inclusion over the past decade pays off. Economy is strong, population diverse, and 

Findlay seen as a place to thrive by all 
495 Find it here! City of Findlay becomes city of choice for "finding community" 
496 City of Findlay a community of belonging 
497 Affordable housing and public transport make Findlay a more socio-economically diverse city 

498 Findlay… Prosperity for ALL 
499 Findlay: We feel the love!
500 Businesses and families coming to Findlay because of inclusive community award - best in state 

501 The good ole' days are here again! Findlay - A thriving micropolis
502 High school student scores are at an all time high
503 Findlay ranked best place to live for 10th year in a row
504 Findlay voted one of the best small towns to live in the USA in 2032
505 Findlay still great place to raise a family: Survey shows community maintains strong Christian values

506 Findlay city schools report 5th straight year of academic growth in students across all grades

507 Findlay community joins together to celebrate implementation of flood mitigation plan
508 City of Findlay voted #1 city for young families in Ohio
509 City of Findlay booming metro for young family
510 City of Findlay offer art and entertainment through it's great downtown area
511 Findlay - Faith, Family, Friends… Home
512 Serving others and generosity highest priority in Findlay
513 Findlay eliminates income tax. We live within our means declares city government
514 Findlay - A safe, family friendly community, driven by Biblical foundation
515 Hometown proud! Findlay becomes a community more like family 
516 It's about time… new school buildings
517 Findlay experiences record growth in its commercial and industrial sectors
518 Every storefront in the mall filled
519 Findlay is an Ohio small town with a big impact on the quality of living in Ohio
520 City Mission has all needs filled
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521 A friendly and welcoming town. A town that is thriving and growing. A town that offers a lot of 
opportunity

522 The downtown amphitheater, north of the river is Northwest Ohio's premier family based 
entertainment destination!

523 That Findlay will be known as a place that cares and supports each other and provides services for 
growth and support of all it's population 

524 Findlay: healthiest city in America
525 Something about new businesses/industries coming to town
526 Findlay flooding fixed
527 Small city with big heart
528 Findlay airport has an extension to become an international airport
529 Findlay nominated to top place to live in nation
530 Findlay named the best place to live, work and play in Ohio
531 Minorities a vital part of Findlay
532 Findlay city schools ranked their graduates as job and career ready
533 New K-5 school buildings open and ready for students
534 Money Magazine rates Findlay among best small towns in America
535 Fastest growing community for young professionals and families in OH
536 Findlay is the most diverse, economic growth, most affordable, midmajor city to live in the US

537 Everybody being in harmony, being paid, good wages
538 City invests in playgrounds at local nursing homes for young families to interact with elders

539 That we moved forward to keep our city attractive to residents to visit
540 Things that would draw younger family to desire to choose Findlay as their home
541 Shopping
542  Attractions that our own people look forward to frequent
543 The city of Findlay is a place full of loving and welcoming people who care about their city and having 

a positive impact on future generations
544 Sports complex in old Findlay mall location
545 Findlay ranks as one of the best cities in America to raise a family
546 Great growth of affordable housing in the city
547 One of the best small towns in America to live!
548 A safe and secure city. That the city will work together with few problems
549 Findlay first for family, friends and fun
550 Findlay safest city in Ohio
551 No more drug issues!
552 The city of Findlay has the best street in Hancock co. We have the lowest crime rate
553 That we are a community that is service oriented, helping our neighbors is diverse but conservative 

in our approach to world affairs. That our police force is strong to combat crime. 

554 Findlay, Ohio: Once again listed in national survey as safest community
555 Generations continue to settle in Findlay with their kids, parents, and grandkids
556 Findlay a friendly hometown where generations of families can thrive
557 No matter the size, Findlay has continued to be everyone who lives here's HOME town!
558 As the economy booms Findlay is right in the thick of things!
559 The next generation of Findlay chooses to stay and make Findlay their home
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560 That Findlay be a great place to live and raise kids up in. Be devoted to be doing the right with the 
baseline being God's standards and God's word

561 Findlay is the beacon to dynamic growth with Christian love and morals
562 Flood problem solved!
563 Findlay, our hometown that we are proud to  live in!
564 A safe, welcoming, family-oriented community
565 #1 small city!
566 Findlay is number 1
567 Findlay: A community to call home
568 Findlay is in the top ten micro community in the nation
569 That Findlay has become a leader in the state of Ohio growth, jobs, manufacturing, education. That 

Findlay has become a place to visit in Ohio
570 Employment is growing rapidly 
571 Findlay city schools levy passed!
572 Findlay continues to see record economic growth 
573 Findlay named top micropolitan in nation
574 Clean city full of respectful people; Great place to raise a family; nice community of well kept homes

575 All flood mitigation projects have ben successful 
576 Findlay Forward efforts yield great results
577 Population of Findlay continues to rise 
578 South Main quiet and peaceful 
579 Destination Findlay 
580 The city of Findlay provides faith-based family activities and have input on the legal activities that 

affect the community; The city provides effective public service agents to provide safety for 
residents

581 wonderful resources programs to help people excel great schools. Arts. Theatre. Programs no cost

582 That it is accepting of all people no matter their color, race or political affiliation 
583 Findlay being made fun again! Riverside Railroad, bumper cars and cotton candy coming back to 

riverside!
584 Where Biblical truths flourish!
585 Look at all the smiling faces playing together from all ages in downtown Findlay 
586 Findlay recognized as top "small town" in America, again!
587 Findlay voted top city for families… again!
588 Keep our commitments to lifelong learning alive!
589 Findlay city schools achieve 100% success in student achievement
590 More stores. <> traffic, especially from one side of town to the other. Review of the vision done 20 

years ago
591 Findlay continues to be a great place to live. Maintaining moderate growth and traditional values

592 Findlay welcomes new Target store
593 Findlay continues to be concerned about schools, being good neighbors, recreation, parks

594 World-wide peace celebration
595 Findlay city schools continues to lead in academic innovations
596 Findlay celebrates the 30th anniversary of the Hancock 100 bike ride
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597 A Target store will be coming to town. Expansion of low income housing has been okayed

598 Students entering workforce or continuing education with the foundational skills to be successful in 
their chosen paths

599 Findlay sees new economic expansion!
600 Findlay: a safe and open-arms community 
601 Findlay is still the number one micro city in the Midwest; excellent schools; beautification projects; 

vibrant restaurants
602 no more floods
603 Record numbers once again vote in general election 
604 Findlay school district named top 10 in the state of Ohio
605 Findlay City schools, rated best in state
606 New mall with 100 stores opens on June 1
607 Findlay community is safe, prosperous and well-suited for the future!
608 Findlay recognized as example in sustainability, clean energy, biodiversity 
609 Community shows support of schools by passing the levy!
610 I hope the news will say the community has increased support and spirit for local schools

611 Population grew 10% over the last 5 years
612 Five new clothing stores added to Findlay 
613 Free parking downtown 
614 Findlay has less trash than any other county in Ohio
615 Best Micropolitan community in USA
616 best place to work in Ohio
617 Aliens agree Findlay is a great place to live
618 Hancock County ranks lowest in the state for unemployment
619 A thriving, economically prosperous, safe, clean community 
620 15 years #1 Micropolitan City
621 Top Micro #18
622 Findlay, a growing and friendly community 
623 Findlay thrives!
624 Drug abuse has been on a steady decline and is now at the lowest rate in 10 years
625 Findlay named top micro in US for 18th year!
626 Findlay adds awesome bike trail
627 Findlay is flood free!
628 Findlay knows how to keep their youth from moving away after graduation 
629 Findlay industries booming, while leaving 0% carbon footprint
630 New jail opens
631 Findlay attracts major employer to town
632 Cleveland Browns win Superbowl! (again)
633 Findlay meets all goals in 10 year strategic plan
634 City of Findlay voted #1 Micropolitan 18 years in a row!
635 City of Findlay voted best downtown in the state
636 Findlay beats the flood: 18 time top micro conquers flooding
637 Findlay's flood free forever; Findlay is the collaboration capital; politics don't get in the way

638 Leader in diversity, equity, and inclusion 



Write the headline What do you want the news to say about Findlay in 10 years?

639 Health and employment transportation services plan proven majority successful 
640 Findlay has grown exponentially but still compassionate, caring community as before
641 City of Findlay  - loads of opportunity 
642 Findlay voted best place to work and raise a family east of the Mississippi
643 Findlay Hancock County sees record growth/diversity 
644 Findlay airport expands to commercial flights
645 Bike path completed!
646 Findlay continues to be the greatest place to raise your family in the US 10 years running
647 30 years of hot air balloons flying the skies of Findlay 
648 City eliminates all property tax!
649 Findlay population increased by 50% 
650 The city is adding another bus route to the west side. We now have 14 routes throughout the city 

651 Economic development surges - named micropolitan city of decade
652 Flood mitigation completed
653 Findlay/Hancock County - community of belonging for all!
654 Findlay voted best place to live seventh straight year
655 Best Parks + outside spaces!
656 Findlay is flood free!
657 Findlay is an all inclusive community 
658 Findlay is still the #1 Micropolitan in the US
659 BVHS says cure for cancer continues to be effective
660 Marathon expands Findlay operations 
661 Findlay recognized as example of best place to live in state of Ohio
662 City of Findlay has a balanced dem/republican city council
663 Findlay elects 1st openly black mayor!!!
664 Findlay municipal refuse service celebrates 9 years of curbside recycling
665 First black mayor Ms. _ introduced council meeting with the great news that Findlay has reached 

90% vaccination rates and the pandemic is considered eradicated 
666 Best bike trails outside the c-bus area
667 More than you might think: an insight into Findlay's Asian community 
668 Findlay is a place of opportunities and for family. Would love to see that there is an Asian Town 

(similar to Chinatown)
669 Asian Festival 
670 Friendly, peaceful, best place to raise children
671 Findlay is a great place to work and raise a family! Findlay has many great schools!
672 Asian American represented on the city council
673 Christ believers in Laotian community is expanding
674 Major league baseball team was born in Findlay!
675 Findlay was noted for its activities to reduce CO2
676 University of Findlay distinguishes itself in various varsity sports in the US
677 The best place to live #1 in the US
678 Findlay became the safest city in the US with the lowest crime rate and its publicity in the US

679 Findlay City is nominated most comfortable live city in Ohio
680 A mixture of new and old
681 Findlay prospers with low crime, low unemployment and plenty of housing
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682 The City of Findlay welcomes all to its city and has many features for singles and families

683 No flooding city
684 I hope that Findlay has the best education in the USA
685 Findlay voted number 1 for "green living"
686 Findlay has major corporations!
687 Findlay Summerfest - everyone welcome, old and young, single and families, any color, religion, 

ethnicities
688 Findlay has ethnic restaurants!
689 Findlay ranked one of the most environmentally friendly city
690 Findlay elementary and middle schools and Japanese elementary and junior high schools became 

sister schools
691 Economic growth doubled over the last 10 years
692 Most safest city in US
693 Findlay floods! Levy holds!
694 University of Findlay nominated as highest growing school in both diversity and tech programs

695 International Gourmand city
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ID # 1. What services would you like to see the City provide or improve on? 
1 Narcan with officers and a better handling of drug usage
2 Improved bike routes
3 Better police in neighborhoods that are known for having illegal drugs like heroin
4 HATS expansion, improvement
5 Parks and Recreation.
6 Garbage pick up and recycling. Consider the wear and tear of so many trucks on our streets that 

occurs now. It's time. 

Provide recycling , especially in the parks and downtown, and for all the seasonal events (Boogie, 
Octoberfest, Balloon fest...). Real recycling containers, not just boxes set up for festivals.

7 Public transportation
8 Recycling and/or trash service. More recreational leagues, organized activities.
9 Give a voice to the younger generations (even high schoolers!), rather than just focusing on the Baby 

Boomers and their thoughts only.
10 Bike path/lanes & Recycling
11 Public transportation.

Curbside recycling
12 Public spaces/accessibility

There are very few places in the downtown that are public spaces and the spaces that are available 
lack accessibility (i.e. the park in Sandusky has no table access for a wheel chair). Other places are 
in state of disrepair (i.e. the river walk). And almost never are their activities for the public organized 
there. 

Going Green
Add recycling to trash in downtown, the parks, etc. Add more support for biking between downtown, 
parks, the university, etc. Most paths require individuals to cross or travel on roads without bike lanes, 
etc.

13 more police, less drugs
14 More aggressive action towards homeowners/renters who don't abide by litter and junk removal 

orders concerning the property on which they live.
15 We need a residential building code and enforcement of it.
16 Engaging activities/events for children of all ages
17 Building permits and inspections
18 Improved, affordable access to mental health care for all people groups and ages
19 More mental health substance abuse and rape and domestic violence resources in community

20 continued flood mitigation
21 Entry and mid level manufacturing associates
22 micro Transit - tram, bus, golf kart, etc.... regular service (once every 1 or 2 hrs. works) ex. from 

retirement homes south of town, to Kroger/ Walmart. from crystal / Melrose apt complex to down 
town, from parking areas into downtown, etc....

23 more reverse angle parking (for safety)
24 Pre hospital emergency care
25 Mental health accessibility - we have too many in need and not enough locations/workers
26 Improved safety of downtown area
27 i think the city services compared to other city already go above and beyond
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28 events and places for youth to have fun that are free or affordable to help kids get off of electronics 
and get active!

29 faster internet on edge of city
30 Continue with the On Going Streets and Roads upgrades. If fiscally responsible, offer garbage & 

recycling services to all residents.
31 English language learning for adults/parents in the community
32 parks, more recreational activities, supporting local school district
33 more dentists in Findlay serve families that have Medicaid.
34 Public transportation
35 More police would be nice.
36 Road care - fixing pot holes.
37 Assisting the elderly with outdoor necessities such as raking and clearing leaves, plowing driveways 

clear of snow and other heavy duty chores that are difficult for the elderly or disabled people who do 
not have reliable help for such work that needs done.

38 Trash Pick Up/ More outdoor spaces for kids activities/ a food truck court would do well (as it has in 
other cities)

39 Lower water rates
40 I would like to see a "health community" initiative. Also, would like to address health equity and do 

targeted surveying and outreach to currently under represented groups.
41 OPEN UP THE FRONT ENTRANCE FOR THE TIFFIN AVE DOLLAR GENERAL
42 transportation services
43 Attract jobs that pay a solid middle to middle-upper class wage
44 police
45 POLICE SERVICE, FREE CITYWIDE TRASH SERVICE , FINDLAY HISTORIC EDUCATION
46 helping the poor
47 WIFI / Internet / Fiber Services
48 Youth Development, skills and responsible community care
49 Public transportation
50 Need more HIGH QUALITY baseball/softball fields like those at the Cube. We could get a lot more 

youth sports tournaments bringing in more money to the city with more fields available.
51 large item recycling/dumping; CITY TRASH and CURBSIDE RECYCLING!! Everywhere we’ve ever 

lived except here has city trash service!
52 More Electric charging stations
53 Fiber Internet
54 I love parks and places to go to hike, so the more the better
55 Leaf and junk removal
56 Mental health services
57 leadership positions for elementary age kids
58 Recreation
59 More police
60 Street lights and repairs
61 maintain roads
62 more live music
63 Less organizations and more neighbors helping neighbors
64 Zoning and permitting for construction of residential and commercial properties. 

Police accountability. 

65 Stop supporting people, businesses, etc., that are hateful.
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66 Better, more flexible and abundant public transportation; public recycling bins in addition to trash 
cans; encouraging less waste by leading by example in City buildings and events; public composting 
options instead of just trashing everything

67 Public transportation
68 Some nuisance enforcement for loud engines on main street. It makes sitting outside restaurants in 

summer evenings very unpleasant
69 Airport flights availability for residents in Findlay and surrounding areas lower utility prices better 

policing to reduce crime and drugs l
70 Transportation
71 Fix the roads, improve education from K-12 and maybe college level because it is severely lacking, 

clean up the town -- way too many houses looking like it's in the ghetto, start being diverse -- saying 
you support LGBT+, disabled, many more isn't being "diverse", stop the hospital and doctor offices 
from enforcing masks -- masks don't work per the CDC (look it up and I guarantee you the CDC will 
show a report saying the masks has never worked the last 2 years) and the list goes on. The current 
state of Findlay is in shambles and is about 20-30 years behind on everything.

72 EMS
73 Funding toward human services programs and the staff that runs them.
74 I would love to just see the city continue to grow. It has been wonderful to see changes the past 10 

years, making Findlay more a "suburb" than a small town. Continue to province opportunities. I would 
love to see the community support Findlay City Schools more. It is so sad that our children are 
crowded into buildings, that we are losing good teachers and staff due to the lack of support from the 
community. It is heart-breaking. Findlay City Schools is a wonderful district, but the city and 
population does not support it like it does in other towns we have lived in.
We would love to see more theatre opportunities and the arts. MCPA is a wonderful start- we need to 
build upon that!

75 EMS
76 Recycling and composting
77 Health. The hospital still does not have a reputation that make them a 1st choice. I hear more and 

more people deciding to drive rather than stay in town for services.
78 Findlay has a lot of great services and agencies, probably just working on the negative stigma that 

accompanies the populations that use these agencies.
79 CITY AND STREET IMPROVEMENT - JUST A LITTLE FASTER
80 Adult recreation sport leagues through the parks and recreation department for various sports.

81 Recycling that is as easy as possible and free
82 Free recreational activities as appropriate.
83 Not necessarily a service, but some incentive program for middle-lower income homeowners to 

improve the aesthetics of their homes.
84 Affordable housing and transportation.
85 Let’s get these stoplights figured out so that pedestrians are not given a red walk sign when all traffic 

signals are favorable for crossing. Also some lights won’t change for pedestrians unless the button is 
pressed but others change automatically. Some areas of town do not have the green arrow set up 
long enough to allow a good amount of traffic to make a left turn, sometimes needing to wait for 
multiple cycles of the light. Figure it out.

86 More specialty physicians for children and you adults especially mental health
87 Housing
88 Activities offered don’t impact traffic by shutting down whole streets
89 Living outside the city, I am unable to think of anything at this time.
90 Affordable housing
91 Youth support groups, family activities, cultural diversity training
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92 Paths between public parks
93 family-friendly activities; well kept outdoor spaces and recreation spaces
94 Curbside recycling
95 More awareness and/or more opportunities for pro-social events/participation - ways for people to 

gather based on talents; activities; interest, etc.
96 As of today I believe that the services provided to the city are meeting our expectations.
97 More low income housing & FREE teen centers
98 Adequate street lighting for areas around the city that are pretty dimly lit or not at all.
99 More police officers
100 Recreation , especially for our teenagers.
101 All good
102 Historic preservation
103 Waste management, mass tree planting, and anti misinformation campaigns
104 Street repair and update
105 Support for new and small businesses (grants, tax breaks, incubators, pro bono or subsidized 

legal/financial/insurance advice), especially businesses owned by women, people of color, LGBT+, 
and other minority groups. Resources and support for people experiencing poverty, mental health 
issues, substance abuse addictions, or houselessness (other than religious institutions). Resources 
and support for Spectrum and/or other support for LGBT+ youth. More community services at the 
library.

106 The Police Department needs to be more diverse.
107 Open a dog park on the northwest side of Findlay….similar to the one by the reservoir on the 

southeast side.
108 Safe and fun Activities for youth.
109 More family activities(arcade, indoor basketball, indoor soccer, Skyzone type business)
110 Greenway/Riverway
111 Trash, with recycling as an option
112 Good flow of traffic, good law enforcement with programs that help the community and law 

enforcement appreciate each other. Crack down on the drugs in this town and the number of fentanyl 
and heroin deaths

113 Electric vehicle charging in public places
114 Mental health in the schools
115 Public transportation
116 Make sure tile work- no flooding some homeowners property due to tile not adequate.
117 I’m not sure how often litter gets picked up in certain places. I know by the railroad track behind 

Bernard Ave. It seems like it’s a dumping ground because there’s wooded area. Even on the ditch 
side of the tracks there’s tires, plastic bins, random trash. I’ve tried to pick up as much as I can 
behind where I live but it would be nice to have a good sweep through the area.

118 Perhaps developing a public microgrid of renewable energy generation that local resident can buy into 
the program with the understanding that the energy is sourced by local renewables and education on 
conservation and best practices are part of the program.

119 Leaf collection on the streets similar to the past and elimination of bagging requirement
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120 Public Library, from the kinda place it is now(Not good) to the place it can be would be huge for 
Findlay. More people would start to use it, it would turn into a hang out spot for people and friends. 
Also another service I would love for them to improve on is schools, as someone who has been going 
to school all of their life the things I have noticed is the vaping still happening in schools that need to 
be addressed and need to be figured out quickly. I also realize that the lunches aren't good quality, 
somehow the middle school has better lunches for everyone that elementary or primary or even high 
school and I think that the school needs to add more to the plate of them and more nutrition. Also the 
school should make sure that everyone is safe at all times

121 A dog park or two. A few dog waste receptacles.....PS. Thank you for DORA!
122 curriculum fit to the needs of our children as well as aligned with their mental abilities, not trying to be 

number one, but to actually educate by mastering basics and then building on those basics.

123 Continue investing in public safety.
124 All police officers receive crisis intervention training.
125 More parks
126 More activities and hang outs for teens
127 Walking and Biking infrastructure
128 Bus
129 Development Related Services
130 Create more spaces for teens to hang out, green spaces.
131 Public transportation.
132 Preparation for snow events and actual snow removal
133 I have been following the Mayor of Tiffin on LinkedIn and FB and it seems like they have a lot of really 

exciting things happening. I would like to see more social media on all the exciting things happening 
and more of a strategic plan.

134 Better recycling programs
135 Charge less income tax. 1% is way too high.
136 City wide recycling and yard waste pick up!
137 Mental Health and Drug Treatment
138 Floodplain Management, Street Maintenance (snow removal), crime prevention
139 Medical - the copays and fees are HORRID in Findlay, and the med folks are playing dirty with 

copays. You THINK it's one thing, then they hit you up later with 3x the price. Just because MPC is 
here doesn't mean everyone can afford a 3k copay!

140 Improved youth programs through the YMCA
141 There is very little cheap/free activities for youth and teenagers, especially during winter months. I 

would prefer less beautification projects and more funds to community centers and other recreational 
activities for youth

142 City Water is hard. Need more restaurants. Traffic solutions on Tiffin Ave and improvement on how to 
get from one side of town to the other side of town.

143 Transportation
144 Parking downtown.
145 Resources/Support for the vulnerable and poor
146 Schools
147 No issues with utilities
148 biking friendly laws
149 Flooding Issue
150 stick to what a city is supposed to provide as local government, let donations speak for what the 

citizens want
151 Partner with Findlay City Schools to have a help each other. (i.e. Athletic Facility, Marketing, etc.)



Big Ideas What services would you like to see the City provide or improve on? 

152 I would like to see more alternative facilities, such as alternative education, medical, spiritual facilities 
that are not common to every city.

153 Better police decisions. Concentrate on real crime and stop being Bullies.
154 Drugs and crime seem to be too common. Service at restaurants is lacking.
155 Public transportation, public services
156 More ethnic restaurants and markets, home stores, shopping facilities, bars, night life, public events

157 Pool facilities
158 Recreational trails for runners, bikers, etc. Rails to trails or well-maintained long nature trails (think 

Oak Openings in Lucas County). I live in Findlay, but I need to leave the county for good trails (Toledo 
Metroparks is way ahead of Findlay, the Cincinnati-Dayton area has a vast network of interconnected 
bike trails).

159 Development Relates Services
160 Snow removal, green waste removal
161 improved trash & recycling programs, improved gym and indoor/outdoor pool offerings even if it's a 

private business like LA Fitness (would love to have a community center similar to Blue Ash OH)

162 Curbside recycling pickup
163 Transport situation is pretty bad, but that is the case in most small towns.
164 Housing downtown for younger folks.
165 A good science museum for kids about Findlay and Northwestern Ohio. The Children Museum here 

is a joke. With Finlay mall almost empty - should have convert half of the mall into a nice museum. 
This is also promoting local business in Findlay. How about art & craft show in the mall.

166 Storm Water System Maintenance, Parks Maintenance, Floodplain, recycling
167 day care
168 water infrastructure and billing. Currently meters are not being read for each bill electronically or in 

person which is preventing home owners from getting real time info on their water usage.

169 Better parking downtown
170 Continuing to improve the parks and trails
171 1) Winter time recreation is tough in Findlay. Providing more diverse indoor or outdoor recreation 

options would retain families and talent. These facilities could include: Ice Curling, winter sledding at 
the reservoir, indoor recreation center, etc.
3) Metroparks - plant a forest for our grandkids to enjoy and cultivate

172 Keep fighting crime and drugs!
173 Regional airport with flights to Florida and Atlanta
174 business tax incentives
175 Recreational Services- indoor sports facility, improve Emory Adams for soccer/lacrosse/youth football 

events; Bike/Running path planning throughout the city (or along the Blanchard River); Flood 
Mitigation; Economic Development- bring in more diverse businesses that are not all in the food 
industry; More routine police presence at park facilities (city pool and Emory Adams come to mind 
immediately)

176 More downtown events
177 Single Trash Service
178 Recycling
179 I would like to see a volunteer office to coordinate and communicate local volunteer opportunities, 

giving opportunities, donation drives, etc. I would also love the parks to offer more activities to 
encourage more outdoor living. I would like community gardens and a more bustling farmer's market, 
and more cultural exposure/opportunities.

180 Parks
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181 Better restaurants, more retail shopping options, more kid activities or amusements
182 More vibrant and active parks and recreation department; increased capacity/services to and from 

Findlay airport
183 Taxi service and public transportation, Hats does nor provide service when needed.
184 keeping drugs out of the city
185 Another dog park (or 2) on the other side(s) of town
186 City managed trash services. Currently trash pickup can happen on every day of the week. It would 

be nice for everyone to have their trash picked up on the same day to prevent the unsightly cans and 
bags being out every day of the week. 

Leaf pickup days even if it requires payment/donation
187 Less city services; much less. Less taxes. Individuals take more responsibility to keep their 

neighborhoods clean, streets crime free, and children educated.
I guess it would be good if the city had a fire department and emergency dispatcher.

188 More opportunities to pull the community together for events, better publicity and information on 
events as well.

189 None - I would like to see the City do less. I would like to see needed services provided through non-
profits and private companies.

190 Better communication on road construction/closures and schedules. Better enforcement of moving 
violations (i.e. running red lights to make the "yellow")

191 Road issues - clearing of snow and ice consistently
192 Not a service that the City can provide, but I would like to see greater encouragement to be a part of a 

faith community in Findlay. I know this is not the way our country is going, but it will provide a bedrock 
for all of the other great ideas I'm sure you'll get.

193 Coordination of support efforts by local churches to care for residents; feels like churches mean well, 
but could be more effective through a coordinated effort.

194 A biking trails and lane infrastructure around the city and into the outlaying areas where there are 
plenty of flat wide open spaces. These could also double as running and walking paths.

195 More young child activities like splash pads.
196 Remove abandoned buildings
197 The city was paving the alleys, but that stopped during Covid. I would like to see the city pick that 

back up.
198 More bike and pedestrian safe corridors not only for recreation, but as a viable alternative to private 

automobiles.
199 Continue to build out the parks and recs programs to promote active and involved citizens.
200 Continue to improve city parks and create more activities for kids.
201 Free Trash Pickup!
202 The city shouldn’t provide services but work with small businesses to create jobs at the private sector 

level. If they were to improve on a service, it would be improving our schools by getting politics out of 
schools and putting academics back in.

203 Outdoor Area/Park Downtown (with Splash Pad for Kids, Restaurants, Shops). Downtown Parking. 
Other Economic Development to advance the community and provide activities for people to do in 
town.

Homeless Assistance beyond City Mission
204 Shopping and dining
205 Continue to deliver on fundamentals and don't screw up what already works.
206 Some form of public transportation that can be for everyone, not just HATS.
207 Education
208 Follow through with removing dilapidated structures on properties where owners don't take care of.

209 Use of tax proceeds
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210 Leaf and trash pickups. Better road construction planning.
211 Fall leaf pickup
212 Better community planning. For example, develop the vacant space North of the river on Main for 

community events instead of shutting down the street.
213 Academics, drug prevention
214 Public transportation
215 Floodplain Management, More support to Public Works
216 Fun activities for families.
217 Educational services such as Findlay City Schools and University of Findlay.
218 Small business promotion, community events and festivals
219 Tree trimming in right-of-way areas - I have one large tree in my front yard across the sidewalk and 

wires - trimming it is a hazard! I wish the city would help me keep up with the tree growth.

220 Centralized trash service so there are not dozens of trucks running through neighborhoods every day. 
Don't wait for a child to be run over to make this change, it is also better for longevity of streets, less 
loud/disruptive trucks, the city needs a building code or building department.

221 Continue to maintain and improve the city/Metroparks around the river, reservoir and surrounding 
creeks. These facilities are used by people with many different interests and the parks offer great 
recreational opportunities. Consider expanding or adding more parks if possible.

222 Continue to invest in our children (our future)
223 Consider additional public transportation options. Shuttles, bike rentals.
224 There is no announcement of events. Any events, public or private. People just know when things 

are, but if you are not from here originally you never know when anything is, Halloween, county fair, 
etc. This also includes construction in the city.

225 None
226 Continue programs that improve poverty, unemployment, abuse etc. So we can improve the families 

and people within the community to lift us all up to an even higher level.
227 It would be cool to have more concerts similar to the Ritz in Tiffin. May be more of a private 

investment opportunity. Bring the block parties back!
228 Community relations
229 I've been happy with our services that the city controls
230 Sources for recycling
231 I live outside the city, but I don't believe the city has a common trash/recycling pickup program. That 

was nice when I had it somewhere else.
232 Better parks and recreation. We need to provide top notch parks with excellent playgrounds, trails, 

etc. to rival other mid-size towns. I'd like to see a city rec center (or partner with the YMCA to build an 
entirely new rec center facility - similar to rec center that Dublin, OH has or Plainfield, IN)

233 parking downtown
234 Address inequity for those who work in Findlay, but work outside of it. See below.
235 Establishment of a business incubator
236 Improve low income housing. Cost of living in Findlay is very high.
237 Garbage & Recycling collection
238 I wasn't aware of the drinking water violations. Maybe this already happens, but Findlay should send a 

summary of any violations and what they mean to all citizens, as well as steps that individuals can 
take to filter their own drinking water. In my opinion, it is completely unacceptable if drinking water 
violations are not clearly and obviously communicated to all residents. It should be pushed out, not 
simply made available on a website that most people don't know about.
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239 quality professional services - examples: plumbing, heating/AC, appliance store/repair. quality 
personal services - examples: dentist, periodontist, optometrist.

240 Green Waste Site Hours
241 More recreational activities/businesses for teens and families
242 Add a Target, Costco, and Chili's!
243 More frequent street sweeping might be nice.
244 I would just love to see continuing investment in young families and growing the downtown 

community.
245 Transportation / Ride Share
246 Water park complex. Running Trails.
247 Green Waste recycling. The city's green waste site needs to be open all day on Saturday and 

potentially half on Sunday.
248 Keeps taxes low. Already does a great job.
249 recycling service, indoor sports or other activities (laser tag, mini-golf, arcade, etc.) during the winter 

time, improve the bike path
250 Childcare services. The waiting lists are anywhere from 1 to 2 years. How is this realistic for 

households with two incomes and short parental leave?
251 Evening entertainment
252 I would like to see more transparency from the city Police Department on what they are actually 

doing. For example, it seems like much of Findlay's drug and sexual assault problems are being kept 
quiet.

253 Public health and mental health
254 Library and community events
255 Better support for children and other domestic violence local service organizations such as Open 

Arms and CASA
256 Improve upon the run-down homes on West side of Findlay
257 trash pick up
258 Possibly trash and recycling along with improvements in leaf pick up.
259 Expansion of City Parks - additional age appropriate equipment at Bernard Park
260 High speed, low cost internet.
261 Nothing to add here.
262 Centralized trash service for the residents and yard waste facility open year round and on weekends

263 Allow a few days for the Green Waste site to be open later into December. I always have yard waste 
that piles up right after they close for the season.

264 Continue Improving water quality as we grow. More police presence downtown especially in the 
evenings.

265 Recreation and entertainment offerings for youth
266 An easy, electronic way to file City Tax returns. Or don't require it at all, if nothing is owed anyway. I 

can do everything with Federal and State 100% electronic, then I have to start manually printing paper 
and filling out forms to physically submit to the City of Findlay, for no reason or benefit...not efficient 
and a pain every year; just wastes my time.

267 Recreation
268 City owned trash and recycling pickup.
269 Commercial flights from Findlay Airport.
270 Recycling made easy, expand hours at Litter Landing, do mixed recycling
271 shopping options
272 Findlay City Schools
274 i would like to see the city better promote the disability services here. you can only use them if you 

know they exist.
275 Having better accessibility to recycling.
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276 Communications on taxes, budgets, etc.
277 More concerts at MCPA; more shopping experiences
278 more recreational opportunities
279 Expanded shopping. Our mall has disintegrated and there has been no attempt to replace. People 

are shopping- but they are taking their money somewhere else. Outdoor mall i.e. Levis Commons, 
Target etc.

281 Affordable housing for low income family's
282 City wide trash and recycling! More non-sport recreation facilities and programs
283 Customer service by City employees
284 No recommendations
285 Curbside recycling, more bulk trash days, more pet friendly amenities
286 Consider adding mental health professionals to assist with police calls. I've heard this has been 

beneficial in some cities where it's being piloted.
287 Leaf pick-up. Maintain and possibly expand recreation programs.
289 Improve the recreation areas. Improve on the outdoor and indoor sports fields (Emory Adams/the 

cube/YMCA/Swale etc.). Need additional indoor athletic space / potentially partner with the YMCA to 
build. Invest in youth sports programs.

290 Another public pool option. Better public parking downtown.
292 Be more proactive on ice/snow removal.
293 I’m not lived in the city very long but the seems issues with power outages.
294 Find a way to get sidewalks improved through downtown, especially the residential areas.
295 Larger support for home school communities & remote work spaces for people to collaborate. There 

are more remote employees than we can imagine.
296 Family programs for less fortunate. I get that is liberal thinking which scares people even though this 

will help folks.
298 Improve Litter Landing
299 Cheaper child care services.
300 city trash pick up and curbside recycling
301 grow our airport, city adult rec league sports, winter time recreation, public art/exhibits,
302 Free leaf curb collection (not in bags); Curbside recycling
303 Better public transportation
304 Continued development of the downtown area. Better retail shopping experience for city and county 

residents. Encourage small business development and entrepreneurial ventures.
305 Dog parks, more than just the one
306 public transit
307 Police & fire
308 Electronic Tax filing. Come into modern times. Have forms to automatically calculate like the state 

and iris has. You allow documents to be uploaded. People would pay more and on time. Allow easy 
seamless payments. 

Also finding a way to alert new residents there is a city income tax. I didn't know there was one for 7 
months. Nothing was ever mailed to me. I'm an independent contractor. Never lived in a city w an 
income tax (I'm 40)

309 More nail salons, more fitness centers, more restaurants like nothing Bundt cake etc.
310 Collecting leaves that doesn't entail cost (for the bags)?
311 I would like to see the city provide recycling services. I always wonder if the service was provide to all 

residents if more residents would be more open to recycling. I'm sure it's a big hurdle and would 
require some more money to have a recycling service but if the service came with being a resident, I 
would like to think more people would be willing to recycle at least their plastic
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312 more population in the medical field and better trash and recycle services
313 We need to do more recycling!
314 Frequent and affordable intracity bus lines with visibly marked, sheltered bus stops. Lines straight up 

and down south Findlay all the way up to Whirlpool and Ball, at the
Or if your really ballsy just put a trolley on main street.

315 Police presence, lower crime
316 Youth Options + Barbershops + Salons for minorities
318 Amenities. Red light cameras at major intersections. More community parks and a downtown pet 

park.
319 While I appreciate having private trash pickup options, it seems like a couple vendors are starting to 

monopolize the space. Having a public option (if cost-effective for the city) would increase 
competition.

320 Bury power lines across the entire city. Clean it up a little.
321 More entertainment
322 HR should be independent from Mayor's office; Council needs to allow for voice of community (good 

or bad)
324 recycling pick-up
325 Appreciate continued leaf pickup service, and the green waste site. Kayak or sail boat rentals on the 

Findlay Reservoir would be neat, possibly an ice cream spot?
326 Improved snow management on side streets.
327 Public trash removal.
328 Education (recognizing this is not a direct City service, but one of the most critical things that needs 

improved), physical infrastructure (road, bridges, etc.), general appearance of town (similar to mission 
of NEAT, but with more teeth), residential building code

329 Underground electrical utilities vs horrible looking giant poles.
330 Public Transportation
331 Keep offering affordable transportation like HATS and services like those at 50 North.
333 Library expansion, including areas for impromptu meeting spaces as well as planned meetings.

334 Snowplowing
335 Water and Sewer Services, General Services
336 It would be beneficial to so many if the public library could be rebuilt with input from residents. It 

should take up the whole block. It should have interior green spaces and safe spaces. It should be a 
community hub.

337 Public transportation
340 Transportation
341 Mental health services
342 Elderly in home care
343 Respite care
344 Green waste dump longer season/hours
345 Recycling options
346 Garbage
347 City & county join ambulance service not associated with fire
348 Trash pick-up/recycling
349 Public transport/trolley 
350 Recycling curbside
351 leaf pickup
352 Street maintenance (good but could be better) - repave Main St
353 Teen center - indoor - free for kids/families
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354 Parking lots for trucks - no place for tractors/trailers
355 All services  (fire, police, Hanco) need more personnel and higher wages for first responders

356 Bike paths that connect to each other
357 Public transportation - HATS is good but insufficient so people call 911
358 Water pressure - live outside city but paying for city water - off 99 in Willcrest area
359 Improve water quality - water is very hard
360 River clean-up
361 Continue to improve recycling - kudos to green waste site
362 More use/activity at the airport - feeder commercial aviation service to DET/CLE/CMH
363 Recycling city-wide (home weekly pickup)
364 Leaf pickup (free) (vacuum trucks should be put back in service) don't force people to bag leaves

365 Plowing pushed onto sidewalks while residents are required to keep sidewalks cleared

366 Nuisance vehicles - multiple cars parked in yards that are non-working
367 Better downtown parking
368 Better undercover drug enhancement or more employees in that department
369 Reinstate NEAT - trash/junk cars/yard clutter/high grass
370 Public transportation - ex. Buses
371 Additional ambulance services - have a choice
372 Better maintenance of rights-of-way by the schools/curbs on those roads - address the damage of 

streets by the schools
373 Recycling of residential 
374 Building code - residential and commercial, developer not adhering to codes and zoning

375 Electrical codes; new AEP poles are eye sores
376 Sewage - S/b underground utilities/maintenance tunnel
377 city curbside recycling/trash pickup 
378 continue to be a safe city and provide support 
379 Additional services for 65+
380 Neighborhood zoning and property maintenance 
381 Expand options for recycling and green waste
382 Combined services - law enforcement and governmental services
383 Public transportation 
384 Public transportation 
385 On-call transportation more available
386 More retail options
387 Incentives for small business
388 Improve downtown parking
389 Building code and inspection - needed in Findlay?
390 Curbside recycling city-wide
391 Teen center (call it "17 South") and located at the mall
392 City garbage - consolidate into one provider
393 Yard waste pick up
394 Better enforcement of NEAT on dilapidated properties
395 Improve night life
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396 Programs to help cross talk from families with drugs/things that are harmful 
397 Public transportation 
398 More public transportation 
399 Commercial airlines
400 Leaf pick up
401 Handicap parking doesn't work well with vans
402 Survey of business to accommodate handicap accessible
403 More places to be able to recycle
404 Drug prevention
405 Education 
406 Sidewalk improvement
407 Community support for local police
408 Financial education 
409 Improve communication of local resources
410 Electrics carts - legal with parking downtown
411 Recycling pick up
412 Free Biblical mentoring - young, old, poor, wealthy
413 Youth center for teens
414 Public safety - police, drugs, crime: adjust to demand
415 More thoughtful policing
416 Police sub-station
417 Better communication of services that are in place or new
418 Public transportation
419 First responders should carry Narcan
420 Amtrack
421 Assistance on purchasing homes
422 City Trash
423 Policing - Arrest drug dealers - speeding, traffic noise - beat police - presence, arrest, prosecution

424 Income tax collection - start following Ohio revised code
425 Noise ordinances enforced - trains, vehicles engines and mufflers
426 More public and private partnerships in economic development
427 More community promotion - city paper - accurate and more local news
428 More affordable housing
429 Veterans services (improve or more accessible)
430 Homework services/children's activities
431 Bigger / improved airport services (delivery, ups, etc.)
432 Better transportation (funding) for veterans and elderly
433 Groups/organization to welcome new comers
434 More critical vetting of mental health providers
435 Improvement with street cleaning (provide announcements) 
436 Public transportation
437 recycling and trash pickup
438 City-wide Wi-Fi
439 In house building inspections and permits
440 Public transportation - affordable
441 Curbside recycling and trash - city provided
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442 place for addressing/getting answers to questions about business
443 Media - news sources
444 entertainment - 20-40 age crowd
445 improvement in public safety for public and first responders - body cameras
446 Welcome Center for those new to community
447 Food resources to meet food insecurity needs
448 Revive block watch
449 Public Bike Share
450 Literacy
451 Public Transportation!! Buses/Shuttles (scheduled routes)
452 Human relations commission to address discrimination
453 Trash service/recycling
454 Expansion in Parks/recreation
455 Resources for community events
456 Maintenance of public areas of trash/litter
457 Faster police response to differing neighborhoods
458 City provided recycle
459 Drug prevention as opposed to drug recovery (involve Drs. - After school programs - More 

education)
460 Public transportation
461 Expand bike lanes
462 Parenting classes
463 Increase community involvement in schools
464 Offer more job training (hands on)
465 Basic life skills
466 Keeping peoples lots and lawns clean
467 Mental health services - access
468 Longer season hours at green waste site
469 professional development
470 Sidewalk maintenance
471 Alley maintenance
472 Better snow removal
473 Community integration with police
474 Better trash, recycling, compost
475 After school programming for youth
476 Business incubator
477 Small business incentives/retention
478 Public transportation / ride share
479 Improve snow removal
480 Drug rehabilitation services and mental health
481 Networking opportunities
482 Community Kitchen
483 More victims group's
484 Public transportation
485 More rec services 
486 Weekend farmers market
487 Business incubator
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488 Seniors (pool)
489 Housing (Affordable)
490 Transportation
491 Physicians (The ability to attract younger ones)
492 Daytime/alternative option for homeless
493 Utility assistance - support for at need citizens - and home audit
494 Community calendar - ONE source, consolidated

- perhaps bi-weekly announcement in Findlay
- Radio spotlight

495 Flag City 411
496 Expand green waste site hours
497 Recycle
498 Green waste dup hours expanded
499 Leave clean-up services restored
500 Mental health services
501 Public transportation
502 Municipal waste and recycling
503 Adequate public safety staffed
504 Trained crise trauma response team - Low barrier shelter
505 Affordable housing
506 Arts programming/public art
507 Affordable daycare - quality, trained
508 Re-entry from incarceration
509 Waste collection - recycling - organic
510 SG/High Speed internet
511 Uber/Lyft service
512 public transportation
513 Youth sports
514 Things to do for youth and children (attractions, splash pads, batting cages)
515 Transportation!! (bus, shuttle) (Free)
516 Youth Sports/Extra-curricular/After school activities
517 Makerspace, E-sports, tech/computers
518 Safe spaces for all
519 Restaurants/entertainment (diverse)
520 Outdoor activities
521 Findley Fire Department assist with EMS shortage, have squad available to FFD
522 Public Transportation
523 Trash pick-up/recycling leaf pick-up
524 Better health services to everyone, health education
525 High school children age activities
526 Better police presence downtown
527 Bigger social media presence to encourage positive of community
528 City-wide cultural events (ex. International Night)
529 Services for the homeless/disabled
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530 Language friendly (multicultural) services
- Culturally diverse services ex. Hair salons, food, clothing
- Ethno-religious included as well
- ESL

531 Religious representation
532 Youth services - promoting diversity in all forms - dialogue w/underrepresented youth
533 Taking charge in leading diversity and achieving a visionary goal in the long run
534 Partnership with City Mission/Family Center
535 Support systems for sexual assault victims
536 Public transportation - bus lines inside and outside Findlay
537 Bring back the trolley
538 Repair resources for private transportation (cars, bikes)
539 Expand capacity for existing (HATS), both hours and flexibility 
540 Affordable housing - equitably accessible and appropriately located - incentives for landlords and 

developers
541 Trash and recycling
542 "Findlay First" style welcome services for all
543 Incentives for businesses that serve diverse population - especially minority businesses

544 Meaningful diversity training for all city employees and city officials 
545 Are city policies supporting these solutions? 
546 youth center(s)
547 youth opportunities - entertainment, sports (middle school)
548 Transportation - public
549 Active transportation 
550 Affordable housing
551 Recycling
552 Declutter day spring/fall
553 Barbershops/salon
554 Public transportation 
555 organized facilities and programming (inside) sports/games learning for youth and others

556 More recycling options and services (trash collection)
557 Building codes/health and safety codes
558 The city lead more of the cultural events (example: bring Gus Macker Bbal Tournament)/activities

559 Outdoor movies in the park
560 Share plans for street maintenance with the public online
561 Continue to address solutions for flood plan management - hurts downtown if we don't continue to 

improve
562 keep the pool - so important
563 pickle ball court maintenance
564 Bulk pickup once in a while
565 Better or add another recycle program 
566 More police patrolling during nighttime
567 Airport passenger growth 
568 Improvement or recycling services
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569 Improvement of special ed services in the community and in the schools
570 Bike/walk path that is connected to another community outside Findlay
571 Make sure no refuse service takes advantage of a monopoly 
572 Add recycling services
573 Add more leadership forums for young people
574 City-wide trash pick-up
575 More hours for green waste dumpsite
576 Additional recycling sites
577 Outdoor movies in the park geared to those who cannot afford the theater
578 Concerts in the park - great idea!
579 Implement steps on a regular basis that decreases flooding/destruction that will be caused by 

future floods
580 Child Protective Services - more active with schools; holding parents accountable
581 Quality childcare (head start equipped with educated professionals)
582 Public transportation (cars, buses, rental scooters)
583 In-home elderly care, adult daycare
584 Recycling (at all schools)
585 Free green waste pick up
586 Add to engineering department staff near how it was staffed back 10-1 years ago - improve talent 

acquisition practices
587 Building code inspections
588 Transportation services specifically for lower income
589 Water dept se electronic form of payment
590 Bring back leaf pickup
591 More affordable and safe housing
592 Bring more industry and company HQ to Findlay for continued growth and job opportunities

593 extend water coverage
594 More support for WRC
595 Airport shuttle service
596 public transportation 
597 More services for non-English speakers - teachers; interpreters available (when trying to use local 

services)
598 Intermural sports/youth center - something to help keep youth busy and out of trouble
599 Way to connected e-gamers so they are connected and not isolated
600 Mass transportation system - airport shuttle
601 Better snow remove/anticipation of bad weather
602 Trash or leaf pickup - go to a city trash pickup
603 Public transportation 
604 Having HATS later in the evening
605 Tool lending service
606  low cost home improvement loans
607 Special needs services in the schools
608 Special needs opportunities
609 More well marked bike lanes
610 Transportation 
611 Guidelines for trash pickup. Garbage pickup in neighborhood on same day
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612 Pick up green waste
613 Affordable housing
614 Law enforcement - detectives - break ins, investigating crime, neighborhood watch and patrol

615 More community events - block parties
616 Shuttle for balloon fest
617 We shouldn't have to always have a mask on everywhere we go as corona virus has been slowing 

down a lot. Let's be happy that the COVID is slowing down!
618 Target!
619 Target!
620 Target!
621 Target!
622 Target!
623 Target!
624 Target!
625 Target!
626 Target!
627 Target!
628 Target!
629 Target!
630 Target!
631 Target!
632 Target!
633 More lively downtown 
634 More lively downtown 
635 More lively downtown 
636 Environmental clean up 
637 Environmental clean up 
638 Free parking downtown 
639 Findlay Farmer's Market better hours
640 Findlay Farmer's Market better hours
641 Findlay Farmer's Market better hours
642 Findlay Farmer's Market better hours
643 Bikeshare
644 Bikeshare
645 More services, activities, etc. for young adults with special needs like autism 
646 More services, activities, etc. for young adults with special needs like autism 
647 Downtown transportation
648 Better shopping mall
649 Better shopping mall
650 Better shopping mall
651 Better shopping mall
652 Snow plowing around the university
653 Snow plowing around the university
654 Youth-friendly destinations
655 Youth-friendly destinations
656 "Move back home fund"
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657 "Move back home fund"
658 Make downtown more friendly for all ages/include more things to do!
659 Bike/Walking Paths
660 E-Scooters
661 Youth Activity/Facilities
662 Building/Residential Inspections
663 City trash pickup
664 24hr transportation available
665 City trash and recycle pick up
666 Expanded hours for city green waste dump + litter landing
667 more good kayak launches
668 handicap accessible parking downtown
669 Better way to connect to information- one stop - events, Social services, employment, education, 

etc. Promote it!
670 Indoor year-round swimming pool
671 Better shopping (target, Sam's, Costco)
672 Occupants in Findlay village mall
673 Bypass around north + south end
674 Better public transportation
675 Monorail around city
676 Findlay city schools stay competitive
677 Better recycling efforts
678 Permits office in Hancock County instead of Wood County
679 Address housing discrimination (LGBTQ)
680 Have social services agency communicate better to serve those in need
681 Public transportation- increase uber/Lyft, buses from hotels to downtown/shopping
682 Updated city/county maps (print versions)
683 Non-bagged leaf pickup
684 Public parking
685 Communication between construction- not all at the same time
686 Public transportation
687 Trash pickup
688 Community recycling + compost
689 High speed internet
690 Public transportation
691 Daytime services for transient people
692 Large junk pickup
693 Recycling options provided by trash companies
694 Police + fire
695 Parks & rec
696 Maintenance - Street
697 Awareness of parking
698 Downtown parking
699 North- main empty lots
700 Trash pickup- how to consolidate + improve city recycling
701 Reliable public transportation
702 Public transportation
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703 Expand airport
704 Resources and assistance starting and navigating the first year or 2 of a small business (resources, 

financial support, mentoring)
705 Provide networking opportunities for new or soon to graduate with life training sessions and local

706 Enforce the law regarding drugs and domestic violence instead of "waiting" until there can be a big 

707 Stop pushing to release criminals, especially those who committed violent crimes before their 
sentence ends

708 Public transportation 
709 Police response time to certain neighborhoods
710 Free recreation - teen center
711 More to do for people with less/fewer means - give them an option to go someplace other than the 

library
712 Free bike rental for kids - middle school-high school range
713 Multicultural social events
714 Make sure the schools teach only math, science, English & writing, social studies, art, accurate 

history, vocations
715 Decent affordable gym
716 one free day at Riverpool during summer for middle-high school. Kids need something to do 

besides video games
717 Nice shopping mall
718 Free rides transportation just for kids to do after-school programs or weekends
719 More options for public transportation especially for senior citizens or those that don't drive

720 More social events
721 After school programs for children and teens. Art league, self defense, book clubs, knitting

722 More public transport past 10pm downtown (I work downtown and I know  too many people who 
drive home drunk)

723 Buses - HATS is good but very restrictive 
724 Sewer service improvements
725 Better communication between utilities and street department
726 Adult recreation programs
727 Recycling
728 Public works: green waste and recycle accessibility - litter landing (hours  not convenient)

729 Sidewalk repair
730 Street sweeping
731 Mental health 
732 Non-religious women healthcare
733 Better/more parks - landmark
734 More walking/biking trails
735 More entertainment activities
736 Public transportation - bike rentals, buses
737 Social services - easier access to mental health services
738 Findlay Digital Academy - structured, more accountability, more incentive to learn
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739 Public transportation - like HATS with reservations
740 Recycling - have more facilities and improve operations
741 Increase recreational activities in Findlay (more community events/activities that bring together 

the community 
742 More entertainment for youth
743 Dog parks more
744 More funding for education in schools - particularly more initiatives to talk about social issues

745 Diversity festivals - perhaps in downtown
746 diversity festivals - representation/appreciation of different cultures in Findlay but also promote 

representation 
747 More appreciation/support of other holidays - of other cultures, such as Ramadan, Chinese New 

Year, public events?
748 More affordable housing
749 Faster/improved safety services
750 Improve sidewalk/bike lanes
751 More activities for kids in need
752 More homeless shelters
753 More available pets - exotic
754 Better incentivized recycling 
755 Available tutoring for underprivileged assignments 
756 More and better fishing spots
757 Care about mental health 
758 Create mental health festivals
759 Focus more on students mental health at school/work
760 well presented playgrounds - more areas for kids to play safely
761 More party venues (roller skating, drive-in movie theater, Pirates Cove
762 Entertainment for youth
763 More dog parks in Findlay
764 More funding for education in schools 
765 More movement and initiative in schools and the city to talk about social justice issues
766 city "culture" events in places like downtown to appreciate diversity in Findlay but also provide 

representation 
767 More appreciation/support of other cultures' holidays/celebrations/food (ex. Ramadan, Chinese 

New Year, etc.)
768 City-funded pancake breakfast - that would keep me here
769 More fishing spots
770 Better movie theater seats
771 Better incentivized recycling 
772 Available tutoring and school help for underprivileged students
773 Additional options for children (middle school,  pre-school toddler) (programs, athletics, etc.)

774 Communication of opportunities! - a single place to find all of the information
775 New places for youth to hangout at
776 have a better public transportation system
777 More community activities ( on weekend)
778 more volunteer opportunities
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779 Support for our health system 
780 incorporate strong lifelong learning component into the "welcome to new life" integration program

781 Sanitation - more public, not privatized; add curbside recycling
782 Improve opportunities for productive, positive, intergenerational communication/interaction

783 Improve fire hydrant visibility (paint them again)
784 Improved access to "premium" opportunities for vulnerable youth (sports, art programs, etc.)

785 Improved public transport opportunities
786 Trash and recycling curbside
787 Transportation - especially near UofF
788 continued filling of potholes and sidewalks
789 Leaf pickup expanded
790 Question need for an additional city pool - easier accessibility (cost)
791 Stay ahead of infrastructure
792 Continue to work the "Findlay formula" where the city, the county, and free enterprise work 

together without being territorial 
793 Enforce ordinances around property aesthetics (lawns mowed, trash buildup, etc.) 
794 Medical and mental health access to all 
795 Public transportation (taxis not linked to Uber, Lyft)
796 Community calendar that can be accessed via phone, paper (Chamber of Commerce?)
797 More/better communicated services around addiction 
798 More childcare/daycare/afterschool care options (only 2 daycare options in town take infants and 

are full w/waitlists)
799 police and fire protection 
800 better recycling options 
801 city-wide leaf collection
802 Access to mental health for all 
803 counselors
804 addiction services
805 continue to improve services (e.g. Welcome Wagon)
806 more/universal public transportation (affordable!)
807 municipal garbage and recycling services
808 Backing from the chamber and city for national/cultural events
809 Public transportation - affordable and subsidized
810 Public motorized/electric power bikes/scooters
811 Public restroom - service
812 more trees - native 
813 public charging stations
814 Central office or organization for Asian affairs - offering foreign language services - gifted programs 

to offer this to kids
815 More security by police at churches, other community buildings
816 Preschool/daycare services still not enough for our growing community - most places are 

booked/full
817 Passing on events towards Asian community - advertisement not being pointed towards Asian 

community 
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818 More involvement from Mayor's office - support/sponsorship
819 More multi-lingual (Japanese for us) service in ATM, DMV (driver's license), and hospital 

820 Expand school bus routes to decrease how many walkers are walking to school. Ex: middle schooler 
walks 25 minutes to Donnell Middle School

821 More treatment places for mentally ill
822 Provide activities, social life for young singles (20s and 30s) to make this a town they will settle in. 

Encourage singles to meet others singles, get married and settle here
823 More Sidewalks/Repair existing sidewalks
824 Building Codes
825 Recycle Bins - more - Present our city as very environmentally conscious
826 Advertise that HATS is for all ages
827 Welcome Wagon - Go to new families to give brochures, etc. about things in Findlay
828 Application for water utilities via internet (accessibility for other utilities online)
829 Would like to see more options for Winter recreation, particularly indoor sports facilities. - Indoor 

golfing facilities, indoor baseball (batting cages)
830 Accessibility to information regarding emergency shelters/response to weather emergencies. - 

Signage to public facilities and services to be more easily visible.
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ID # 2. What physical improvements would you like to see happen in the City? 
1 Downtown is really beautiful, now if we could work on making the north side of the river beautiful that 

would be great. Tiffin has a beautiful splash pad and grassy amphitheater that would make sense by 
the river. With all the summer time festivals, it would make be a nice aesthetic attraction for our area.

2 Alley ways paved.
3 Continue to work on making downtown safer to walk and less traffic. Investments in option
4 Continued connection of bike path throughout City and ideally to larger Ohio network
5 Accessible public restrooms (downtown) and a restroom mid-point at reservoir 
6 Downtown public gathering spaces - flexible use
7 Address downtown parking issue - parking garages
8 I'd also like to see Findlay grow to the South. It seems like the main growth has been to the Northwest 

side of Findlay, but I feel the south of end of town towards Arlington has a great opportunity for growth 
off the 68/15 interchange. It'd be nice to see more restaurants, businesses, housing developments, etc. 
in this area.

9 Traffic flow improvements.
10 Clean up housing/yards in areas that have been let go (Cherry St)
11 Trucking by-pass - keeping trucks out of downtown
12 The City and County should collaborate on efforts to repair the Job and Family Services Center on CR 

140. Not having a well-marked, accessible presence of these valuable services to the community is a 
problem. This hurts our most vulnerable population as well as young people or out of town people who 
may be starting their career or looking for a job in the City or County.

13 area on Lima Ave/Lima St. needs a sculpture or something
14 Get rid of bike trail on Blanchard.
15 Work with County to improve the safety of country roads that have to be used by Findlay residents in 

order to even get into Findlay (i.e., Spring Lake Subdivision).
16 Canes Chicken
17 Better trash pick-up near overpass
18 Plant more trees and keep the parks nice; reduce risk of flooding.
19 Emory Adams needs updating/safety concerns
20 As far a the city is concerned they need a new skate park. More parks like the miracle park. More 

streets paved.
21 Tear down some of the decrepit downtown buildings. Find a way to improve the elementary school 

buildings.
22 side roads fixed
23 Design review board have credible folks w/art and design background
24 Better internet
25 Repair of existing sidewalks and mandate sidewalks inside city limits
26 More greenspace put in areas where flooded buildings were demolished (northside of bridge - 

mainly)
27 Underground utilities
28 A community build playground as part of the redevelopment along the north side of the river downtown. 

It was great to help build the one at Emory Adams Park, and I'm ready to help again.
We need, and the truckers need, a truck bypass route for US 224. While a trucker can do this on their 
own, it would be far better to complete a route that would include proper widening of lanes and 
intersections from 224, north along CR 236, west along CR 212 to I-75.
More bike lanes and bike trails. CONNECT those bike lanes and bike trails. With connectivity the use 
of existing bike infrastructure would go up dramatically.

29 bicycle paths, improved parks
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30 keep planting more trees!
31 Expand city parking to meet current needs and future needs
32 less trash
33 Continued flood plain unit
34 Better electrical infrastructure
35 None I can think of
36 Just fix the potholes and keep improving Bike Paths.
37 Update the fairgrounds to allow smaller venues
38 Rebuilds and refresh of old and empty spaces
39 Better road maintenance during winter weather on outskirts of city
40 Lima Street needs fixed - the road is really bumpy and overall bad
41 Additional walking/bike paths 
42 The bike path along where the benching was done (west of Main street bridge) is still not completed. 

The Greenway Trail is in serious need of updating (root issues...), also the wooden parts of the paths 
all along downtown. It seems we have great ideas, build them, and then there is a lack of maintenance. 
The Skate Park needs serious painting before further deterioration occurs

Trees need to be replanted in Donnell park. At least ten were removed over a year ago with the 
promise of new plantings that have not occurred. Even though we are "Tree City USA", the Shade Tree 
Commission rules are too stringent. The smaller trees allowed in the right-aways do not lend to the 
shading and aesthetics of the trees that once lined Findlay's streets. Too many messy, small trees that 
look half dead by the time August arrives. Consider the grander streets on some of the south end 
streets- what makes them that way? The shade trees. The trees on City property all need to be 
maintained, trimmed, shaped better.

The Municipal Building Council Chambers is in need of an upgrade. Too dark and old. Better sound 
and lighting.

Absentee Landlord properties need to be held accountable. Nuisance abatement assessed to the 
property owners if not taken care of.
The Argyle property across from Marathon needs some kind of enhancement- that metal fence is an 
eyesore and the uneven, unkept property is an embarrassment.

43 Indoor Playground
44 Outdoor clean ups, recycling drives
45 Better Christmas decorations downtown
46 Fill city street potholes
47 Anything to keep marathon
48 Build more parks in former flood areas
49 Downtown green space
50 Bike paths and road sharing infrastructure. Making downtown more commuter-friendly will encourage 

growth in the city. New paths will provide more recreational opportunities to attract young adults to the 
city. Connecting a bike bath from the city of Findlay to the Slippery Elm trailhead in North Baltimore 
would be an option.

51 More bike and pedestrian safe corridors not only for recreation, but also as a viable alternative using 
private automobiles for everyday transportation (groceries & downtown shopping, medical services, 
Tiffin Ave). Even Upper Sandusky, with a smaller population has a bikeable and walkable corridor 
between residential areas and other areas in town (parks, reservoir). People living in the east and 
northwest residential areas must drive for the simplest errands.
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52 Outside sports facilities
53 Bike lane between downtown and UofF
54 Fire suppression systems for downtown buildings
55 Keep pushing for downtown small business to prosper.
56 you have done an outstanding job with the renovations downtown ...keep it going . Not sure if I 

completely understand the AEP project that is implementing huge post on Tiffin Ave. Bike path was an 
excellent idea .....improvement.....identifying that as a bike path . I love the idea of partnering with the Y 
to offer innovated programs to address community needs.

57 The abandoned houses fixed up for people in need
58 Green space development downtown where empty
59 Smoother streets
60 Nicer park facilities; More single family living options
61 Topgolf
62 Wayfinding on I-75/downtown area.
63 Affordable housing
64 More student parking on campus for residents
65 Additional parking
66 streets and roads.
67 beautify the old gas station area at the 5-way intersection at Blanchard and Tiffin
68 I would like to see a city festival take place downtown similar to October fest.
69 more parks
70 More appreciation for historic buildings
71 New ice arena
72 Solutions for flooding
73 Community park
74 The downtown area needs beautification; still looks old and out of business
75 Bright road - sidewalks
76 Bike lanes that are not just pictures of bikes painted on a regular 2 lane road. 

Pedestrian infrastructure outside of main street that doesn't put people at risk of being splattered on 
Tiffin Ave

Build more bike racks. Just put em everywhere. They are cheap and by promoting things other than 
cars you reduce traffic and noise.

Publicly available, well maintained bathrooms and water fountains in urban areas, not just parks.

77 Bike path continued out to reservoir/riverbend from CR236
78 More small businesses/restaurants/attractions downtown. 2021 brought us more open businesses, but 

I would like even more variety for places to stop in after work! I love supporting the businesses 
downtown, and I think we have room for even more!

79 I'd like to see additional retail shopping. Having to drive to Toledo or Columbus for basic shopping 
needs (clothing, jewelry, home goods, etc.) is a significant deterrent to living in the Findlay area.

80 Regular debris clearing
81 Investing money into other areas of the City other than just downtown.
82 Lower the cost of living in the city Affordable rents not all these high priced apartments
83 Downtown parking
84 Less right turn on reads
85 Railroad crossing improvements.
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86 Connect litzenburg Park (10 mi west of Findlay) to the town with a bike route on River Rd

87 More bike/running pathways and trails connecting parks and neighborhoods from across the city.

88 Bigger library
89 downtown appearance
90 Get rid of - remove -  downtown improvement/bump outs and add parking
91 Accessible lift at city pool
92 The city does a nice job at keeping the streets clean and neat. I like the banners and flowers that are 

planted around the city each year. Keep it up.
93 City provides funding to improve downtown store fronts
94 Add Lighting on W Main Cross from I-75 to Main Street. Add a parking structure to replace the existing 

decaying structure.
95 More bike friendly paths/roads
96 Public transportation!
97 Renovate riverside park
98 Downtown parking (more free options)
99 a Target would be nice :) and maybe turning the mall into a field house of sorts for more indoor winter 

activities
100 More trees, murals on buildings, more sights
101 Downtown park
102 More trees planted
103 More biking trails for mountain bikes and road bikes. 

Updates to skate park to include scooters and bikes. Pump track. 2020 flood plain projects removed 
healthy outlets for kids to build jumps/ climbs for bicycles out of dirt This type of activity promoted 
planning and design skills in children/ young adults and was out of the way enough that it was not 
bothering anyone.

104 Entire city being walkable (sidewalks/walking paths)
105 Improve the appearances of the main exits to Findlay. Sidney, OH, Tipp City, etc. have beautiful on/off 

ramps with landscaping and masonry details
106 MAKE THE MAIN GATEWAYS INTO THE CITY MORE ATTRACTIVE
107 See above
108 Flood mitigation and drainage improvements
109 Infrastructure; move poles, etc., to underground to clear visible space above ground
110 More incentive for youth to stay in Findlay (ex. Mall, youth center, clubs)
111 Complete bypass around Findlay from Co rd. 99 turn south on 236 then cross river to Rt 15

112 Parks without big kids irritating little kids
113 Aesthetics of downtown 
114 Better lighting around parks
115 Some type of water activity - canoes?
116 Student on campus parking
117 Bike trails
118 Public art
119 Road repairs (resurfacing, etc.)
120 The mall, incentives for more shopping (IKEA concept -showrooms)
121 Better restroom facilities at reservoir area 
122 Splash pads for kids, maybe multiple
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123 Downtown parking garage (small 2 stories) - lot across from Marathon center for example and east 
of great Scott

124 It would be nice to see the City build up more between the downtown area & University of Findlay 
campus.

125 Building efficiencies
126 Target
127 Continued park and recreation improvements along with downtown enhancement as a go to place

128 Plant additional trees and improved landscaping
129 Curbs and gutters needed city-wide
130 Family center is too small - needs expansion 
131 More roundabouts
132 UF stadium along river with supporting restaurants and stores
133 Continuous improvement on the river, flooding issue.
134 Streetscaping, beautification of main thoroughfares, expansion of bike paths as well as clean & 

maintain existing ones
135 Mental health and rehab facilities
136 location of new power poles (e.g. E main cross)
137 A private investor buy the empty lot by Wine Merchant and turn it into something fun for customers and 

highly taxable for the city.
138 Mall is rundown - more stores
139 do something with the abandon lots on main street
140 Improve North of the river
141 Better/more downtown parking
142 Clean up area near the river. Add something for kids downtown, possibly a park/playground. More 

pedestrian/bike friendly routes around town.
143 More outdoor dining
144 A few more restaurants/bars downtime to choose from.
145 Improve library
146 Create a large social destination draw- similar to Toledo's riverfront
147 I am not in favor of closing W. Main Cross St. It's all homes going west. Close Main St. first

148 Some focus on infrastructure - meaning internal road conditions (outside the major thoroughfares)

149 I feel like the City does a wonderful job in this area. It is kept clean and presentable.
150 More running and biking trails and more outdoor activities like disc golf, pickleball, etc.
151 Partner with Findlay City Schools to help improve our schools. Also, new single family developments 

within the City of Findlay. This is a Huge problem!
152 sculpture of children (add)
153 Tear down bad houses on tiffin avenue. Add more parks.
154 Bring back k-5 schools. Upgrade the condition of the schools. Reconsider using Lincoln.
155 Wall put up along the highway
156 Downtown retail area, open air mall.
157 The school itself
158 Old falling down buildings around town and downtown 
159 Sidewalks (Melrose sidewalks) and bike paths 
160 Improve post office
161 More dog parks
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162 Supporting public transportation with fixed routes and paratransit to meet the needs of a booming 
microcity.

163 More soccer fields on the North side of town
164 Improved streets
165 Safety 
166 Parking (downtown)
167 Green space in downtown
168 Jail facilities
169 Re-forestation 
170 Better regulations on low income housing
171 n/a
172 Sidewalks on bright road between senior housing and 224
173 Tiffin Ave - eye sore, digital billboards
174 Encourage more downtown development of restaurants, bars, shopping
175 Dog park within city limits - issue membership card to avoid having careless owners bring vicious 

dogs and unvaccinated pets (plenty of room at Riverside Park)
176 More affordable housing options for middle income folks
177 more restaurants and stores
178 Flooding corrected downtown and everywhere
179 More downtown housing
180 Food Production
181 Widening of East Sandusky to the Forest Lake subdivision
182 Riverside park upgraded it's pool or park activities.
183 Canes Chicken
184 I would love to see the library expanded!
185 Better traffic flow within city limits
186 Public multi-purpose space - roof/farmers market/stage
187 More retail/consumer stores in the area; growing downtown - more restaurants/bars, road condition 

improvements
188 Address /repair homes and businesses that have fallen into disrepair of have an accumulation of 

trash
189 Dog park located within city limits, possibly at Riverside Park. Riverbend is too far away for many 

residents.
190 More recreation options (safe bike/walking paths, recreation leagues, community gardens), more 

community events and festivals, continued improvements to downtown, and improved roads (potholes) 
and sidewalks

191 Maintaining streets - equitably
192 sidewalks maintained
193 Bicycle path/bike trail completed
194 bike paths that are separate from roads/streets
195 Make the river a place to go. See Manistee, MI for an example.
196 Better Roads
197 Increased sidewalks and bike trails, connect bike trails to neighboring communities like Slippery Elm 

trail, converting of empty lots on N Main Street by river to parks
198 Outdoor entertainment area
199 Flood plain mitigation
200 Improved look of Findlay from interstate
201 Development of North side of bridge (amphitheater)
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202 Maintain streets equitably 
203 Downtown Development
204 Multi- use trails
205 The parks in town could use some improvements
206 As of today I believe the city of Findlay is growing and heading in the right direction. Possible 

improvements could be renovations of some of the downtown properties. An example would be the 
building on the Northeast corner of South Main and Sandusky Street.

207 No flooding in the area.
208 More downtown parking
209 Improve traffic flow - Main St is only main road going north/south 
210 Re-do the floodway
211 More activities for youth
212 Build a facility for indoor laze tag/paintball (indoor physical activities for youth)
213 Better traffic flow on Sandusky Street. Maybe a turn lane on the west end of town.
214 The area on main street by the river. Make it a park or walking trails?
215 The city should embrace the river and have a location on main where events could be held and food 

served with the river as a back ground vs using the Marathon Performing arts parking lot.
216 outside recreation for all ages
217 New recreation center
218 roundabouts-more training
219 housing improvements to low-income neighborhoods through community support
220 Public restrooms downtown 
221 Downtown housing (north of the river)
222 Flood plain - appropriate plans and green space
223 Separate women's and children facility for homeless/less fortunate - must be physically separate 

from men
224 Smoother roads
225 We need to clean up the areas visible from I 75. We need to have better zoning laws so that we are 

able to show our pride in our community.
226 Care for Blanchard River & more even sidewalks
227 More pedestrian and bicycle friendly paths; play spaces for children
228 Updates at Riverside pool and park
229 More green space
230 More places for children to go
231 Continued downtown improvements- fill vacant spots, more green space
232 More forward thinking like downtown that's aesthetically pleasing
233 improve bike path
234 Aesthetics in all neighborhoods. For instance, Sandusky Street may be the first glimpse of Findlay that 

visitors get, and when the street itself is in tough shape (patches, potholes etc.) and the houses are not 
well kept, it gives a negative image. Neighborhoods without sidewalks are not safe for those that want 
to walk in those neighborhoods, and should be added and kept up. I think the city should enforce the 
removal of snow from the sidewalks when the weather is bad.

235 Plant more trees and less dependence on fossil fuels, and more solar and wind power
236 Sidewalks and bike paths
237 Grid infrastructure (underground utilities)
238 more parks
239 Exterior appearance of litter landing
240 Mall, better malls are in other cities (makes us go elsewhere)
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241 Turn/signal by Emory Adams and other intersections
242 Medical specialty options
243 Landscaping and parks along the Blanchard River.
244 Let’s have who ever poorly poured the curb areas at the crosswalks downtown come back and fix their 

shoddy work so that water doesn’t pool every time there is light rain. I realize the water has to go 
somewhere but right where everyone steps is not the correct answer.

245 More greenspace and walking paths
246 Keep increasing our greenspaces
247 Brighten up downtown's old unused buildings
248 Street maintenance
249 Better care of streets and roads
250 More bike paths, more trees to replace those cut down!
251 Make property owners clean up junk cars and trash.
252 New roads - utilities under boulevard
253 Truck bypass
254 Teen center
255 Better Roads. I just moved from out of state. It makes zero sense some school zones have no signs 

listing times to drive slower and some no light to alert. Since each school can be different it truly feels 
like you are setting people up to fail

256 Connection of existing bike routes to improve accessibility to key parts of town
257 Resource central for volunteering opportunities (i.e. backyard mission office)
258 Bike paths - connected
259 Better shopping stores
260 Mall is rundown - more stores
261 Develop the vacant space North of the river on Main for community events instead of shutting down the 

street.
262 Improve roadways and bring more shops to the mall. I think the more roadway improvements would 

attract more shops to the area.
263 Continue to repave streets.
264 Sidewalk/bike path on Bigelow Ave / TR 95 between CR 140 and I-75

Sidewalk
265 Disabled/wheelchair accessible buildings
266 Renovate Argyle property
267 Increased/improved parking downtown
268 More road repairs overall.
269 More downtown parking
270 Less potholes
271 Community park
272 Run down houses should be improved
273 More biking and walking trails across the city
274 mall use and curbside appeal of mall
275 I believe conversations about flooding needs to keep going. People still panic when they hear flood 

warnings.
276 Clean up north main street
277 UofF nature preserves better connections and promotions
278 Accessibility - disabled population -parking
279 Bicycle lanes
280 More obvious traffic signs/regulation
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281 Clean up the river. I think those old tires have been there long enough. 

Better manage empty lots, especially in the downtown area. The empty lot where the Argyle hotel was 
sitting should be required to be maintained as a greenspace. Just leaving the dirt and that nasty fence 
there forever isn't a solution. Pass a resolution with City Counsel to require properties in the "Findlay 
Beautification Zone" to be well-maintained. Assess the owners a maintenance fee to plant grass and 
keep it mowed and eventually take it over on back taxes, so it can be sold to someone that will do 
something good with it.

282 City parks improved 
283 A public splash pad would be a great addition.
284 Developing Main Street just north of the river.
285 Frisbee golf
286 More recreational space
287 Fix mall - make it better (ambiance)
288 Increased safety for pedestrians on Main Street. More sidewalks and walkability/safety in residential 

areas. Bigger library/additions to library.
289 Open area North of the bridge made into recreational area with raised stage for concerts so summer 

events downtown would not close Main St.
290 More adult/family recreation spaces
291 Continue keeping it clean!
292 Expand on jail facility (space)
293 Connecting all the bike paths/parks; recreation development downtown near the river
294 improvement of the appearance of vacant and run down lots around town, improve shopping center, 

provide more options for shopping beyond Walmart and dollar general, improvement and promotion of 
parks and trails.

295 Upkeep of parks and playgrounds
296 More housing - single family + multiple
297 Lift at public pool for handicap
298 Continue with the maintenance (up keep) and replacement of the city's essential infrastructure (roads / 

bridges, sewer, water, power / plant, fire / police). Prioritize critical over non critical.
299 Beautiful (beautification) of Tiffin Ave
300 Anything to further address drainage for future flooding mitigation, but in a way that makes logical 

sense.
301 Large historical center
302 I would like to see more bike lanes. The bike lane on Blanchard avenue was an amazing addition but 

getting to it off of busy/not bike friendly 6th street is annoying and I find that I don't utilize it as much as I 
thought I would.

303 Better places for kids
304 Finish flood mitigation efforts. Increase street re-paving efforts to cover more streets
305 More bike trails/nature paths in parks
306 More buildings for senior citizens - especially in south end
307 Bike paths on all big roads like Sandusky, Tiffin, etc. not only in neighborhoods - more accessible to 

all 
308 A lot of the roads and sidewalks are in terrible shape...looks like we're in Illinois, not Ohio...
309 skate and bike parks
310 More trash cans in the DORA area/boundaries
311 Environmental work (recycling for schools/buildings, solar panels, community clean up)
312 Get rid of the crazy downtown islands
313 Sewer and water access
314 Bike Trails, like the Blanchard green way. Connect to river bend
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315 River walk - ex use the asset of the Blanchard
316 Improved sidewalks on 6th street (especially) - city-wide
317 Bike path from parks (more room for bikes)
318 More housing
319 Downtown parking
320 For new streets: move manhole covers, utility covers, etc., into the boulevard and out of the street.

321 more fishing options
322 mall space incentives
323 Solar panels over parking lots +flood areas/the overflow
324 Crosswalks
325 City maintain all installed sidewalks within public ROW
326 more venues downtown, continue to grow the downtown area with bars and restaurants. Keep working 

on the North side of downtown and fix the flooding area so that area can grow and prosper.

327 Continue tree planting
328 live venue concerts
329 Bike trails as opposed to actual bike lanes on streets
330 weekend cruises have had great activity last couple years
331 Fix bike infrastructure - connect it
332 Keep building up the downtown shopping, entertainment & restaurant presence. We're off to a good 

start. Perhaps more beautification/park space around the downtown river area.
333 Commercial Airport!! Flights to common destinations could be supported (like FL)
334 Anything that attracts young people. Arts district, recreational facilities, music development along the 

river (dining)
335 New and/or nicer parks and playgrounds.
336 The empty lots on north Main St. to be turned into a park by the Blanchard River.
337 Power production (wind, solar) = Independence!!
338 Would love to see a bike path connecting Findlay, Liberty Benton, and Van Buren to the Slippery Elm 

bike trail, which would take riders all the way to Bowling Green. Many other cities have such a feature 
to promote wellness and safety of users. Also paving the top of the Reservoir would encourage more 
walking/riding on top opposed to the large stones that are less favorable for running/walking (even 
smaller cinder would be an improvement). Finally, a sidewalk with walk lights on E Sandusky, near 
Beech Ave, would promote safety of pedestrians who frequently make this crossing to go from 
Marathon to restaurants across the street during lunch.

339 Additional community swimming pools
340 Lima St./ Lima aver split- add fountain
341 Continued beautification of the downtown areas
342 Bike paths: more, sooner, connected to each other and to parks
343 Connect litzenburg Park (10 mi west of Findlay) to the town with a bike route on River Rd

344 new municipal building
345 Public seating/encourages people to stay
346 More efficient traffic signals
347 Require sidewalks everywhere
348 bypass for 224 and 12
349 Zoning and flood
350 Finish/extend the bike loop.
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351 Abandoned properties
352 Well kept houses/living environments
353 Plant more trees and uphold tree city designation
354 Develop the riverfront 
355 Sidewalk improvements
356 More stuff to do
357 Connections between retail parking areas on Tiffin Ave (between dick's and Kroger) or access roads 

to reduce traffic on Tiffin
358 It would be great to have a downtown park of some sort - think fountain square in Cincinnati.
359 Downtown flood control 
360 Remove median strips on Main St
361 Redevelopment of N Main St (north of the river)
362 Continue to improve down town & invest more in parks & recreation. Would love a rock climbing gym!

363 New pool (repaired) and splash pad (open & free for everyone)
364 Better sidewalks around campus
365 Cleaning up some of the buildings and houses that are abandoned or falling apart. Helping people do 

yard cleanup/house painting will improve the look of the community.
366 Continued development along the Blanchard River from Riverside Park to Main St
367 City supporting/using inclusive flags (ex BLM, LGBT+)
368 Develop shopping center
369 Bike Paths, Green Space, connecting neighborhoods
370 Maintain parks
371 i wish main street was more vibrant. so many empty lots that could become parks with gazebos. we 

also need more affordable housing and less ugly upscale townhomes.
372 transitional housing 
373 Incentive for businesses, especially on Tiffin, to upgrade outside facades.
374 Public parks need more TLC
375 Electric vehicle charging station access
376 More physical locations for mental health services
377 More entertainment type facilities/business'
378 Fill in gaps in downtown vacant spaces w/buildings parks/etc.
379 More diverse representation in city 
380 Flood control/mitigation 
381 Expansion of downtown building fronts down north Main Street
382 Bike lanes/recreation
383 Sidewalks large enough for stroller, etc.- promote health even in counties
384 Remove blight properties and replace with low interest home improvement loans
385 Look into Tiffin Ave Traffic flow
386 Continue to work road maintenance
387 Turn the mall into something useful (top golf, dog area, restaurants, bars). More downtown 

entertainment and a better calendar of events
388 More public parking/clearer signs for parking
389 Downtown parking - improved garage?
390 A small water park. Improvements in our children's playgrounds.
391 Continued growth of green spaces, reconsidering the solar energy options.
392 To see heavy traffics (trucks, etc.) diverted from downtown to allow more outside dining
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393 Canes Chicken
394 Fuel production - EV, Biofuel, hydrogen
395 -Road repair

- Northeast side of the river on Main St, create a large parking lot with improved playground, to provide 
space for food trailers, and parking during events downtown.
-Invest in outdoor activity areas, with nature walks, that are not simply open fields (Emory Adams).

396 Better mall!!! - nicer malls and shopping areas outside of Findlay
397 Growth of the YMCA
398 Riverbend needs more benches
399 playground improvements
400 Family friendly attractions - parks, more rec
401 Growth on the west side in regards to businesses and conveniences. Bring us Target and the wives 

would be happy!
402 Swimming pool at FHS (donations, local community companies, sponsorships) - give more attention 

to the sport that gives the most all-states
403 More affordable housing
404 Lots north of river on N Main , e.g. All open lots
405 Accentuate Blanchard River with walking paths and seating from end to end
406 Need to cut down on vacant lots and structures (i.e. high-turnover shopping districts, the mall, non-

green space type areas). Discussions need to begin on public indoor swimming facilities to cater to the 
community and Findlay High School.

407 I would like to see some kind of transportation loop that encircles the city, like an interstate loop or a 
monorail system.

408 I would like the city to do something with the grounds north of river on main street. A park with an 
amphitheater done by the water would be awesome in drawing residents to the area.

409 New Fire stations
410 Flourishing downtown area w/ improved physical, aesthetic appearance/visuals
411 Find developers for the empty Argyle Building lot downtown, and the old gas station lot on Tiffin.

412 Fix the streets, order homeowners to improve their housing conditions (literally 80% of Findlay looks 
like a ghetto), improve downtown, get rid of the medians, widen the roads and get rid of the bike lanes 
(cyclists need to learn to use the sidewalks, not the roads), add more trees -- Findlay is barren right 
now and smells awful due to few trees around Findlay, add more stores -- no more "duplicates", i.e. 
adding another Dominoes when we already have one, adding another KFC when we already have one, 
adding another Walmart, when we already have 2, and so on and bring in new stores that Findlay don't 
have. Or get rid of big stores and encourage more "Mom and Pop" stores, remove Amazon warehouse 
from Findlay -- it is an eyesore and a deterrent, plus it's a corrupted company that takes advantage of 
their workers, and many more. As it has already been stated, Findlay is currently 20-30 years behind 
on cosmetic and current affairs.

413 More traffic regulations or stop lights (Sandusky St)
414 Improve the post office
415 Benches and tables
416 More bike paths
417 Connect litzenburg Park (10 mi west of Findlay) to the town with a bike route on River Rd

418 More housing options for a variety of incomes
419 More outdoor artworks - sculptures and murals
420 More indoor recreation options (i.e. ax throwing, arcade) for families
421 Walking/running trails
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422 All neighborhoods have sidewalks, curbs to street lights
423 1. A concert venue like express live in Columbus. To bring in out of towners to spend money and give 

us their tax money to fund other projects. 
2. A higher hotel bed tax for the same reason. 
3. Public restrooms downtown
4. City funded art installations downtown like other cities have.
5. A park where people could have a picnic and drink alcohol without a permit.
6. Make Findlay a destination city with a proper website to get visitors.

424 zoning regulation of "junked" properties; rental properties
425 Topgolf
426 More defined bike paths (not sharing country roads with cars, not paths that use the downtown 

sidewalks). More walking trails or scenic areas. More development to the dog park (dog agility course, 
etc.).

427 Roads. Some roads in town are getting pretty bad. Also the railroad crossings at several locations 
(Bright Road) are getting pretty bad and need evened out.

428 More updates (communications)
429 expanding the recent downtown physical enhancements to Crawford street and near the University

430 Bicycle paths in downtown core, cross walks, and cross walk signals. Street lights for neighborhoods in 
and surrounding downtown.

431 Proper maintenance (bike paths)
432 biking lanes
433 More outdoor activity areas for children, adults, and animals. 

Concert area for medium sized bands.
434 road pavements where really needed, not just high visible streets
435 The city seems to be looking for things to spend money on that do not need to be done. 

This includes upgrades to curbs and roads that do not need it. Reduce taxes and send this money 
back to taxpayers.

436 The mall revived and better shopping
437 More investment to revitalize what could be such an amazing downtown area. It's better than 10 years 

ago, but has so much untapped potential.
438 more plants and trees within the city
439 More diverse shopping experience (target, Costco, homegoods)
440 I would like to see a "safe space" where people of minority groups (such as the Igbtgia+

community, or people of color) can go to and socialize and feel more connected and accepted to their 
culture, rather than shunned for it.

Not saying the city of Findlay is not a safe place, but I feel like we can improve upon our
communication with minority groups to improve their experiences and expand our way of
thinking. Minorities in Findlay are not recognized nearly as much as they need to. They
should be allowed to go somewhere to address any concerns and know that their voices are
heard, and not pushed aside.

They should not fear going to ask for help, as some do. This can minimize negative
reactions and as a community we can grow to accept and love each other (even more).

Another idea this safe space could be focused around is healthy ways to cope with mental
health issues. Yes, stuff like this already exist, but it does not hurt to surround yourself with
people that understand what you are going through and will not get judged for needing
somebody to talk with, This can help with building positive, strong relationships and
creating connections to people that just don't empathize, but sympathize with you.

441 Encourage business (shopping) to come in
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442 rock climbing 
443 Improve parking
444 Remove bump outs
445 Mall plan, if anchors won't come would other activities?  - escape room, indoor putt putt, laser tag, 

roller rink 
446 Amphitheater
447 More sidewalks and street lights in neighborhoods
448 More downtown outdoor seating/gathering areas
449 Clear unlivable houses. Repurpose empty schools to affordable apartments.
450 I believe this is already done pretty well. There are some bad areas and roads. Overall manageable.

451 Office supply store
452 Better parks with more things to do there
453 pool / retail growth
454 More accessible kayak launches
455 More parking on Sandusky (but without slowing down traffic by removing a lane)
456 Community garden spaces
457 Upgrade sewer system
458 We could definable get some bikes going like what big city's do is have their own bikes that people 

could borrow for a bit and then return them. This town is filled with a lot of middle aged to old aged 
people and no one would really steal them but it would be a good idea instead of using a car around 
downtown to make it more green. We could get some art shows going in the town to, to spark some 
creativity.

459 more free parking downtown
460 Target
461 Parks, Sports Complexes, recreational opportunities, schools
462 Maintain bike paths (remove debris)
463 More green space and trees, green roofs, less concrete and vacant gravel lots: native plants could be 

seeded in all those lots (milkweed, for instance, is the only food eaten by monarch butterflies; Findlay is 
on their migration path; we could be a butterfly-friendly city); the little shrubs that do appear downtown 
don't have to be landscaped to within an inch of their lives: a more natural approach is less wasteful 
and better for local fauna; green space and plants are better for flood mitigation than endless 
pavement, as well

464 Re-route trucks off Main St.
465 Tearing down abandoned buildings and houses. We should consider having a "look" to our city similar 

to other small towns by having sign ordinances, etc. What's the look/brand of our city?
466 Parking downtown - suggestion parking north of river in empty space and run a shuttle to downtown 

467 Active transportation 
468 Removal of dead industrial buildings, improved zoning
469 Continue to clean up the city and take down old buildings
470 I would like the downtown area to be more pretty. The plantings are currently "meh". Our beautiful 

downtown building facades could be much better and more dramatically lit at night
471 Improvement of run-down buildings on Main
472 Absent landlords
473 community picnic - no alcohol = traditional family 
474 Rails to trails - program connecting
475 Indoor Rec/sports
476 add a outdoor concert venue where the main street buildings burnt down by the river.
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477 Pedestrian and bicycle friendly community
478 Beautification throughout the city, beyond the downtown area. Clean up the eyesores, particularly in the 

main thoroughfares throughout the community.
479 More open access parking spaces
480 Service roads behind Tiffin Ave businesses to reduce traffic congestion
481 Repurpose the mall 
482 more beautifications such as flower gardens and community vegetable gardens, more strict guidelines 

for people's properties (over growth, trash, etc.)
483 Some roads could be better paved. Overall no new improvements are really needed.
484 A recreation center that is open for all at  low or no charge for residents.
485 Retail
486 Shared scooters
487 There are quite a few areas, in particular on Main Street, that are obviously falling apart (gravel lots, 

decaying buildings, homes lacking upkeep).
488 expand biking/hiking /outdoor activities
489 potholes repaired in major parking lots
490 The mall torn down and made into better shopping
491 Downtown areas that were previously flooded and a better looking West Main Cross corridor into the 

city
492 All areas improved equally with infrastructure, streets, landscaping etc. Not just areas identified by the 

economic development group. City needs to better care for its existing buildings instead of proposing 
new buildings like Traffic Shop and CASC

493 EV Chargers
494 Finish Green Trail from Riverbend Park to downtown
495 Have more music playing on Main St
496 Expand bike paths/trails from city to the Riverbend area. Provide pedestrian crossing bridge over 

568/Sandusky.
497 Continue to work on the streets, alleys, and utility infrastructures. Better leaf removal
498 We have great parks in Findlay. I think they are great assets that the city should continue to invest in. 

One item that comes to mind is new picnic tables and fire pits at the Riverbend campground.

499 More green space - better usage of existing green spaces
500 further improvements downtown (parks, outdoor spaces, etc.)
501 See comments above. To highlight one specific need, the City does not make a great impression to 

newcomers, typically arriving off I-75 at the Main Cross exit. The thoroughfare between the highway 
and downtown should be beautified in some way to make Findlay look better. It's hard to sell the town 
when that's the first impression.

502 Better parks and trails. Potential indoor recreational facility
503 Additional restrooms at Emory Adams Park
504 I think the city is doing a good job maintaining most things. Some area could stand to be revitalized 

(like the river walk).
505 More outdoor areas downtown (along Main Street). Entertainment, Dining, or just general gathering 

spaces.
506 Car-less transportation and connected trails would mean a healthier, more engaged population. 

Outdoor recreation opportunities for all seasons are appropriate for this four-season area. Also, keep 
the carriage sidewalks.

507 Youth centered recreation areas
508 More bicycle lanes
509 Parks so that every child in every sub-division in city and county could walk to a play-ground and/or 

sports field. Safer ways to ride a bike north/south and east/west through city/county.
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510 More multi-use exercise paths/hiking trails; left turn lane on Tiffin Ave the whole way; better parking 
downtown

511 Better use (year-round) of facilities
512 1) Complete the Findlay City River Walk (right now only from rt. 89 to Taylor St.) - bike path/toe 

path/restaurants and community spaces. Tame the Blanchard from liability to asset.
2) Improve Findlay city sidewalks. Lincoln St. sidewalks are particularly bad.

513 Dedicated and Safe Bicycle lane. Findlay is a city that is small enough to get around anywhere with 
bicycle. There's no safe dedicated bicycle route (with well lighting) for people to use for main commute. 
Bike lane that co-mingle with common traffic is not safe enough for kids. This will help promote 
business downtown as well. Provide Bicycle parking. We don't need bigger road, we need a safe way 
of commuting for Findlay.

514 Improvement to the mall area
515 More trees/grass/greenspace
516 Improve roads.
517 Trail systems, community center with more basketball courts - (where are youth able to congregate 

and thrive?), revitalizing areas where abandoned buildings have been torn down
518 hiking trails
519 Better design for Main Street to accommodate vehicles and pedestrians.
520 More accessible parking and charging stations
521 Stop on Toledo/Columbus train (invest in study)
522 Parking- more angled parking
523 connect bike paths so it is safer for kids
524 Downtown green space, large enough for concerts, art exhibitions, etc. In addition continue to expand 

and broaden bike path connectivity throughout the community and to our parks.
525 Golf course
526 Empty lots on north main
527 Streetscape W Main Cross ala downtown Findlay Main Street
528 Focus on Findlay Hancock Library by doing more events, getting more books, and improving library 

services
529 Clean-up the Blanchard River area
530 The roads need less potholes
531 Area near the river at Tiffin Ave/N. Main St (turn into area for positive public use)
532 Cleaner public pool
533 Bike trail riverside to riverbend
534 family based amphitheater (like Tiffin) on north side of river in empty lots
535 Expand bike lanes as roads are improved. Blanchard Street was a good idea, but other roads (main 

cross, Sandusky would probably get more use)
536 Flood control
537 Splash pads for kids, maybe multiple
538 Better summer outdoor area's for families to enjoy.
539 Cohesive look and feel that expands out of downtown visual appeal (signage)
540 Incentive for retail business
541 Public Transport, no more floods, public parking for downtown, fewer beggars
542 More parking downtown (handicap accessible)
543 Investment in green spaces and parks - lighting
544 Floodway/floodplain developed as greenway and recreation areas
545 homeless shelters
546 Enforce city ordinances, zoning/public nuisance i.e. loose chickens, ducks, manure (next to fair 

grounds), messy
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547 Although likely owned by a private entity, would like the city to consider purchasing the plot the old 
Argyle apartment sat on to create a green space

548 South Main bumpouts (mid-block/may help with speed)
549 Walking paths
550 More student parking on campus for residents
551 Improved detention ("jail") facilities
552 Downtown hub expansion
553 Improvements of parts of the riverside trail from downtown (lighting, clearance, safety) benches

554 Further development of city parks
555 Better sidewalks around campus
556 Permanent city center for outdoor public gatherings
557 Canes Chicken
558 Larger street signs on NO TURN ON RED intersections so these ding dongs will stop turning on red.

559 Our mall needs to be revitalized
560 More roundabouts
561 Public art initiative i.e. Tiffin, Ohio
562 Expanded jail and detention center.
563 I would like to see the addition of a sound barrier wall between Highway 68 and the Southridge Estates 

subdivision in southeast Findlay. This would block highway and airport noise, thus benefitting 
everybody in the area by increasing comfort, and boosting home values.

564 Improvement of the safety of the bridge/intersection at Brookside Dr and 6th St
565 More sidewalks
566 Develop the land between the river & Rite aid. Make an amphitheater like the one in Tiffin, use the 

parking lot across the street for food trucks for events so you can stop closing Main Street.

567 Bring in Target
568 MORE RECREATIONAL,CULTURAL OPPORTUNITIES (OTHER THAN SPORTS & ALCOHOL)

569 Mall /shopping example (public spaces) outlet mall
570 Fix the mall - open up end stores for entertainment events =go-carts, nerfwars, rage rooms

571 Youth outlets (ex. 50 North for Kids)
- opportunities of kids to engage w/each other
- incentive for youth to stay in Findlay

572 Service streets behind Tiffin Ave businesses reduce Tiffin avenue traffic
573 Downtown parking garage
574 Connect litzenburg Park (10 mi west of Findlay) to the town with a bike route on River Rd

575 Outdoor amphitheater
576 Continue to enhance downtown and make the town more walkable and bikeable.
577 Downtown housing
578 additional public parking/improve parking garage
579 Public art initiative i.e. Tiffin, Ohio
580 Improving social spaces and forms of entertainment (ex. Findlay Mall)
581 River clean up. I fish the river and it is filled with tires and other various things.
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582 I would like to see all city streets have curbs and sidewalks and adequate sewer systems. I would also 
like to see the water department put in more water towers. Water pressure in my area , northwest 
Findlay, doesn’t have very good water pressure.

583 The open space on both sides of Main Street north of the river. At least make the land into a park and 
not an eyesore.

584 Bicycle lanes
585 Bike path/trails
586 Cory Street corridor
587 Something done with the mall (demoed)
588 Add curbs and storm sewers to more city streets that do not already have them.
589 more sidewalks where there isn't any or repairing sidewalks in distress or making the resident fix them.

590 Growth of retail spaces. Less of a “I know someone” feel and more of an open to everyone feel
591 Improve Blanchard River to include restaurants and shops
592 There needs to be places for kids to go, kids of all ages, not just 10 & under. Places like sky zone, or 

Arcades, or something that all ages can participate in to keep kids out of trouble.
593 Development of pedestrian and bicycle friendly pathways
594 Storm drains/ water run-off-backup
595 connected/longer bike paths (public bike share)
596 improvements to downtown to more activities for families - green space utilization - things to do

597 Indoor Rec/family center (Laser tag - Rock climbing, zipline, etc.)
598 Roads/potholes
599 Flooding Issue
600 Widen Tiffin Ave or relocate businesses away from Tiffin Ave.
601 Jail- city/county collaboration- needs more space
602 Expand humane society 
603 More dedicated bicycle paths
604 Land north of river- east side perhaps public venue? 
605 New schools
606 Expand downtown while increasing walkability of Findlay
607 Limit zoning
608 Something needs to happen w/mall - make affordable housing?
609 More electric vehicle charging stations, solar panels and wind turbines.
610 What to do with old baseball diamonds or underutilized parks-sold? Prime real estate
611 Additional outside "passive" recreational improvements, to include more multi-use paths tying parts of 

the city together. 

Also improvements to the more economically challenged neighborhoods. For instance, when paving 
streets, include curbs, upgraded lighting and any other amenities that can be included.

612 improve the recycling location and program. become a Green City
613 Better promotion/connection to Van Buren State park
614 Revitalization. We still have some dilapidated buildings around town that should be fixed up/used or 

disappear.
615 Better sidewalks around campus
616 Vacant lots turned into green spaces
617 Streets, paving, potholes, etc. 
618 additional community parking
619 What to do with teens to keep our money in Findlay
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620 Grow "Crawford street" look/feel to draw in the "20-something" professional crowd, who will stay 
and build families (and impact on economy)

621 Develop river front
622 New housing developments
623 Playgrounds need some help
624 Reroute SR 12 and 224 around Findlay (trucks, excess traffic)
625 Fix rail crossings
626 Open lots left from flooding
627 To make keeping green spaces a priority.
628 More flowers throughout Findlay
629 Splash pads
630 Labyrinth in green space over bridge (N.)
631 Sandusky Avenue to be widened
632 Tiffin Ave!
633 Extend the multi-use path
634 Address future needs of criminal justice system - jail space
635 upkeep of vacant lots
636 More affordable housing (both rentals and homes) has been a long term issue in Findlay which needs 

to be addressed.
637 Improved electric grid, public/solar EV charging stations, energy generating signage, city wide recycling 

program, conservation and energy education programs increasing awareness of how we can make a 
difference, tree planting along Blanchard and on public land

638 Keep roads maintained
639 Expansion and additions of parks
640 Sidewalk improvements/maintenance downtown
641 Open area along river
642 Prettier places for activities such as taking pictures, nature paths, more bike trails in parks, bike trail 

is (connected!) throughout Findlay 
643 Increased bike paths
644 More green space, hiking, parking downtown
645 Do something (an amphitheater? an urban park?) with the empty downtown lots that flood

646 10-25 year plan to improve roads and construction 
647 Better alley maintenance (stop signs)
648 Snow plows
649 Community spaces - safe spaces
650 I see the county does most of the bike path but if there were any way to connect them through town. 

There is a path from North Baltimore to Bowling Green that is awesome. It would be cool to have 
similar ones connecting Findlay to other cities/towns.

651 More bike paths providing access to downtown and interconnectivity between neighborhoods. Bike 
path along 236 is a good start.
Clean up the junk yard property @ 830 E Sandusky St.
Use the flood property on Main St just north of the river for public recreation. Build a stage, have live 
music on weekends, etc. Fields for kids to use for soccer, lacrosse, etc.

652 County fair - expand - repurpose the present location for community gatherings, concerts, revivals, 
neighbor nights that invites the whole town - non-political 

653 Hiking trails/parks
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654 Affordable housing in centralized locations. With so many burned buildings there were apartments lost, 
but all new apartment builds have been higher end pricing. There is a housing gap.

655 Bike trail
656 Continued flood mitigation
657 Continue to clean up and purpose abandoned properties...better use of space

658 Finish the flooding issues
659 It would be nice for the downtown to continue to be revitalized.
660 Community park
661 Upgrade drainage to eliminate possible severe flooding.
662 Continue downtown renovations on North Main St
663 Development by the Blanchard river downtown
664 Better timed street signals
665 Multi-use paths through out city
666 Development of the area north of the Blanchard River on main street. This could turn into a hub of 

outdoor activities if developed right drawing people downtown. Develop Emory Adams park into a more 
modern park with nice amenities and maybe shelters for picnics and parties

667 Bike paths and walking trails
668 Improve side walks (in force)
669 Senior community park
670 need available quality condos, townhouses for older people to stay in Findlay
671 Bike lane between downtown and UofF
672 Mall
673 More things to do.
674 The mall to be functional and upkept well
675 It would be nice to have a downtown water feature. Improved bike paths. Bike paths along Sandusky 

over I-75 to safely get employees to work
676 Fruit trees on Main
677 Encourage upkeep of downtown buildings/properties
678 interconnection of more roadways(too many dead ends).
679 Bike trails
680 Underground utilities
681 More bike paths. Downtown parking!!!
682 Downtown to park bike trails
683 re-routing traffic - semi traffic - communication and enforcement of re-routing/heavy load permits

684 Raisin' Canes
685 I think a better layout of future development would be beneficial. The city is growing father and farther 

from the center and those people need to be well-connected.
686 Extra mid block crossings removed downtown.
687 Fix up Riverside stage area
688 Mid level housing
689 Infrastructure upgrades.
690 Parking downtown
691 Sidewalks, bike paths, and street lights
692 Shared scooters
693 Multi use Trails, improved parks, city recreational facility.
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694 Better parking downtown - hard for seniors to back into parking and parallel park 
695 New mall with anchor store
696 Traffic - ban big trucks from downtown 
697 Prettier places to take pictures at - nature (flowers?) the appearance of city
698 Get rid of the crosswalks between corners. The lights in the road haven’t worked since they were put 

in. Better downtown parking. More actual stores downtown- not restaurants and expensive exclusive 
stores.

699 recreation spots
700 UofF football stadium
701 The roads need less potholes
702 Raisin' Canes
703 Restaurants/gas coming in from SR 37
704 Downtown riverwalk/park/activity area. 

The 6th street bridge when coming from Brookside. This intersection seems really dangerous to me.

705 General slum and blight clean-up, green space, DO SOMETHING WITH THE MALL!
706 Make Blanchard River beautiful

- River walk
- Clean up
- Something done on the north side of Main Street. Farmers market, stage, e.g. Short North

707 more parks, especially developing under developed areas or flood prone areas
708 Downtown outdoor concert area
709 Bike lanes
710 Better sidewalks around Findlay 
711 More religious temples (non-Christian ones) - bring in diversity 
712 Findlay does a good job maintaining physical improvements.
713 Flood mitigation and drainage improvements
714 additional sidewalks and crosswalks along East Sandusky Street and other streets East of Main Street.

715 Public works
716 Better Schools
717 Better use of the Airport. Pet areas, hangar space, improved terminal, more parking, etc.
718 More shopping stores in mall and around town - Target!
719 UofF nature preserves better connections and promotions
720 Skate park 
721 Clean-up empty lots
722 Pick up litter as a community - have a competition week between businesses/schools
723 Sandusky street widening/traffic solution
724 Smart Buildings
725 Build up downtown for more tenants (fix beautiful old buildings)
726 Have the USPS install "neighborhood mail box areas", this would help the postal system in delivering of 

the mail and have safer mail receptacles for the residents
727 Increase walkability
728 River walk extensions
729 Sidewalks
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730 Connect litzenburg Park (10 mi west of Findlay) to the town with a bike route on River Rd

731 beautification and planning (signage, etc.)
732 Bike paths
733 Increased pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure.
734 Improve and expanded - well designed bike paths
735 More places for a family to gather ex. a splash pad and more handicapped assessable parking 

downtown.
736 more parking near main street, perhaps by the Wine merchant in that vacant lot. Add a Chipotle on 

main street.
737 Improvements on vacant lots, removal of more run-down buildings
738 More trees / flags (Americans)
739 roundabouts-more training
740 Make sure our entry points reflect the value of our community
741 Lighting 
742 Beautiful exits (off I-75) Curb appeal
743 Clean up the deserted downtown spaces.
744 Parking (public Downtown) - Loosening of parking requirements
745 traffic patter - truck traffic
746 Upkeep of Buildings, Empty Lots, Roadways. There are numerous empty lots in downtown that sit as 

wasteland. Filling empty store fronts by offering friendly economic development plans to businesses. 
The city does a generally good job of maintaining roads but I wanted to include that as something to 
continue long-term to increase the attractiveness of the city appearance.

Burying utilities, all of the overhead utilities and old utility poles are unsightly.

747 Better bike lanes and parks. Better use of the river space and the green space north of the river. It 
would be good to have a riverwalk.

748 more flowers
749 remove dilapidated mobile home parks (build newer ones elsewhere in the city, not in commercial 

areas), adaptive reuse of all older buildings (something for people to use and consume, not just office 
space), unique new businesses (things to drive people to visit Findlay from all over Ohio), the area in 
downtown where building were torn down from the flood...it would be nice to see that turned into a 
'green' area/park with plenty of trees and communal areas and recreation. greatly improved bike transit 
(not just bike lanes in a few streets, full developed bike paths).

750 More affordable housing
751 Sidewalks
752 My local / unique Restaurants; more parks; more focus on renovating older homes
753 Bike paths connected to recreational options (safe routes for kids) - also for occupations (some do 

not have a car to drive to work)
754 Development of a park on the north side of the river near main street
755 More greenspace
756 Continue to add trees and greenery in downtown where possible. This beautifies the city and makes it 

attractive for people interested in visiting. Continue road improvements and seek creative ways to help 
flood control in areas surrounding the Blanchard River.

757 Somehow restructure so it doesn't take 20 minutes to cross town
758 Mass tree planting, a moratorium on old healthy tree destruction, and an indoor civic health center in 

the Tiffin avenue Mall
759 I would like to see the police department and sheriff's offices better supported and fully staffed.
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760 more housing developments
761 community clean-up 
762 More housing and the right housing. There remains a lack of affordable housing for low income. There 

is also a lack of housing in certain price ranges.
763 Teen center, maybe redo mall area for this
764 Park area along river
765 We have areas north of the bridge off of main, open area on East Main Cross that have become 

vacant through Flood mitigation. These areas would be wonderful parks for the citizens as it would also 
beautify the city.

766 Flooding and sewage issues still continues
767 Lack of housing/real estate
768 Transportation services not available, bus routes/public transportation
769 Bicycles
770 Public transportation to places for basic needs - grocery stores, doctor's office, hospital 
771 HATs is always full and wait is long
772 Asian Community center/complex
773 Road signs are often small. Can you make them bigger?
774 Animal bodies and tires - they are often left on the roads for a long time. Can you clean roads (for the 

sake of safety) more quickly? 
775 Need center turn lane on Tiffin Ave west of Londonderry to Blanchard Ave (where Wendy's is)
776 Affordable housing for middle income families
777 Speeding on Tiffin Ave west of Londonderry and no center turn lane, accidents and traffic accidents

778 More sidewalks
779 Protect the transformers so there will be less power outages.
780 More underground power
781 Do something with the mall. Encourage businesses to start here. More shops.
782 Public transit
783 Findlay Mall is visually unappealing - Would like to improve aesthetic and culture of the area.
784 We would like to see improvements in flood prevention and river cleanliness.
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ID # 3. What issues would you like to see the City address? 
1 Increased adult literacy and employment
2 A priority on alternative transportation
3 The drugs that keep pouring into our community
4 Affordable Housing is all but absent in the walkable areas of the city.
5 Property and business owners not maintaining properties.
6 The many sex offenses noted frequently in the Docket- what are these? Where are these 

occurring? Is anyone ever prosecuted?

The Cruise Night is not a good look for our city. The laws need to be applied.

It would be nice to see more females, POC hired for city positions- especially in the police 
department. What is the criteria for hiring police officers? How are the candidates screened? 
Racism is a concern. The public should be informed of what the hiring process is- perhaps a 
citizen's advisory team?

Is the police department carrying Narcan yet?

By the end of 2022, police body cams and dash cams are implemented.

Work with the county to eliminate Nazi and Confederate merch from the annual fair. Can't believe 
this has not been eradicated yet.

7 Growing housing issues that threaten this cities middle and lower class
8 Housing stock shortage. Crime issues and accountability. Cleaning up neighborhoods that are run 

down.
9 Keep Marathon in a Findlay Ohio
10 RACISM. HOMOPHOBIA. TRANSPHOBIA. SEXISM. If it ends in -phobia or -ism then it can

probably be found in Findlay.

It is disrespectful and just disappointing to hear people call others by incorrect pronouns,
discriminate against people just based on the color of their skin, or even gender. Here in Findlay, 
Ohio. Yes, in 2022. The excuses are even worse... people use their own religion or political party as 
an excuse to hold prejudice over others.

What can we do to change this? Well, just as the question says, address the issue. As a
prominently republican community (I say this based just off of my personal experience),
some people probably won't like this.

After the situation is addressed we can normalize using correct pronouns, or not
discriminating people based off of factors they cannot change. We can show representation
of people that AREN'T cis-gendered, white, males in work forces, such as STEM fields.

11 More affordable housing
12 Parking on both sides of the street in subdivisions. Sometimes, there is no way an emergency 

vehicle could get down these streets.
13 Provide public trash and recycling services; most cities do this. 

Update city codes to be inclusive. There is inconsistency in the cities codes for non discrimination 
and public access and all of them lag behind state and federal.

14 snow removal
15 For snow season: "snow boots" for city plows, as demonstrated here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_f0_Og-rqWM
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16 1. Body cameras for all police.
2. Police officer accountability. 
3. Approve a no bail policy for the jail to keep jail population low so we will not need a new jail.
4. Less enforcement of minor crimes and more focus on major crimes. 
5. Of all the 70k people who commute to Findlay we should be trying to retain them in our 
community.

17 Housing
18 increased mental health care and substance abuse services
19 Parking issues for downtown
20 continued progress on diversity and inclusion
21 Housing and Increased labor force
22 a lack of new housing being built / area being developable in city limits
23 fix downtown walkways all the way to buildings OR enforce maintenance of same with building 

owners. Sidewalks should be SAFE and AESTHETICALLY pleasing not cracked and broken. 
Visitors to Findlay see this as a first impression.

24 More entertainment/concerts
25 Mental health/Substance use stigma and it's significance on the community
26 Homelessness population, improved traffic flow on tiffin Ave
27 i don't have any issues
28 Moving towards a more environmentally friendly city, have some sort of design review process for 

business around Tiffin or Trenton Ave.
29 practically empty mall
30 places and things for young kids to do
31 Findlay lacks diversity in its population which is a detriment in many areas such as recruiting for 

businesses.
32 We do not have a residential building code but we do have one for commercial buildings. I know this 

would add some expense to the total construction cost but I believe it would give all homebuyers a 
level of trust in the most major expense any of us have..

33 recycling expanded; recycling at schools
34 Crime, drug dealing/addiction, poverty, litter, vacant and run down lots around town
35 The city of Findlay in on the Ohio Department of Health's High Risk Zip Codes Requiring Blood 

Lead Testing. It would be great if our Health Department would do lead screening.
36 Poverty, poverty, poverty
37 Water and sewer rates.
38 the trash the is floating around the side streets. too much trash isn't making it into the right 

locations.
39 I would like to see ordinances that prohibit pan handling, or begging on any property, public or 

private. I would also like to see door to door sales people prohibited from entering neighborhoods- 
especially those with young children. These entities are a public nuisance and create a poor image 
of our city.

40 One more flood and the property values are going to absolutely plummet and there won't be coming 
back from that. Fix the flooding issues or nothing else will matter.

41 Assist with retail development, mall area, etc.
42 Overdoses / addiction, mental health, overall health and wellness (healthy communities initiative) - 

access to nutrition, affordable housing, etc... all the social determinants of health.

43 See above
44 housing/rental costs
45 Crime!
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46 raising income tax , we have millions in untaxed income due to extreme low taxes. this creates a 
problem among low income housing when it gets added to property taxes.

47 Empty retail space. Could we attract a popular chain that would sustain itself in the community, such 
as Target? 
Affordable, newer housing for middle-income households, so that more individuals and families can 
chose to work, live and raise their families in the City of Findlay.

48 LITTERING,PROPERTY CLEANUP, TRASH,CRIME
49 Areas of poverty, deteriorating buildings
50 crime
51 More housing for to help with our labor capacity. More options for addiction therapies
52 Homelessness, protection of elderly
53 Extend the downtown development north of river
54 Expand EMS services to include providing ALS care by the Findlay Fire Department WITHOUT 

transporting patients. 
Create more bypasses around the outskirts of town, traffic would be improved if we didn't all HAVE 
to use Tiffin Avenue.
Expand recreational opportunities with more sports fields and maybe an amphitheater downtown.
More parking downtown would be great too.

55 The opioid epidemic, the lack of affordable rental housing; lack of new housing developments

56 less conservative and more liberal
57 Flooding
58 Harder on crime stance
59 Public transportation would be huge for our lower income community members. I know several 

people who have lost jobs because they couldn't get transportation.
60 The schools need a levy

A farmer's market that hours outside the work day.
61 Drugs
62 flooding. drugs
63 To better the difference between the county government and the Findlay mayor and where there 

jurisdiction is.
64 Eliminate the LGBTQ+, Critical race theory, and the systemic indoctrination of our children in public 

schools.
65 Drugs. Crime. Sex trafficking. Pan handling. Not keeping property on main roads in good condition. 

Attract more restaurants and shops. Get a Whole Foods. A sea food market.
66 School zones. Need indications of school speed limit times via a light or better indication of time. 

Add police presence to said zones because I watch people speed through them with people picking 
up kids

67 bullying by the woke minority
68 quit being soft on dirt bags
69 the mall
70 Better economic development by bringing high paying jobs to Findlay.

Flood control issues finished and approved by F.E.M.A with flood plain officially lowered 

New elementary schools to go along with middle and high school.
71 Anti education people on school boards. A mayor that kisses Trumps ass- he is no longer 

president!!
72 Affordable housing; ending the current punitive approach to people who struggle with homelessness 

in the area, which is cruel and counter-productive; less policing and more of a social-services 
approach to issues
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73 Cars parking across sidewalks. Mothers with children in strollers and walkers have to move to the 
grass or street.

74 Drug epidemic
75 Traffic enforcement/noise for loud cars cruising main street and speeding
76 Flooding and high rent costs and better business not having 2 of everything expand southward for 

business and bring other Cable internet providers like xfinity to Findlay instead of Spectrum.

77 Making people take care of their properties. Drug and crime issues that are on the rise.
78 Everything. I do mean... EVERYTHING! Findlay is a joke right now.
79 EMS
80 Drug epidemic and poverty
81 flooding.
82 affordable housing not government assisted housing
83 drug addiction/crime problems
84 1. Safety.
85 Probably promoting tolerance and collaboration among the various groups within the city.
86 NONE THAT I CAN THINK OF
87 We need to focus on being more inclusive and welcoming. To be a community that asks, "How can 

I help" instead of "How will this benefit me."
88 Diversify revenue streams for the city.
89 Affordable housing and transportation.
90 Easier access to mental health
91 Employment
92 Other than from the South, entry points to the city are rundown, look disheveled. I'm sure a 

challenge for the city to change but would like to see the city do anything it can to create a prettier 
picture

93 Prejudice in several areas and favoring the wealthy
94 Biggest issue in Findlay aside from drugs is driving. People speed like crazy down streets with 

25mph speed limits and accidents are bound to happen in front of Walmart on Trenton. People 
don’t pay attention and cut people off because they don’t care. Someone is going to get killed and 
it’ll take that happening to someone before the issue is fixed.

95 Cultural diversity awareness
96 Rent prices
97 after-school options for tweens
98 Equity and Inclusion in all aspects including: more balanced political representation; pay; leadership, 

etc.
99 As of today I believe we as a community are going in the right direction.
100 Homelessness & Addiction
101 Flood mitigation problem that tax payers have poured city taxes towards which has had no final 

conclusion for 10+ years.
102 Less politics and more working as a patriotic team
103 Flooding issues still seem to be a problem.
104 Spending for departments. Allow more spending to improve equipment from all city departments.

105 Affordable rental housing. Something the average working person can afford.
106 Misinformation, climate change, and community building initiatives
107 Most side streets in poor shape
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108 Lack of diversity, which leads to bias and systemic racism against minority groups. This lack of 
diversity leads to fewer people moving or staying here, fewer new businesses being created (and 
therefore fewer jobs), house prices staying low, and more interpersonal conflict. Also, the vocal 
minority on the far right is overreaching and leading to less safety (physical and emotional) for local 
children, less access to information, and a blockage of access to resources.

109 Cruise Nights are out of control. There's drag races on South Main St, speeding, smoking tires and 
Diesel pickups blowing "Rolling Coal".

110 Affordable housing
111 Stop doing the politically charged things that divide our community: the pride month road painting 

and signs, etc.
112 add more Police officers and cruisers and add another station for Police
113 Controlling the summer car shows more and better communication with the downtown businesses 

and residents of Findlay. Otherwise, move it to the fairgrounds. 

More diversity is needed.
114 Support for schools, diversity and the understanding of how to treat other human beings.
115 Family focus, good stewardship of tax payers dollars, Better stores for shopping
116 Adequate children's services to protect and care for children, crime and drugs
117 eliminate property tax for anyone 65 or older.
118 Plant trees- beautify the area- require commercial property to blend into surroundings/nature vs 

stick out
119 I believe having conversations where all are welcome is something we need to keep working on. 

One tweak I would suggest is the visit Findlay website where there are bloggers on the home page. 
If you scroll through it’s all white people. That would be a good place to show all walks of life 
promoting why they love living in Findlay.

120 What our contribution to the reduction of global warming is, how we are impacted, efforts we can 
take to lower carbon emissions

121 Flooding via small but useful steps towards reduced impact
122 Just making Findlay a less boring town
123 Trash pick up. Should this be handled by the City? Big undertaking for sure, would it be worth it?

124 Behavior in the regular classroom. The Indians are running the village.
125 East west traffic flow across town.
126 Please attract more high tech businesses.
127 Roads
128 Housing
129 homelessness
130 crime
131 Housing Shortage
132 Increase in drug use/dependency
133 continue to address pedestrian safety, crime reduction, we need to purchase police body cams

134 Business growth downtown.
135 Failing Findlay Village Mall
136 Be less dependent on one employer.
137 Drug trafficking
138 Crime Increases
139 Flooding; crime/drugs
140 Demolish the low income vacant housing. Encourage a thriving downtown (vacant lot still on main 

street across marathon).
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141 better medical prices, better car repair shops, city ordinance requiring businesses operating in the 
city limit to have remote working options, public parking garages for when streets are packed.

142 Blanchard River flooding
143 Improve the water quality
144 Homeless and drug addiction
145 Supporting and promoting local businesses and small businesses
146 Better Schools
147 The city does not appear to be making any investments in itself. Nothing has really changed in the 

past ten years. Findlay City Schools are not good and a big part of the reason I moved out of 
Findlay.

148 support mental health issues
149 Flooding Issue
150 just keep the flooding under control
151 Development of single family homes. This is a HUGE problem and Marathon employees are leaving 

Findlay district to live in surrounding communities because there are no new residential 
developments.

152 I would like to see city recycling, where there is a system in place to sort mixed recyclables.

153 The police need to stop picking on teenagers and concentrate on real crime. Things like wide left 
turns on red should not be ticketed. A warning would be sufficient.

154 Drugs and crime
155 The mall, flooding, diversity and inclusion, stricter sentencing for non drug crimes
156 Flooding
157 Reverse angle parking was a bad idea.
158 Better zoning restrictions to improve overall aesthetics
159 Loss of shopping mall businesses
160 vacant or dilapidated homes. homes & yards that have trash and rubbish everywhere, like cars that 

don't run and have trees growing in them, tires, lots of random rubbish that needs thrown away. if 
they don't clean it up then city charges them for the cleanup and assess it on their taxes.

161 Poor traffic management (lights, stop signs, number of lanes, train crossings), reduced power 
outages, increased internet speeds, increased retail options besides Walmart, improved sidewalk 
conditions (homeowners are not maintaining them and several neighborhoods don't have 
sidewalks)

162 Posted speed limits on Bright Rd and County Road 236 could be 45 MPH
163 We just keep getting flooded, and choose to do very little about it. With climate change there will be 

more extreme weather and 10" storms will likely continue to damage our town.
164 Vacant properties on Main St in the heart of downtown
165 A plan to bring young individuals here.
166 Schools
167 Drugs
168 water infrastructure and billing. Currently meters are not being read for each bill electronically or in 

person which is preventing home owners from getting real time info on their water usage.

169 N/A
170 NA
171 get new businesses in empty store fronts, get new parking or business in vacant lots
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172 1) Better support the Handcock county jail - turn CO positions into professions to attract highly 
trained and responsible officers.
2) Housing is expensive for low income families
3) Reduce the number of fast-cash or fast-loan companies in Findlay that take advantage of low 
income families

173 Keep Marathon here in Findlay. Encourage and incentivize big corps to stay and invest
174 There are not enough recreational activities to attract families and young adults to the city. The fact 

that 70% of your workforce lives outside of Findlay shows that people are choosing to live in cities 
that offer more entertainment and activities (i.e. Perrysburg). This is a huge group of people that 
could dramatically increase Findlay's economy if there was more to do on nights and weekends.

175 Retain younger population;
176 Sewer/Flooding
177 Diversity
178 Traffic and safety violations on the roads (particularly Main Street & surrounding)
179 Drug use and related crimes
180 Improved levy or pump out system when the Blanchard floods
181 The homeless population that is not served by the City Mission or other service providers care. 

When walking downtown (near Coffee Amici) - I have been asked for money, a ride, etc. more than 
a dozen times. I've even seen a couple folks sleeping in chairs in front of Coffee Amici overnight. I 
know that a few businesses downtown have had issues with some of the homeless folks yelling at 
patrons and starting arguments.

182 n/a
183 drugs & crime
184 None. When individuals can't solve their own problems, they just run to the higher authority, and in 

doing so, give that authority more power than they should have had in the first place. The city should 
stop addressing issues.

185 It seems as though the local schools are in turmoil, staffing and work environment concerns are top 
of mind for many I know that work in the schools.

186 Any situation where the City is not autonomous, specifically situations where the City is reliant on 
the federal and/or state governments.

187 Blighted areas of the city. Opportunity for more greenspace.
188 Labor and Housing
189 The increase in drug use throughout the city. Back to Item #1 - the city should work hand in hand 

with the faith community to counter the rise in drug use.
190 Continue to address drug activities and crime. These need to be driven out of the city.
191 Parking issues downtown.
192 resolve flood control issues in my lifetime
193 Enact a building maintenance law with some enforcement teeth. The rental behind me at 116 Third 

St is an ugly eyesore.
194 Findlay seems to be experiencing a net loss of good-paying jobs in the knowledge industry. 

Findlay's young adults who want higher earning roles with a career trajectory are not coming back 
after college.

195 Quit letting Tim Mayle run the city. He is an unelected power grabber. Being the economic 
development director and head of the port authority is already a huge conflict of interest. 

On the same note, the city needs to be more cooperative with the county government. We are all in 
this together.

196 Besides improving the schools, create more incentives for businesses and shops to come in town.
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197 Diversity and Inclusion is a serious problem with residents of Findlay. Racism and anti-LGBTQ is a 
large concern and makes Findlay seem greatly uneducated. It is sad to see the youth of our city still 
acting this way. The Public Schools not being help accountable for above behaviors and bullying. 
The disgusting humans like Holy Frische who run for the city council and then post hateful and 
discriminatory information on their social media.

The city may becoming a more diverse community but people are not becoming more accepting of 
the diversity.

198 Continue to revitalize downtown
199 I've lived a lot of places. This is the unhealthiest town I've ever seen. Extra money not spent on 

infrastructure should go to community wellness efforts.
200 The lack of social justice initiatives
201 n/a
202 Between state, city, property, and now a new school district (very sizeable at 1% of your income) 

tax, it seems like a massive tax burden for a very simple community. Not sure where it all goes to as 
this is the highest taxes I've ever paid between Texas and California and in one of the simplest 
communities.

203 Quit spending money on things like the central median on Main St.
204 Downtown parking. Findlay Mall space repurposed
205 Remove the crosswalks in the middle of blocks. They are more of a hazard than a benefit.
206 Lack of patriotism
207 Safer crosswalks on Main Cross by Dietsch Brothers
208 Proactive management of flooding, increase in recreational opportunities for children and adults, 

vacancy at the mall, advocating increase in technology for all public departments with the purpose 
of increasing efficiency and keeping up with the times.

209 Downtown Parking.
210 Address flooding near the river so businesses and houses or a cleaner green space can be setup.

211 Clean up or selling of vacant/bad condition buildings and businesses. Enforcement of keeping 
properties clean and appealing

212 Flood Mitigation
213 Housing is a big issue in Findlay. Nearly all builders are custom or gig workers, so building costs are 

high because there is reduced economy of scale for continuous work and little competition. How can 
we economically attract larger QUALITY builders from Toledo or Lima? The quality of schools also 
need to be improved so they are State and Nation leading, not just average or slightly above. When 
you compare the opportunities students have at similar sized large schools, Findlay's opportunities 
are quite limited.

214 The road conditions are an issue at times. This has been worked on in recent years and it's much 
appreciated.

215 Continue diversification and growth of business & tax revenue
216 None
217 Continue programs that improve poverty, unemployment, abuse etc. So we can improve the families 

and people within the community to lift us all up to an even higher level.
218 It seems like there is a drug issue in the City. Not sure what the answer is but addressing that would 

be nice. Also, stocking the reservoirs to make better fisheries would be cool too.
219 Increased sensitivity training for the police department - all employees
220 Mental health, jail overcrowding, and drugs.
221 Better retail and grocery options
222 We need to provide better connections/social activities/community for diverse populations. We are 

getting better at attracting diverse populations to our businesses but when they go home after work 
there is no community or connections for them in the city.

223 trash side streets
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224 Residents outside the city, who work and pay taxes in Findlay, should not be paying a 50% premium 
on their water bills. Their taxes are already funding the water works. All Findlay tax payers should be 
allowed to vote in city elections to have a voice in how tax money is spent.

225 Continue to put in place incentives to attract and retain small and large businesses. Specifically, 
Findlay needs to focus on proactively retaining MPC in Findlay given the second headquarters in 
San Antonio, TX.

226 Getting the mall and other large empty spaces repurposed. Instead of spending money to build new, 
finding ways to repurpose what we have.

227 Lack of "Big Box" stores. Lots of empty store fronts, the mall has nothing
228 Children are the future. Why are there fewer families in Findlay and across the nation? We have an 

aging population that is leaving the work force with fewer kids being born. Our society is starting to 
look pretty top-heavy, and I wonder what things look like in 20 years and how this trajectory is in any 
way sustainable. What can Findlay do to support and promote families? Not just current families, 
but the idea of families to persuade young adults to have one in the first place?

229 need quality anchor retailers at the mall to shop in Findlay
230 Spring Lake Subdivision access to Findlay since SR 15 crossover has been closed. Extend Green 

Waste site hours such as Saturday since those working during the week in most cases only have 
time on Saturday and Sunday to work on their yards.

231 Flooding Issues
232 Crime
233 I feel that the City of Findlay should remain as neutral as possible when it comes to matters of 

conflict, and should not paint the streets or put out banners that show either support or disdain for 
any certain groups.

234 Continuing to provide assistance to the hungry & homeless is a big priority.
235 Poverty; Addiction issues
236 Permanent solution for space constraints in primary/intermediate schools. Build new or modify 

existing primary/intermediate schools to get rid of trailers.
237 I would like to see the police department cracked down on speeding especially on Bright Road near 

Fox Run. People treat this 35 mph zone as a highway.
238 Keep pushing for equality and inclusion for everyone.
239 I look forward to see how the power upgrades and flood mitigation efforts turn out
240 There's almost always a wait to be seated at restaurants on Saturday nights
241 The timing of the traffic lights, especially downtown!
242 More job opportunities to technical employees, drug addiction and crime
243 With inflation rising & projected food shortages, I think more food bank services will be needed in 

Findlay soon.
244 Support for public schools.
245 Hold County Commissioners responsible for proper use of funds and working with local service 

organizations and make sure there are not conflicts of interest on how Commissioners disburse 
work

246 Concerns of all the homeless/needy in the area, find them more help?
247 Appears to be an increase in crime -
248 Flooding, continued Blanchard River clean up
249 Retail closing
250 Government and public coalition to address urban blight - poor housing conditions
251 Address the growing homeless population.
252 Drug use and crime
253 I think the police force does a pretty good job of trying to control the rising drug crime and other 

related problems. As the City grows, unfortunately that will probably just grow too, but just need to 
keep the heat up on tackling those crimes sternly.
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254 Diversify recreation activities
255 Support for Findlay City Schools;

Safety (specifically in areas around the schools);
Inclusion (specifically in regards to the LGTBQ+, Black and Hispanic population)

256 Create a more diverse culture.
257 drug use, homelessness, crime
258 income inequality, equality, affordable housing, recreational opportunities for youth
259 Continue to address the crime issues that happen in the city and go un-reported.
260 Crime, drugs, and homeless (when I moved here in 2014 crime and drugs were not that big, now it 

seems to be in the paper all the time. Also, there are peddlers on a lot of the street corners)

261 Bring more people to visit Findlay
262 Flooding
263 Flood mitigation - unsure why we still need to be talking about it. Action already!
264 Congestion
265 Attract and RETAIN medical and teaching, and other professionals from diverse groups: more 

minorities, LGBT, diverse political perspectives.
266 Employee interaction with the public
267 Continue to work to address issues with drugs and alcohol.
268 Homelessness - working with City Mission and Hope House
269 I feel the school system can make or break a town - I would like to see more support for the schools 

and convincing voters good schools = good communities.
270 Maintain control over alternative energy such as wind turbines and solar farms. Further growth 

needs to be controlled within context of overall community impact.
271 Reduce drug activity by 5% per year.
272 We need more new housing developments within Findlay City School District. 

Leaf pickup, or at least keep the waste site open until December. Leaves are still falling when it 
closes for the season. 
Purchase run down homes/buildings

273 Political affiliation flags with curse words on them. Have your opinion politically, but there should be 
some ordinance to have those with curse words on them not visible for public. More/less for 
children's sake.

274 Housing costs.
275 Investments in the arts. Support of local organizations such The Fort Findlay Playhouse, Boy/girl 

Scout troops, big brothers big sisters
276 Vacant, boarded up buildings downtown.
277 The city needs to address the housing market/affordable rent. People will stop moving here if they 

can’t afford a place to live. Less people all these factories will leave and we will be Toledo

278 Do something with the Shopping Mall on Tiffin Ave, bring in business or shut it down for something 
new

279 Diversity, inclusion
280 Shutdown known hard drug houses.
281 the mall is an eyesore and waste of space and needs to be utilized or torn down (I've heard things of 

it being revitalized, but will include it here in case those are just rumors),
282 Hiring process of more diverse police officers. What actual criteria is included to encourage the 

hiring of non-white officers?
283 Homeless
284 Flood, of course. Safe outlets for teens to congregate. Productive after-school programming, jobs 

and career mentoring for youth... create a purpose and a path forward.
285 Poverty
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286 The overdose issue or drugs
287 Crappy streets and crime. The drug problem is something that isn't taken care of like it should be. 

Also, the justice system stinks!! Someone hold someone accountable instead of a slap on the wrist.

288 I know it's in the works but I'm hoping the flooding is addressed.
289 More walking paths
290 Stop letting the repeat offenders out of jail
291 Currently the mayors insistence on allowing weird fuckin anti abortion stuff to be plastered around 

the town is kinda fuckin weird.

Also, if you want to stop opioid overdoses, publicly distribute Narcan and teach people how to use it. 
Create a rehab facility and stop imprisoning addicts over medical addiction.

292 Flooding, just so it’s out of the news
293 Diversity & Inclusion
294 Flooding, parking downtown. Drivers running red lights.
295 Housing costs are significantly higher than similar markets. What can the city do to incentivize new 

home construction to drive down pricing (e.g. tax incentives, sale of public land). Flood mitigation is 
a work in progress, but I'd like to see the improvements expedited - I'm optimistic given recent 
developments with benching and planning overflow basins though.

296 Homelessness. Too many people at City Mission and only growing. Work education initiatives with 
private sector if possible

297 Why do so many downtown businesses close At 4-5 pm?
298 More public open discussion on critical issues. Council rarely fully informed on matters it votes on.

299 Speeding through town and when turning right turning into the left lane not the right on a two lane 
street. I have almost been hit, honked at and flipped off for going the speed limit and tuning in the 
proper lane then getting in the lane I need. I am new to the town from San Antonio and expected 
better driving and more people being pulled over for breaking the law.

300 income disparity, attracting new businesses
301 Would like to see the Findlay Airport allow Bluffton Flying Service to open a flight training facility on 

site. I have been told the airport has been very difficult to work with, preventing this from coming to 
fruition. This would promote safety, saving residents from a 40-minute round trip drive to Bluffton for 
training, may encourage other locals to start the hobby, and keep this commerce in the Findlay area 
instead of Bluffton.

302 Homeless
303 Smoother transitions from parking lots to the street.
304 Diminish habitual crime areas.
305 Flooding
306 The need for a variety of housing choices, including affordable/entry level. Perhaps find a way to 

encourage innovation, such as a tiny house village. This tiny house village in Kansas City could be a 
model to look towards: https://www.kcur.org/housing-development-section/2021-10-18/tiny-homes-
offer-a-path-out-of-homelessness-for-kansas-city-veterans

307 We don’t need the police to have $500,000 armored vehicles. That’s excessive and wasteful. 
Defunding the police force and investing in social worker/mental health programs/harm reduction 
drug facilities.

308 What goes on in the agricultural portion of Hancock County affects Findlay, the health of our 
watershed, and everyone downstream. It is imperative that water quality be prioritized. No singular 
farm is an island. 
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309 I don’t agree with the idea of having West Main Cross be a pedestrian road. First of all it’s a state 
route and I don’t think you can reroute traffic and secondly there are mostly homes on W. Main 
Cross St. there is really no shopping and restaurants or anything that would be inviting for the public 
to go to. Having a pedestrian area would be better placed on S. Main St.

310 Drugs/addictions
311 Homelessness
312 Not forcing views on others (LGBT+)
313 Honesty in government
314 Council discuss not just vote
315 Affordable housing in Findlay not low income housing
316 Attract jobs with better pay instead of so many who can't afford to live here
317 Crime better controlled and people jailed not just plea deals given
318 Provide business outside of downtown to come to Findlay and give support
319 Safety for pedestrians and bikes
320 Housing - Shortage and rentals are expensive
321 Housing - not enough for 1st time buyers
322 Housing - no incentive for owners to <> on person from city mission, etc., credit on income tax, 

etc. 
323 Housing - how can the city help landlord lift person out of poverty 
324 Housing - Incentivize landlords to help
325 How to address aging population? 
326 Elderly who do not leave their homes - aging people in aging houses
327 Need them to draw people to the city 
328 Why are the people not filling open positions
329 Community paramedicine (e.g. pop up clinics)
330 childcare
331 jobs
332 transportation housing 
333 Stay out of "cultural agendas" 
334 Stay out of promotion of LGBTQ+
335 Promote traditional values
336 Don't need to push diversity, it takes care of itself
337 Re. COVID - stay in your lane; mayor should not be promoting health related issues/topics

338 Attracting housing developers
339 Continue to bring in business development
340 Limit solar development in the city to rooftops
341 No windmills within city limits
342 Bring better retail (mainly clothing/shoes)
343 Teenager activities: go-carts, dance meeting areas
344 Police body cameras immediately
345 Not enough low-income rentals
346 Homeless housing - don't force religious affiliation for city mission 
347 more social services to address homeless/drug addicted
348 Address drug issues
349 Social workers to address drug crimes, etc. over police
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350 Homelessness
351 Provide incentives for more retail businesses
352 Expand humane society - cat sanctuary (expand TNR program for feral cats)
353 Incentives for city beautification and incentives for beautification 
354 Affordable housing and single family 
355 Better parking as businesses grow
356 Flood mitigation
357 Housing - affordable
358 Adequate corrections facilities
359 Parking
360 Wind/solar power - expensive, loud, environmentally harmful; Natural gas instead; individual 

solar and wind; small scale; mini reactors 
361 Improve sidewalk material
362 Better awareness for drug/alcohol problems
363 Slum lords - renters association 
364 Sober living
365 City schools, board of education (what is being taught in schools)
366 High profile accommodation of any social group by the city 
367 Business downtown steps going in door - hard to access for handicap
368 Lets hear about everything that happens - stop sweeping under rug
369 Family in crisis - counseling/support
370 Tutor - for school age students
371 Election security
372 Transparent local government and school systems - build trust
373 Economic development - higher paying jobs - stop tax credits
374 Health department - access, transparent, local input
375 More respectful dialogue across the cultures represented in Findlay. Compromise for unity 

376 Be more mindful of the available money 
377 Take the whole community in general in consideration and work toward improvements that 

benefit the majority 
378 Policy, politics should always be neutral when working for the unity, greater good of the entire 

community 
379 Crime and judges and city council - mandate inmates to do projects for the city and be productive 

for our community 
380 Equitable housing - purchase/rent
381 White collar jobs more plentiful
382 More affordable housing
383 Crack down on crime
384 Putting out what the city is doing to stop/slow crime
385 Public education
386 mental health
387 Re-issue flood maps - to reduce insurance, taxes, and property seizures
388 City Council meetings - allow folks to speak - members of council should represent the 

community and hold back personal opinion
389 Rally's car cruises (limited to one/summer) and police enforcement of norms of safety and 

respect
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390 Less visibility of LGBTQ+ advertising/recognition on main St. (more American flags)
391 Bring God back into the schools, churches, in general everywhere (back to the foundation of our 

constitution)
392 More policing for the opioid addictions
393 More family focused involvement/education/training/ resources for substance abuse/additions

394 decreased access to vapes for children
395 honor law enforcement more
396 Affordable housing
397 annexation - expand city limits
398 attracting diversity - people who live here feel comfortable living here. More hate in our 

community that we'd like to admit which really impacts individuals
399 Food insecurity
400 different treatment (policing, etc.…) based on race (body cameras)
401 worker shortage
402 harmful substance use / 24 hour mental health crisis help
403 More healthcare options in general - attract more primary care providers, dermatology, pediatrics

404 Affordable Housing Downtown
405 Not enough recreation - free
406 Homelessness
407 More free gathering space
408 Address crime and drug problem (more law enforcement presence)
409 Rezone for flooding - continue flood mitigation
410 Affordable housing??
411 More enforcement of the 'Neat Law'
412 More green energy projects
413 Flood mitigation
414 Mental Health - homeless issue
415 Subsidized housing for mentally ill residences
416 Clean up vacant lots
417 Homelessness
418 Bridge gap between university and city of Findlay
419 Flooding in streets
420 Corporate partnerships
421 Engagement of 65+ population
422 Intergenerational networking
423 Affordable housing
424 Mental health concerns
425 Lack of entry level houses (faster development) tiny home community
426 Too many high speed chases
427 Police/community patrolling of area
428 Young adult flight
429 Teen activities
430 Drug and substance abuse/recovery issues and overdoses
431 Diversity (Schools, leadership)
432 Continue to address flooding issues
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433 Shut down Assholes of Findlay
434 Youth Rec Center (to encourage physical fitness/outreach), family friendly activities, i.e. arts 

festival @ riverside 
435 Increase crackdown on illegal drugs
436 Increase recovery support for those graduating from AA, celebrate recovery
437 City street curbs/better plan
438 Crime rates
439 Kindergarten ready-ness
440 Programming for at-risk youth
441 Diversity in resources - in city leadership
442 Adult literacy and employability
443 Adequate mental health
444 Belonging
445 Sustainability environmental impact
446 Affordable housing
447 Transparency
448 Belonging, inclusion, breaking down barriers
449 Cultural celebrations
450 transportation housing 
451 Affordable apartments - middle range
452 Ability to connect or plug in for new residents
453 Maintain and increase drug education and treatment
454 Affordable housing vs low income housing
455 more diversity, encourage to come
456 Jail overcrowding
457 Water quality
458 Class division in schools, offices, and neighborhoods
459 Representation in public places

- lack of it
- Racial, sexuality, socioeconomic, religious

460 Lack of support for disadvantaged students
461 Students w/ mental health issues being unaddressed
462 Environmentalism
463 Heroin/drug epidemic
464 Lack of opportunities for minorities/poor/incarcerated etc.
465 Lack of education about prejudice, bigotry, and ignorance
466 Lack of attention to the arts over sports
467 Vaccinations
468 Sexual harassment/assault awareness and prevention
469 Semis downtown 
470 Lack of diversity in leadership
471 No place to report incidents of discrimination and have real consequences
472 Make it easier for citizens to get involved in government meaningfully 
473 Reducing stigma for people wanting a second change - for people in need of resources

474 Antagonistic relationships are embarrassing in city government 
475 Transportation 
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476 Housing
477 Environment for minority owned businesses
478 Ordinance - non discrimination 
479 The safety codes
480 City ordinances for housing issues/affordable housing
481 A place for city complaints/our governing board
482 Continue to bring in new industries into city 
483 Housing planning for all income levels into mixed income neighborhoods
484 Lincoln school - raise the building - make downtown affordable housing
485 Mental health for youth - more programs and support and recovery
486 Promoting positive, welcoming community - with Christian messaging and  love - create 

togetherness
487 Jail time depending on crime - go to job to keep them working but back to cell when not working 

488 Continue flood mitigation efforts
489 As much as possible, encourage people to participate in places of worship - for a stronger sense of 

right and wrong and a greater sense of community 
490 To attract and retain young adults
491 Promote and incentivize building homes/businesses
492 Support police to keep the city safe 
493 The mall issue - using current Findlay U and Owens
494 Convert the mall to a useful site
495 Entertainment does not draw large crowds- why? 
496 Emory Adam Park/playground = "gangs"
497 Cost effective housing
498 Drug problem
499 more police
500 Support our police
501 jail issue
502 Bring God back into the schools
503 Support schools through teacher appreciation, marketing levies, mentoring programs - provide 

the infrastructure to assist these programs - oversight, outcome measures
504 Flooding
505 Drugs
506 Homeless support for all
507 More equalized subsidized housing
508 Generational poverty
509 More teen activities (non-competitive sports, crafting, social lounge w/cheap food, pet-Lovin', 

inexpensive movies (even if old showings) gym/workout, dancing (w/appropriate music), yard 
games

510 NO adult entertainment (sexual centered)
511 Lack of momentum 
512 What is the plan if Marathon and Cooper leave Findlay? 
513 How well do our monthly celebrations align with the overall demographics of the city?

514 How do we maintain transparency within the education curriculum and keep parents fully 
informed and involved
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515 Education needs to be focused on education and not social agendas
516 Be more vigilant with sex trafficking/drug along I-75/in community
517 Do not teach our children social agendas - gender identity/CRT etc./alphabet soup/oh yes

518 Leave Planned Parenthood out of Findlay
519 Drug problem
520 Mental health services
521 Homelessness
522 affordable housing (mid range)
523 Employee retention and job placement
524 Communication and transparency about city and school funding
525 Drug and alcohol abuse/addition
526 Rent control  - affordable housing
527 Revitalizing vacant buildings (this has been happening but would like to see it continue) 

528 More small business/retail downtown
529 Do something with mall - maybe office space
530 More retail options - especially clothing
531 When you live in Findlay and work outside - you are double taxed
532 More senior living options
533 Reasonable (rent) apartments
534 Downtown parking
535 Blanchard bike lane input was disregarded, it seemed
536 Semitruck routes - alternate routes, especially oversized loads
537 See school levies passed 
538 The mall - shopping, keep money in town, entry level jobs, taxes - Target
539 opioids
540 Continued job opportunities
541 Job training
542 Expand millstream services
543 Housing - affordable housing needs
544 Education - for a good workforce, vocational services - trades
545 Childcare when school is out
546 Drop in center - things to do for teens
547 Drug issues
548 homelessness
549 Transient people out of county
550 Panhandling - signs that say don't give to panhandles give to local charity 
551 Access to low cost veterinary care - one health approach - call Joanne Fuller (number redacted)

552 Funding for dog warden - enforcement of animal abuse issues and stray animals
553 Sustain employers
554 Tutoring center for young kids UF collaboration 
555 More open to all sides a view (political)
556 Talk about alternative energy; image thing; make it positive
557 Talk about alternative energy; image thing; make it positive
558 Talk about alternative energy; image thing; make it positive
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559 Had stable power
560 Had stable power
561 Creative collaboration and investment in/with public schools
562 Gap between generations/want more mentors
563 Tiffin Rd dangerous to bike
564 Tiffin Rd dangerous to bike
565 Poor conditions of retail parking lots
566 Investment in youth
567 declining retail options- more boutiques downtown + more dept. stores.
568 Better substance rehab, residential +otherwise and ongoing support
569 Vandalism + bullying at parks. 
570 Drug abuse prevention
571 Homelessness
572 Adult education
573 Impound effort on beautification/curb appeal of residences
574 Address housing discrimination
575 Homelessness
576 Traffic moving too fast in downtown crosswalks
577 multi-cultural-family connections to other families
578 Residential building code
579 Drug issue
580 Expanding DORA
581 Parking
582 Transportation
583 Childcare
584 Safety/security @ Emory Adams
585 After school program
586 Upgrades to elementary school
587 More affordable housing
588 Parking downtown
589 Continue flood mitigation
590 Need more employees to fill jobs
591 Repurpose the mall space
592 Flooding
593 Parking downtown
594 affordable housing (mid range)
595 Mall space
596 Continue to engage with non-GMOs regarding social issues
597 Bring awareness- do not bury issues
598 Low-income housing
599 Review codes that are nonsensical
600 Housing
601 Flooding
602 Stigma on mental health/substance abuse
603 Fix areas around bike paths
604 The real life dangers of gender disfunction - i.e. highest suicide rate of all people groups
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605 Proliferation of illegal drugs
606 Support of local businesses
607 Resist all WOKE racially discriminate in our schools
608 Lack of entertainment options for family/youth
609 Lack of communications/city calendar
610 Quit hiding what really goes on what is the dark stays in the dark and remains unchanged

611 Address homelessness from the city point of view
612 Address all of our young people dying of drug overdoses real issues
613 Downtown parking
614 Family and youth recreation in Findlay
615 dealing with the drug problem of our youth. It is a very severe problem in Findlay 
616 Flood mitigation finish
617 Findlay police response time is awful
618 Affordable housing 
619 Traffic enforcement
620 Shopping mall
621 drugs
622 Zoning code enforcement/nuisance abatement - landlords/run-down properties addressed

623 Limit # of residential/multi-unit properties turned into rentals
624 Drug enforcement
625 1 side of street parking only 
626 More cleaning in environmental areas (clean up area in liter landing)
627 Sidewalks
628 Floods
629 Not give Blanchard Valley so much monopoly - get children's services
630 Biased school board (for ex. Hard to run diversity club but there is a pro-life club)
631 drug issues - Hancock County Rehab - better access to rehab
632 Mental health awareness and services - more accessible and available 
633 Improve substance rehabilitation infrastructure - more services, buildings, workers and awareness

634 Lack of diversity/representation/inclusiveness
635 Flooding "aftercare"
636 Public recycling bins around town
637 Pollution
638 Drug usage, provide/promote the support/intervention publicly so numbers are easily accessible

639 Sexual harassment/assault, more training of staff/teachers in school to help victims
640 Drug issues
641 Racism
642 Partisanship
643 Lack of diversity 
644 Cracks in sidewalks
645 Fill potholes (such as by Chipotle)
646 "too many projects at once"
647 Dog parks need some help
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648 Pokémon don't spawn by schools 
649 Issues not talked about enough - throughout work, community, etc. not comfortable presenting 

to their work representative. Day(s) where community members come to seek advice from 
councilmembers

650 Stop building hotels and gas stations
651 No recycling bins throughout Findlay
652 More pizza places
653 Football field - have one for the high school and university to share not at Donnell bc of parking

654 Lack of diversity/representation/inclusiveness
655 Flooding "aftercare"
656 Public recycling bins to prevent littering
657 Pollution
658 Drug usage by providing/promoting the supportive intervention publicly so it's easily accessible

659 Sexual harassment, more training of teachers in understanding victim's situations
660 Cracks in sidewalks
661 Fill potholes such as by Chipotle
662 "too many projects at once"
663 Dog parks need some help
664 Pokémon don't spawn by schools 
665 Supports for homeless and space
666 Community support for schools
667 mental health supports for children (expansion)
668 Road cleanup especially by highway
669 new mall 
670 Bibibop (please)
671 2 Starbucks
672 Target
673 More community involvement and activities offered
674 More diverse and hometown restaurants
675 More school spirit and involvement from community 
676 More parking
677 more advertisement opportunities
678 More local restaurants/businesses
679 Improve police training for community engagement. Add social worker to police force to facilitate 

better community response
680 Enhance services for single-parent households
681 Address mental health, addiction 
682 Provide more mental health in schools
683 Have more positive police/student interaction
684 Nutrition, more exercise improvement for all community - encouragement
685 outdoor education
686 flooding
687 More safe, clean, affordable housing (apartments specifically)
688 Decisions on flood control 
689 Improve mental health services to all 
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690 transportation 
691 Best technology possible for all 
692 acceptance of all people, family structures (racial, LGBTQ/gender)
693 Food truck court - should have electrical outlets
694 Privately owned spaces that are used for city initiative/events create tension - make it hard for 

free speech
695 County commissioner communications o the public need/must be more effective - reach the 

public
696 Maintenance code for residential rentals - air bnbs
697 no more billboards
698 train noise
699 Housing for more people from other countries to move here as economic rises, rises in company

700 Better road services, cleaning/snow removal
701 Interpretation services for community services, BMV, social security, etc. 
702 Kids of other cultures still being faced with bullying - color, race
703 More Asian community presence
704 Safety at schools - drug safety/awareness; security support for church and temples
705 Flooding issues
706 Flooding streets that cause us to have to stay home for days, miss school events, playgrounds 

shut down for extended periods of time
707 Make parks more safe by trimming trees and bushes around walking paths, and install more 

lighting to make walkers feel more safe
708 Be more receptive for/towards people from other countries/cultures
709 Dispel stereotypes about other races/cultures
710 Crime - be more open about the issues of crime.
711 Communication - Encourage community = encourage neighbors to talk and help each other - Use 

old-fashioned ways to communicate because some don't like social media 
712 Workforce population is too low compared to the amount of opportunities available. - Housing 

availability is also too low to accommodate these responsibilities.
713 Transportation services to the Japanese school in Toledo were discontinued after Covid - we 

would like to see this system or similar solution reinstated to accommodate Japanese children.

714 Increase the population of the city while maintaining the safety and crime rate at low levels.
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ID # 4. Any other big ideas? Anything else to share? 
1 I think Findlay is a great place. It is just missing a good public transportation system, understandably we 

don’t have the density and it logistically wouldn’t make sense for a fixed route bud system. I think 
improving bike accessibility would be a great alternative which would decrease traffic, improve 
health/wellness, and would make the city more accessible for those without transportation/ reliable 
transportation

2 Fix up the downtown civitan park
3 Make redevelopment of the S main street, north of the river, an explicit priority.
4 Focus on the aesthetic character of the City.
5 Implement greenery and brick walls when planning for the Probate/ Juvenile Court/jail plans in the 

future, along West Main Cross. The area between the Post office and the Court house could look so 
much better if we implemented the plans that are laid out by our Planning Commission and codes. One 
continuous parking lot is not a pretty look.

Argyle property: Downtown greenspace? Picnic tables? Bathrooms? Designed like in front of the 
Marathon Building for public use. Or perhaps implemented when considering an outdoor space where 
the benching projects are. See Grand Rapids OH for ideas.

Convert the mall area back to open-space stores- eliminating the middle connecting hallways, like it 
used to be. A pedestrian mall per say, like in Charlottesville VA, or Winchester VA...

6 If Ohio finally accepts public rail money I would like to see Findlay accept and train station.
7 We need to attract more young professionals to live, work, and grow in our community. Being more 

visionary, cutting edge, and welcoming will help us do that and be a vibrant community for a long time. 
Would love to see more international programming to celebrate the diversity of our community at large.

8 I appreciate this survey and allowing people of all backgrounds and statuses to voice their
opinions. We are continuously improving and growing as humans by listening to one
another.

I am continuously grateful to live somewhere that let's me freely share my thoughts and takes them into 
consideration.

9 More places for people to hang out/gather ("third place") in evenings - more community gathering 
places

10 Offer finance classes in high school
11 An electrical generating plant, such as a thorium reactor or a mini-nuclear reactor.
12 Please get some people to help Findlay move forward. Most of the people I meet I feel they want to 

hold Findlay back.
13 How does the city attract more white-collar jobs and businesses.
14 Host a yearly National Sporting, Social, or Art-related Event, for the city to be nationally (and 

internationally) recognized for?!
15 Would love to see the land just north of the bridge on Main street turned into a public space. I know that 

it can't be used for housing b/c of flood mitigation, but a space for live music, festival, food trucks in that 
space would be perfect. Tiffin's downtown has a band stage and stair-stepped seating. That could be 
done by the river to use the space, beautify the downtown, and extend the downtown north of the 
bridge.

16 Some communities use public art to make themselves more distinctive and interesting. Could Findlay 
promote the creation of more murals on our downtown buildings

17 Increased access to Green Energy
18 Tiny Home community and more subdivision expanding with homes in the 250K range, modest size 

homes that are new
19 Start becoming a smart-city. It's happening. It's here. Connectivity. Auto-mobility and electrification of all 

modes of transportation. This will go a long way in attracting talent to the community.
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20 keep growing our town at a constant pace and bring more company's in to keep raising our income

21 convert the existing mall into affordable housing. make a new mall closer to i75 so that we can get 
revenue from outside the city

22 A community center for youth would be a great asset which would help our young people immensely.

23 We need to continue to be open to enhancing both entertain locations in our downtown but we need to 
be open to what can be done to help retailers invest in new stores. We have a vibrant downtown that 
needs constant attention ..

24 celebrations of cultural diversity. partner with the schools
25 Would love to see a Target, Whole Foods, Old Navy, Trader Joes for more shopping options, more 

opportunities for entertainment and recreation.
26 In a community as wealthy as Findlay, no child should  suffer the violence of poverty.
27 Really focus on becoming a Green City. Recycle sites
28 I would like to see more patriotic events for the community that show case our community's 

commitment to defending our great nation and honors our veterans and active duty military personnel. I 
would like to see our historic buildings that are in disrepair given new life and purpose as perhaps an 
extension of our historical museum where children can learn about the founding of Findlay and see how 
far we have come.

29 Encourage business growth with tax subsidies......do something with the Mall area. Tear down and 
encourage an outdoor shopping area i.e. Levis Commons. Use PR to encourage growth of a younger 
population. Find ways to keep people who grew up in Findlay stay in Findlay.

30 DORA - great addition to downtown Findlay. But how can we expand upon this. In the winter, can we 
block off a street and set up portable fire pits/heaters where people can hangout and socialize. 
Can we do more downtown events that get people downtown- similar to RibOff, Octoberfest, etc. Can 
we make these more kid friendly. 

Further development of our downtown to be more attractive to our citizens of all ages. We have 
developed our restaurant scene which has helped tremendously. 
Would like to see a large rec center -- club volleyball, club soccer, basketball, etc. Helps our youth but 
also can serve as a great revenue generator for the city from outside visitors for events.

31 Commercial/ residential Development west of I-75
32 Make better use of the river for recreation - ensure that we've adequately addressed flooding so we can 

make better commercial and recreational use of the river.
33 See above
34 bridge or underground crossings at cooper for pedestrian traffic, too many lights. one person takes 10 

second to cross but lights stay red for minute.
35 More downtown parking????
36 CHANGE YOUR PATRONIZING TERMINOLOGY ( I.E. "ANY OTHER BIG IDEAS?"
37 Outdoor music concerts
38 Bring mall back to life. Condos, Dave and busters, go carts, climbing walls, UF satellite campus

39 Not really beyond what has already been said.
40 Tear down the mall and create a long, enclosed ‘strip’ mall like they have in other large cities.
41 There is not a ton of recreational activities to do for young people. There is nothing that attracts young 

people just graduated to come to Findlay to work. We have some places and yes our downtown is great 
but not enough. Great for families!

42 Need more businesses that involve entertainment for kids and adults
43 Is there any way to route semi traffic around the downtown area?
44 This community has got to treat the school system and our children better or the kids will graduate and 

not come back. Findlay will fall victim to a long, slow death without their return.
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45 Stop encouraging alcohol downtown
46 Being more wholesome family oriented attractions to town. Encourage family events and conservative 

values that this Community was built on, and it will make the whole city a better place to live.

47 Build an outdoor lifestyle shopping center.
48 connect bike paths
49 just want to make sure the city knows about a resource for teens called City Life-afterschool homework 

help, life skills and career training, as well as holistic care and a hot meal.
50 We are all ready to see more renewable energy in Findlay, and a zero-waste lifestyle made easier and 

more common in our community: for instance, a public compost collection site or service could be a 
wonderful way to ease the burden on the City's waste management

51 Business vehicles parking on the streets and blocking traffic.
52 Build a new hospital and provide services like big cities do and have nicer buildings and gosh for sakes 

do something with the darn mall make it like Levis commons and Polaris bring a Cheesecake factory 
Dave and Busters top golf air trampoline and nice shops would really help revenue and people would 
flock too.

53 Same issues that have been haunting Findlay for ages. Housing shortage and something that will draw 
people to live in Findlay. No one wants to live where there is nothing local to do.

54 Nothing at the moment as Findlay need to be eradicated then rebuilt from the ground up so to bring 
Findlay current, like between 5 years ago and current, as opposed to being 20-30 years behind. Maybe 
impeach the current mayor and replace her with someone competent on running a town. She definitely 
do not know how to run a town and her being a "Republican" is a joke. She is not a "Republican" but a 
RINO, due to her kowtowing to the alphabet soup gang (read: LBGTXYZLOLCOPTER++;_;). Oh yes, 
stop painting the queer flag on the intersection for "pride" month. Seriously, who cares about the .01% 
of Findlay's alphabet soup gang? It can be guaranteed that 49,500 of Findlay don't care about the 500, 
yet the mayor want to kowtow to the 500, while ignoring the rest of Findlay's population. Utter disgrace!

55 If we want to call our safety services top notch like we want say we have, we need to start funding them 
for the training and equipment that would bring them to today's standards

56 Target please! It is crazy that we have to go 45 minutes to a Target when Findlay is a large town. The 
shopping is so limited, especially for children apparel. With the mall going downhill and losing stores, it 
is sad that a town as big as Findlay has no shopping opportunities an d limited stores to bring 
customers from smaller towns to Findlay. A Target would bring money and people from Upper 
Sandusky, Carey, Kenton, and many areas- which would then bring business to our area restaurants 
and other shops. 
We would love to see a downtown venue such as like an assembly hall that has numerous pop up 
restaurants and bars inside of it in one area. These have become popular in cities and are so much fun.
Anything to bring more jobs and opportunities to Findlay and keep people here. We are so lucky to have 
Marathon Petroleum here to keep the town alive. Let's continue to grow it so that it thrives on it's own 
reputation!

57 the drug and crime rate is way too high for Findlay
58 I think Findlay would be a great candidate for city-wide composting and a city recycling program - there 

is one option for recycling pick up currently. 

So many people garden and plant in their yards that I think the compost would be bought quickly and 
end up not costing the city money, maybe even earning profit

59 I have a teenager and we have a hard time staying occupied. She is not into sports, so what do her 
friends and her do on a Friday night? go to Walmart. Let's be honest not really the place I want her 
hanging out after dark. Yes, movies are great, but its expensive and the other options are eating out 
with friends... I think coming up with some solutions here could be a great way to attract more people to 
Findlay. I do think we could have a few more things for little ones to do as well. The Children's Museum 
is great and so are our parks... but a few more low cost options would be great that work in all seasons.
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60 BIKE PATH. Findlay needs a bike path that is easily accessible, safe, and connects to other paths so 
that a rider may take a longer ride.

61 Get a minor league baseball or football (USFL) team
62 The "whole neighborhood improvement" concept mentioned above, where city improvements in 

infrastructure can be bundled together with aesthetic improvements. I feel that if the city provides 
improved upgrades and there's a program to incentivize homeowners in the same area, we could 
gradually see overall improvement in economically-suppressed neighborhoods.

63 Uber Scooters would help with transportation barriers.
64 Regarding my headline about flood proof developments around the north side of the river. The first floor 

can be used as a parking structure which already has the opinion of being in short supply. If designed 
properly there would be almost zero risk of flood damage. A mid block cross walk on Main between 
Hardin and Lincoln? Might be tricky with the alley west and the hotel driveway on the east but I see a lot 
of people jay walk here and get stuck in the middle island. File city taxes online. Does the DORA allow 
a business to set up and outdoor vending station for quick sales from the sidewalk? May be a nice 
addition if not already allowed.

65 Police crack down on all of the people they know who cause so many issues in town
66 I think the above is a 'big idea' in that it is difficult to address. What can the city do to draw residents to 

Findlay? Supporting existing residents and businesses is priority one, but what can the City do to help 
us differentiate ourselves to draw and grow our population?

67 Findlay has such potential yet it allows, maybe even encourages a "I'm better than you" feeling. I mean, 
that the largest businesses control so much of the town and there is an attitude that the Republicans 
control the town overall. I've seen and heard about racial slurs yelled at people, and there has been 
vandalism against gays, different races, and Democrats.

68 Rental bicycles
69 Support families, support churches, support schools
70 If you go to other areas that are growing/attracting younger people there are more modern buildings; 

more opportunities for retail and dining. I also think our community could benefit from something like the 
"Do Good" restaurant in Osgood, Ohio.

71 NO
72 Creating a separate mall like environment separate from the mall which has no hopes of getting better 

(like Levis Commons), a bigger variety of restaurants (not having duplicates on each end of town).
We take pride and have revitalize downtown part of Findlay. Now we need to put the same priority, 
energy and money to revitalize and improve the other ends of town. 

73 Christian Clearing House does a big sale at such a tight space in Brinkmans Greenhouse, help provide 
some place bigger for such a worthy cause!

74 No
75 Findlay needs to embrace it's diversity. So many citizens feel disenfranchised in a white, conservative 

community. The city needs to lead this effort and not just pay lip service to it once a year. Follow the 
lead of Marathon and Cooper in this area.

76 Solar panel incentives
77 Better paying jobs which improves tax base and attracts better residents.
78 I think it's pretty inappropriate to have Pro Life signs up on Main Street.
79 Build a new outdoor band stage and public restrooms just north of the river on Main street.
80 A longer bike trail
81 Update certain buildings do to age, and re-evaluate the location of certain buildings and offices
82 Connect the parks with nice greenways and with downtown. Better biking paths and parking downtown. 

Need to encourage activity to downtown with weekend events.
83 Help with land development to allow for less expenses for developers. Maybe provide infrastructure / 

less fees, less rotary fees, less retention costs for flood waters(HOA's), provide the storm, water and 
san. utilities.



Big Ideas Any other big ideas? Anything else to share? 

84 Green space downtown to sit near the river
85 Need a better local news source;
86 Recycling, trash, more green areas to play or eat- Tall Timbers needs a park area- More farm to table- 

keeps farming connected to the local community. Nature, Nature, Nature- all good for mental health 
and strategically placed.

87 I know Findlay promotes downtown a lot. I feel other local shops and restaurants don’t get the same 
love. I know there’s restaurant week but how can visit Findlay help promote other businesses besides 
downtown? 

It would be nice to hear what the owners of the mall plan to do with it. I do go shopping outside of 
Findlay now because of how the mall just became a ghost town. 

Would the cube ever want during the summertime change the ice rink into a roller skating rink? How 
New York recently done the same thing in Rockefeller with there ice skating rink? That would be fun or 
someplace at one of the parks?

Maybe to promote that the city wants to be there for its neighbors is maybe doing a pop-up in certain 
neighborhoods and family apartment complexes. Pop-up with local finger foods, balloon arch, Y on the 
fly for kids to be entertained why local officials shake hands with people and ask how they doing and 
how life in Findlay is going. I’m sure there are people who want to give an input about the city but just 
don’t have time to do so. If the city goes out a few times in the summer or fall to promote you care 
about there neighborhood- might have productive feedback and it looks good seeing city officials in 
there neck of the woods.

88 We could definitely use more recycling centers for ease of recycling, clear signs indicating what can be 
recycled where, and more grow into becoming green programs (urban gardening, planting to protect 
nature, consumer advice for going green, even eating with our environment in mind)

89 Lower city taxes
90 I would love to add that there are a lot of teens in this town too who have nothing to do besides a 

broken down mall, parks that haven't been sanitized or redone in 200 years. I would love to start adding 
fun events that teens could do such as lazar tag, a fun little sports arena that the city could possibly 
build that kids could exercise at. Also a little gaming place with PC's and they would have games such 
as cod or valorant or fortnite just things like that would make this a better place. Especially the gaming 
thing because a lot of kids play games

91 Our population has changed so much in the last years. We need to find better ways to help all of our 
citizens to find and keep jobs, support our struggling youth and stop petty crime.

92 Not being a native of Findlay, I see the innovative thinking of leadership and it is inspiring. We have 
faith that each idea will be thoroughly vetted. I feel there are a few things that could be built up to bring 
in more income like larger annual music festivals and street fairs even though those things are here in 
smaller fashion and very nicely managed. Can we improve on that? Also, now that we are recognized 
as a pet city, should we have waste receptacles along main street and the parks? Otherwise, thank you 
for this amazing City and we are excited to see what comes next!

93 I feel that the goal has been to MAKE our students smarter by trying all kinds of curriculum-whatever 
the trend may be at the time. We need to get back to basics in math particularly. The reading initiative 
has been solid. We also need to make time to teach science and social studies. The arts need to 
remain a part of the day because for some students that is where they excel or feel a measure of 
success.

94 No
95 Young people need more things to do in the area.
96 more bridges
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97 I would like the Economic Development team to consider working on bring in another large employer to 
the city. With the exit of Cooper corporate office and less people at MPC the town could use a volt of 
energy. Summer concert series besides Rally in the Alley would be something fun. It seems like since 
we have moved to Findlay there are less things happening in the summer months. Activities are 
important in drawing visitors to the area.

98 People move somewhere for one of three reasons: a person, a place, or a profession. How can we 
focus on making each of those more attractive for people? Encouraging younger folks who graduate 
from UoF to stay here and raise a family....making the city a destination for arts, parks, schools, and 
entertainment...and building out our base of employment (especially as people can work remote)?

99 I think Findlay is the perfect spot for a Target!
100 Continue economic development
101 Keep making progress on flood mitigation!! It is working
102 Big idea - build a city-owned recreational golf course for more golfing options in the area; money would 

benefit city services
103 Airport!
104 Alleys are used a lot, they need patched up. Kids get into mischief downtown in the evenings and 

weekends, up the patrols.
105 Please continue to support Findlay PD and ensure we have a safe and thriving community.
106 Tear down old and abandoned buildings. More entertainment options like a Top Golf
107 Environment friendly eBus in city routes
108 Work with the mall owners to make that property successful.
109 End of Pandemic Parade!
110 IMPROVE THE SCHOOLS!
111 Housing here is a mess. It appears there are a bunch of homes on the lower end of the price range and 

then a few at the extreme upper-end with nothing really in-between. The poor performance of Findlay 
City Schools means you are looking at Liberty-Benton or Van Buren and the housing market is terrible 
there as well.

112 take a very close look at education on K-12
113 ensure political or social opinions stay out of the schools and leave that as a place to learn the actual 

subjects like STEM to ensure a better future for the students.
114 I love the idea of a garden city, like what you've done somewhat with Main St, but more so, and 

throughout the city, especially in the commercial zoning areas and around the bigger city streets.

115 More festivals and parades
116 Bring new fast food chains, more car shops/tire shops/ office stores
117 Need to continue to draw new businesses (corporations) that want to employee college graduates

118 Bike path improvement/lengthening
119 Findlay needs to improve implementation of paving projects and have the crews fix the structural 

problems in the road (packing curbs, etc.) before they just pave the road. Over the 12 years I've lived 
here I keep seeing roads that have recently been paved with terrible cracks and holes in the same 
locations because the base was never repaired when the road was repaved.

120 What could be done to make University of Findlay more of a desired university.
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121 Do you have any idea how much wealth would be generated if flooding in the Blanchard were 
addressed with a reservoir? Something large enough for larger boats. Take a drive down to Indian 
Lake, which is only a 10-ft deep mud puddle. There are thousands of new homes being built, and I 
wouldn't eat a fish out of there on a bet. That place is polluted, but it is the only choice for probably 100 
miles. A large, clean lake between here and Ottawa could include marinas, resorts, restaurants and the 
housing lots around it would be worth millions, not to mention that it would be a great resource to 
ensure we don't run out of water during droughts. I saw the Findlay reservoir when it was so low that a 
friend stood on the bottom in 4' of water, when at the same time the Hillcrest greenskeeper was 
suggesting that residents watered 2" per week to keep their lawns green. We were just a few weeks 
from being out of water, and that was 30 years ago. How much more water do we need now? In 50 
years we could have an oasis or a desert. Why not be in control of it? Lots of people are afraid of the 
stock market, but this would be a real estate deal that would pay for itself many times over and provide 
a water reserve that could make a real difference... Look beyond the end of the next election cycle, find 
a champion, make it happen, or sit here and let the future just happen and continue to watch everything 
near the river rot away... Thanks for listening.

122 Any way you could get remote folks to live here? Liven up downtown? Any way to leverage DORA? 
What about remote workers? Many of them are fleeing high high taxes and cost of living. Any way we 
can attract them...don't know if they want to pay 1% city tax on top of the OH tax just to live in Findlay 
OH

123 Dora has been great.
124 Push for hyper train that can get you to the bigger cities in our state faster.
125 An additional dog park near down town
126 have food trucks and live music one day a week during lunch or dinner. get a skyzone type place for the 

kids
127 1) Findlay needs to recruit one other major employer (preferably in the technology sector) to continue 

long-term prosperity, relevance and growth.
128 zero taxes for businesses downtown?
129 Target please!! Costco! More options for clothing/shopping and entertainment.
130 1. Take steps to increase bio diversity, increase nature preserve and plant big beautiful trees, 2. Some 

way to enhance tourism / leisure / recreation activities around the area, may be a river front, cherry 
blossom around a monument etc.

131 Retrofit the city mall into an indoor/outdoor public REC center; it has the parking space and local 
restaurants to host large grade school, high school, potentially college tournaments/championship. 
Findlay is lacking indoor recreation areas and the mall could be retrofitted to have indoor volleyball, 
basketball, track, soccer, ultimate frisbee, rockwall treadmill, etc. Currently there are very few public rec 
leagues in Findlay and many people travel to Toledo, BG, and other nearby rec centers to participate in 
those leagues

132 Put in a dog park downtown
133 I would still like the big Main Street project to go through (if with some tweaks) - down to one lane, 

slower traffic, more pedestrian-friendly. I want it to be a downtown that draws couples, families, and 
businesses even more so than now.

134 We should strive to be a location that people want to visit as a vacation destination, or 3-day weekend 
getaway. The city should encourage development of a large attraction, or several smaller attractions. 
That will help drive & support other amenities for the community.

135 snow removal response could be improved
136 Malls are not dead - but ours here in Findlay is (obviously). We could easily support a large, thriving 

shopping mall/district. There is enough money and retail support in the greater Hancock county area 
(and beyond) to support a shopping district that rivals Toledo/Columbus etc.

137 Bring investment to provide more employment
138 n/a
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139 more family friendly recreation (like the children's museum, canoes & the cube)
140 Kroger marketplace and gas station on south side of Findlay. Empty lot near old south side restaurant 

would be perfect. Speedway should not have a monopoly on gas on the south end of town.

141 A voucher program for school taxes: families who elect private schooling, homeschooling, or don't have 
school-aged children should be able to take that money and put it into the local economy.
Armed citizenry: the police department offer safe firearm training, and then provide a coupon for every 
21-year old who completed the training to buy a concealable firearm at a local Findlay-based company. 
Can you imagine an escaped fugitive running from I-75 into Findlay where half of the adults are conceal-
carrying? He won't get far.

142 I would like to see more community gardens and rooftop gardens. We could start with that empty lot for 
sale near the corner of Main and Hardin.

143 None
144 For those that work in comfortable jobs in Findlay (I'm one of them), it can be very easy to overlook the 

poverty, child abuse/neglect, drug use that is prevalent in our city. Let's be more clear about the issues 
and work to bring everyone up.

145 All vacant and empty buildings need to be repurposed or actively recruited to have retail tenants. 
Development of some sort of restaurant/entertainment district to draw in crowds.

146 Would really enjoy having a splash pad similar to downtown Tiffin.
147 Findlay should strive to be like Ann Arbor. Very nice small town with lots of high paying jobs.
148 We need a large broad spectrum sports complex(more than just the soccer one), like baseball, 

basketball.
149 Blue Sky: Rapid Rail Transit from Detroit/Toledo down I-75 through Findlay/Lima then to Columbus. An 

intersecting rapid rail along I-80 in Toledo. This would be great for business travel and getting to an 
airport quickly. This would also make Findlay more accessible as an option for people to visit.

Attracting new restaurants and businesses like Target, Canes Chicken, First Watch, and many others. 
These are stores and shops people LEAVE town right now to visit as destinations and are available 
elsewhere in Ohio.

150 Expand downtown
151 This is a great community. Please don't undermine its character in the name of progress.
152 Provide packages that would make it attractive to bring other big business in
153 n/a
154 Past communities where we have lived had more outdoor social events in nice weather months. One 

was called "Off the Grid" where every Wednesday in a park there was live music and food trucks/craft 
beers that provided a good social environment and a way to support local small businesses. Would love 
to see more events like this in this cute town.

155 No
156 Wi-Fi in downtown area similar to the area defined by DORA
157 Attract other big companies (non-warehouse). It is not a hidden fact that Findlay relies on MPC in many 

ways.
158 A Piada Italian street food restaurant and Top Golf should be started in Findlay.
159 Young professional group expansion. Have a giant, well coordinated effort to reach young professionals 

and have weekly events. Also, a program that fosters entrepreneurship and starting small businesses 
would be great

160 While the City of Findlay is not in the mall business, the mall could be improved. There was a time 
where it did provide an option of something to do in the winter.

161 The Blanchard River, Findlay Reservoirs and surrounding creeks offer beauty and recreational 
opportunities, including; hiking/walking, bird watching, fishing, etc. Continue to enhance these natural 
resources by expanding access, providing signage, information, etc. to visitors. This can bring 
commerce into the Findlay area.
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162 Continue to engage and support the "Circle"" Schools --> Businesses --> City Infrastructure / Services --
> Churches / Social --->... = Strong Families & City

163 The rework of main street cost a lot of money and added no benefit. If anything it made driving through 
main street worse. Less things like that and instead things that add value to the city would be better. 
Mainstreet is not "better looking" for it to be worth the money. Especially since they come at the 
expense of the tax payer.

164 Please continue to support our law enforcement, firefighters, and other public services. They are 
invaluable to the community.

165 Went to Midwest Shooting Center in Lima this weekend and it would be really neat to having something 
similar here in Findlay. Again, probably more of a private investment but if it could be incentivized that 
would be awesome. Overall Findlay is a great place to live. I really enjoy it.

166 Improve the mall and shopping areas out east.
167 Marathon won't last forever...Cooper has been shaky. Can we attract other sectors or perhaps 

alternative power businesses? We need to stay relevant.
168 Promote arts and culture more. We should model ourselves after Columbus, IN where they have built a 

downtown focused on architecture and culture. Columbus, IN is a great city to look to for inspiration of 
what Findlay can be.

169 nope keep the fire department and policing going strong
170 Need to continue to drive towards attracting more corporations to the area beyond warehousing and 

manufacturing plants. We need a strategy to attract corporate offices that have a tax base in Findlay. 
We obviously want people to come with that, but with remote work our low tax rate should be enticing to 
corporations.

171 Declare success, reduce the payroll tax rate and stop looking for places to spend "extra" money you 
have.

172 Findlay continues to be an attractive environment for families. It would be great to see the city retain 
more young professionals through community engagement, mentorship programs, and business 
builders association.

173 Developing activities and places for families. Still not a lot to do with small kids in the winter in Findlay. 
Encouraging businesses that are family friendly to open shop here would be awesome.

174 This is a "big idea". Some kind of affordable mass transit to transportation up to Toledo
175 older residents have time to volunteer, shop, and money to spend. Unfortunately the money has to be 

spent outside of Findlay currently for goods and services.
176 Leaf pickup in ALL areas of Findlay city limits (not just certain parts) would be great. Create a small exit 

lane from SR 15 into the Spring Lake Subdivision at Western/TR 77 and/or access from SR 15 to SR 
68 exit ramp to TR 80. Get rid of the ridiculous medians in downtown Findlay and widen the lanes. It is 
too tight driving through downtown and feels dangerous, especially when driving by parked vehicles. I 
avoid driving through downtown as much as possible because of this and I have stopped shopping and 
eating downtown. All my friends say the same thing. Put in parking space lines by the post office to 
avoid parking space hogs who take up enough room for 2 vehicles.

177 Findlay would be a great location for an outlet mall off of i75
178 Increase accessibility and affordability of daycare
179 It would be very nice to see incentives for Findlay area citizens who purchase dilapidated properties 

with the intention of "flipping" them. This would benefit the whole community, as it would reduce the 
number of unsightly homes, increase local commerce, and benefit the hard working individuals (and 
their families) who undertake such projects.

180 An awesome splash pad somewhere downtown would be really cool!
181 More Entertainment venues / opportunities
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182 With Intel building a hub in Columbus, we should look to attract some of the support / ancillary 
industries/businesses to Findlay over the next decade.

Transform the mall into a mixed used facility - residential, recreation, business.

Get businesses, churches, and schools together to solve problems more often.
183 I think housing has always been an issue. I understand county engineers goal to reduce flooding 

impacts on city. It does come as a cost of development. Seek to find solutions for both. Piping water 
directly to river through giant piping projects is not the best way.

184 Winter Festival.
185 Maybe a dog park at Riverside. There's only one at Riverbend and that's kind of far out of town. 

Riverside is more central and would be more convenient for a lot of people.
186 We need a target :)
187 Would love to see a Target in Findlay. Also, think locating a low-level, minor league baseball team in 

Findlay would be great & would provide much needed (inexpensive) summer entertainment for area 
youth & families.

188 Continue to develop diversity in businesses and bring in new medium sized businesses

189 Why can't the Blanchard be a pristine neat water place for it's residents to enjoy?
190 Would like to see an indoor dome similar to Rossford for indoor soccer and baseball/softball
191 I love our community and feel the right leadership is in place to make this an excellent community to live 

and raise children . Thank you for investing in our community . 
Great job on collaborating with the YMCA to run Riverside , soccer and so much more ....I do love the 
idea of expanding this collaborating to address community needs .

192 Bring back another junior or minor league hockey team to the Cube, possible small city run golf course, 
bring in a Target, bring in an Old Navy, bring in a Costco, improvements to the mall area (ways to entice 
new vendors or utilize the space better - I know it's privately owned just wishful thinking), continued 
efforts to bring in various national and international businesses.

193 Use the flood plane for solar! Put the cells on stilts. Use the profits to pay the citizens back, do NOT use 
for new projects!

194 Indoor sports facility - similar to Perrysburg, public airline terminal (smaller cities have them - delta, 
united, American).

195 Better shopping to keep shopping profits local. Improve the mall. Incentivize retailers to come to 
Findlay.

196 I love the downtown community events. Keep those coming! I would love to see something nice go in 
the empty lot across from Marathon on Main Street. Adaptive reuse of old buildings would be cool to 
see - such as the City Museum in St. Louis. Highlight the history of the old buildings and history of 
Findlay more.

197 Address the number of homes that are boarded up or in extreme disrepair. They are unsafe and hurt 
property values.

198 Just maintain the city infrastructure at a satisfactory level; it really is a nice place to live, overall, if we 
keep it that way.

199 Plant a live tree for Christmas instead of cutting one down
200 Some type of a food truck park with an entertainment area would be nice to see downtown.
201 not really
202 Some how get business into Findlay mall.
203 I think we could capitalize on the River and river view in the downtown area so it is a '"asset/destination" 

not just seen as a liability
204 Encourage local businesses to pay associates a larger wage
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205 Findlay really needs more affordable teenage/ family friendly activities for our community. If we want 
something fun for our families to do we have to leave town 45 mins to hours away to have fun . If we 
could get that for Findlay it can bring not just money to our community but actual affordable fun and 
maybe just maybe we can keep our kids busy so they don't have time to go experiment with drugs and 
alcohol .

206 Fewer faith-based initiatives and more simple social justice support.
207 Transformation over the last 5 years of downtown Findlay has been great. Continue to bring in new 

restaurants and make it a place that continues to improve rather than stay the same. Change is scary 
for some but I think the recent changes have been for the better.

208 Keep our developing intellectual property in Findlay as a focus.
209 If there was a way to incentivize Findlay drivers to NOT drive so fast through parking lots, cram through 

intersections at yellow lights, make left handed turns where there isn't a designated option to do so, and 
use turn signals constantly I still believe that Findlay drivers wouldn't do it. There's also really (honestly) 
very little for kids to do here in town on Regular or Inclement Days.

210 Outdoor music/multi-use venue similar to Centennial Terrace in Sylvania.
211 Findlay is a fast going city and soon will have to meet with the increase population demand. With I-75 

going through the western part of the city majority of the north and south side is easily accessed. 
However it was no easy way to go east and west through Findlay. I envision that in the future there will 
be a potential bypass around Findlay connecting I-75, North County Rd. 99, to US 224 and SR 15 on 
the east side.

212 More events downtown that take advantage of DORA. Artwalk is good, but doesn't happen enough.

213 co-working space.
214 Start revitalizing down town. To many old building renovate or demo and rebuild. You wasted money on 

the medians. But money in the buildings.
215 Our mayor "wholeheartedly" endorsed a US Senate candidate who believes the 2020 presidential 

election was "stolen." We will get nowhere with leaders who are small minded, have small-town 
attitudes and can't distinguish between truth and rumor.

216 Legalize marijuana. Have dispensaries and use taxes on it to improve roads and help the less 
fortunate.

217 would love to see an outdoor amphitheater or other development near the river where buildings were 
removed due to flooding issues.

218 look at cities in the phoenix area (chandler, gilbert, Tempe etc.) for ideas on growth (granted they have 
people coming en mass, but some of their growth may be scalable). Findlay is kinda of known as a 
place to settle down or retire, find ways to attract young workers. IF the high school were to ever be 
redeveloped (like the middle schools) I think it would be beneficial to relocate the high school and 
commercialize that area around I75. Some cultural centers would be good, especially with some many 
foreign students at UF, so that could be a good partnership.

219 More low-income housing is needed, especially downtown. More activities & locations for teens. More 
recycling bins throughout the city.

220 The Airport discussed many years ago would be nice.
221 Police and fire
222 I knew nothing about Findlay before moving. All around its definitely terrific. Very safe. Moved from 

metro Detroit. I'm a delivery driver. Was robbed several times. Feel extremely safe here. Impressed 
with the services a city this small has

223 Just having more night life for teens as well as just in general more things to do like arcades stores, 
photo opportunities but in general more night life for teens and places to go during the day

224 Look at the bigger cities around us for kid/family entertainment....Scene 75, Sky Zone, Ninja Warrior 
Gym, Roller Rink, Laser Tag....but these things need to be affordable. I know the City's idea and my 
idea for affordable are two very different things!!!
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225 Young people want dense, affordable housing in cities with functional public infrastructure, including 
walkable and bikeable communities, and frequent, predictable public transportation.

226 Findlay needs to be working with the state to keep marathon long term. Without them the city will 
become Fostoria

227 Community Center
228 Offer income tax credit when paying other cities tax
229 Make Civitan park what it really should be, the new "Down by The River Riverside park."
230 N/A
231 Findlay has some great things going for it. For young and educated people to stick around it needs 

more attractions that bigger cities offer. It seems the population here is mostly older whenever we go 
out to dinner or to the downtown area. A mountain bike park would be great.

232 All major tax initiatives or capital investments beyond normal improvements should be presented to 
community and potentially voted on. People are tired of having things they don't want shoved down their 
throats. Muryn stated: she knows what's best for the community. That is offensive.

233 Publishing tax delinquent properties more frequently would be nice for investors.
234 Bring in more shopping (Ulta/HomeGoods/FiveBelow/At Home/Trader Joes/Whole Foods) or a 

warehouse store (Sam's Club/Costco/BJ's).
235 Seeing that the area just north of the river downtown will be redeveloped, it seems like a very 

appropriate use for that flood-prone area is a multi-purpose site. Farmer's market (so they can have a 
permanent site) and food truck rally location just off of Main Street. To go along with that, the remainder 
of the area should be a park. The park should celebrate the indigenous people who lived along the 
river, it should also include interpretive signage to explain what a watershed is, and why we must 
protect our fresh water and keep it clean.
A community kitchen where small business start ups could prep, bottle, can/package, and store needed 
supplies. Perhaps the city & OSU extension could partner on this, maybe along with an educational 
institution. 

236 Expand the sports complex on north side of town, build a "bubble" style facility for indoor soccer fields. 
Build new out soccer fields, host tournaments.

237 That big empty lot downtown could be purchased by the city and turned into something useful.
238 Start with an indigenous land acknowledgment. Give the river that runs through Findlay a Shawnee 

name. Put historical interpretive displays along the river (and throughout the city) that tell the story of 
this area from an indigenous perspective. Rename some streets with involvement from both school 
children and historians working together.

239 Enticing retail stores
240 Stuff for teens activities (sports complex)
241 Entertainment activity centers (for all ages)
242 Community education on mental health and support
243 Actual airport w/ flights for travelers
244 Limit semi traffic in Findlay
245 Better jail facility so can house them not do book/release
246 Do something with the mall 
247 Encourage city workers to live in city 
248 Private sector - philanthropies in Findlay are great! Continue to say thank you!
249 Special day to show support of first responders
250 Findlay Heritage Day - talk/honor heritage as oil community
251 Flag City USA - are we still this? How do we show it? 
252 Sculpture painted similar to Chicago cows/Findlay stars
253 Court issue should be put at mall or on CR 140 being close to stores selling guns should have no 

baring on utting court at mall - great parking!
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254 Airport only used for Marathon corporate - should be used for public
255 Convenience of court should be convenient to public, not just certain judges who don't want to listen 

to public 
256 Kid activity: roller-skating etc. 
257 More varied activities so we don't have to go out of town
258 Follow through with flooding mitigation 
259 Increase strategic planning as it applies to the city 
260 More retail businesses
261 Add passenger planes to airport
262 Add public transportation and bus transportation 
263 Add support and services for elderly 65+ to stay safe at home
264 Central community resource for all communication to know about services offered 
265 Community calendar - one centralized
266 Target store
267 Encourage and support private sector to provide for access
268 Affordable childcare
269 recreation opportunities - especially for kids; low-cost
270 Blanket building permit for damage remodel 
271 Expanded off street parking
272 Youth activities
273 Commercial airport
274 Bigger outdoor pool
275 Train in Riverside
276 Carousel in the park
277 Need skating rink back
278 Community events - picnics- togetherness
279 Improve school performance - top 10
280 Community-up planning instead of fed/state down
281 Civic engagement
282 Big idea - develop the river frontage with shops, restaurants, hobby stores, entertainment variety 

283 Community festivals for families
284 Entice an airline to use Findlay airport as a commuter site. Think we are large enough of a community 

to support the airport
285 Parks, greenspace - connected
286 Airport - commercial expansion
287 Diverse religious community
288 Develop former argyle space
289 community kitchen
290 LGBTQ homeless have no where to go!
291 LGBTQ+ added to discrimination clause
292 Retaining program for outside commuters
293 Controlled sustainable growth with purpose and intention
294 Voting rights should be extended to anyone who pays Findlay city taxes
295 Economic development - Higher paying jobs and retention of youth (80% leave after school)

296 Something for teenagers to do outside of sports



Big Ideas Any other big ideas? Anything else to share? 

297 More family friendly activities
298 Retail - improve and expand
299 recreational facilities
300 On-going discussion related to "strategic planning" review
301 Community volunteers - connecting people to opportunities
302 Do young people understand all of their higher ed options? - See others on list of services - onto volv 

but not Owens
303 People come to Findlay for work, but don't spend time outside of work (dinning/shopping) - need 

more affordable housing, diversity, entertainment so they'll stay

304 Downtown sporting arena - perhaps
305 Green space on North side of bridge
306 Bring recreation center
307 Promote other business that are NOT downtown
308 Can we take advantage of the river area (opportunities)
309 Retention of young people
310 No Semis on Mainstreet (Mainstreet is too busy)
311 Economic analysis on trash collection

- Collect a fee from every property owner
- break city into zones
- contract 1 trash collector
- e.g. put trash on water/sewer bill

312 Christmas display / family celebration
313 Attract retail/medical - don't lock out competition 
314 Land/house improvement grants
315 Green space in downtown
316 Crawford street (or other streets) - pedestrian area (DORA)
317 Bands/outdoor entertainment (e.g. put around town event)
318 Taste of Findlay with tents in the summer
319 Passport of…
320 Family friendly events (Dave + busters)
321 Better/more night life
322 Food court/areas
323 Big box stores for shopping
324 Upgrade internet infrastructure
325 Review and replace physical infrastructure (water lines, gas lines, sewage)
326 Reform law enforcement 
327 Job and family services (provide support to them)
328 Honoring citizens wishes i.e. parking
329 More affordable housing to encourage young entrepreneurs to city
330 Increase diversification/ethnicity
331 Downtown wi-fi all around
332 We need shopping - retail
333 City forester on staff
334 Better neighborhood control of trashy homes
335 Better zoning - cute control
336 More stuff to do!



Big Ideas Any other big ideas? Anything else to share? 

337 More block watch neighborhoods
338 More greenspace
339 City sponsored events - free and accessible - intergenerational
340 Better/bigger/inclusive/ intentional P.R. for Findlay
341 Sports complex turf
342 Indoor sports complex (Rossford Dome in p-burg)
343 Water front parks/restaurants
344 Community Healthcare facilities
345 Repurpose spaces - mall
346 University student mentors
347 Make the community more attractive to the youth (especially the progressive youth)
348 More push/support for women of color in important public spaces
349 programs/clubs dedicated to specific underrepresented groups and youth
350 Blankly/explicitly addressing ignorance.
351 Accepting multilingual groups/immigrants
352 Downtown, big events/cultural celebrations
353 Implicit/explicit prejudice and xenophobia
354 Affordable, dependable childcare
355 incentives and education for entrepreneur 
356 more social engagement that does not revolve around alcohol (also, free) (e.g. cultural festival)

357 Train stop in Findlay
358 mental health - adults
359 Adult support groups
360 Active transportation 
361 Outdoor entertainment area
362 Green space - center and main
363 Community center
364 yoga
365 Safety for our community
366 Police more visible at schools
367 Keep the ethnic restaurants open (restaurants for vegetarians)
368 Free city concerts/music and arts (city partner with these agencies too)
369 Engage UofF students with city engagement/activities 
370 Continue bike path growth 
371 Bring back old anchor center, youth change out
372 Community center - health and fitness for youth  
373 Community center - use the same success of the marathon diamonds to expand tournaments

374 Community center - basketball, volleyball, workout facility, tournament 
375 Community center - indoor soccer facility (tournaments)
376 horrible newspaper - can Hancock Co supplement for better paper
377 Easy way to review property taxes
378 Efforts to keep Marathon, Whirlpool, Cooper and other companies that support and help Findlay

379 More senior housing
380 Target needed so Walmart not only option 



Big Ideas Any other big ideas? Anything else to share? 

381 Shopping for clothes not many choices
382 Growth in health care system - hospital growth 
383 Expand summer time riverside park entertainment - band shell and seating encouraged
384 Add roundabouts at the intersections of Western/Sandusky and Blanchard/6th St
385 Consideration of annexation of surrounding areas
386 Findlay needs to become a place to visit in Ohio - meet with leaders of Naperville, IL (a beautiful city)

387 Move boogie on main (and other events) to empty spaces in city rather than Main St
388 Hold a yearly gas and oil celebration 9findlay has a great heritage in this area)
389 Target store
390 Reasons to keep my money in Hancock/Findlay
391 Connect Slippery Elm bike trail to Findlay
392 Summer internships for teens
393 Incentives for businesses to locate here
394 People in outlying areas used to drive to Findlay to shop
395 Encourage and facilitate regular/annual festivals, shows, celebrations, that bring people into the city

396 Incentive based programming for youth - summer job
397 Connecting local companies to youth - provide training
398 Central place for events (for all ages) to be posted (better use of "visit Findlay") 
399 Target store
400 Costco
401 Greek restaurant/varied ethnic food
402 Rock wall (for kids and adults)
403 Top Golf at Shady Grove location or the mall location 
404 Drive-in movie theater in Findlay area 
405 Improved retail shopping i.e. Target, Costco, home goods
406 Create a Blanchard River walk
407 Trampoline park
408 Indoor opportunities for activities - all kid age ranges - so many months we cannot be outdoors

409 Remove pride month celebration
410 See Christian values supported in the community
411 Local Findlay news channel (web or cable based)
412 Indoor sports complex
413 Sell/tear down or build up Findlay Village Mall
414 UF build on campus stadium to attract more students, teams and bring in money 
415 Thinking more about entertainment for kids of all ages
416 Community center (mall building?)
417 Indoor sports complex (mall building?)
418 Keeping and attracting key employers - further development of industrial park
419 Fostering diversity 
420 More community events
421 Better publication of community events
422 Better connection between vocational education and actual needs (i.e. housing upkeep)
423 Airport improvement - ability to fly commercially 
424 More festival events throughout year



Big Ideas Any other big ideas? Anything else to share? 

425 Highlight various cultures represented in town 
426 Family friendly
427 More entertainment options for younger people (comedians, Christian concerts, magician, etc.)… 

better advertisement for what is going on
428 Overall better communication entertainment/recreation things going on right now 
429 Medical specialists don't stay in Findlay 
430 "Flag City" should have flags  - including on I-75
431 Promote the Mazza - the only one in the world of children's original book illustrations
432 What will we do with the mall?
433 How can we get more support on school levy?
434 What would you/we do if we lost Marathon?
435 No scenic entrance into the city from I-75
436 Utilize the river as a destination - a center, activities, concerts, fishing
437 Community center (not for the old) for everyone more inclusive - partnerships, Y, churches, UofF

438 Or more support/scholarships for the YMCA so more can attend
439 Public school/private corporate partnerships
440 Senior living communities
441 Do something with empty buildings
442 Enforcement abandonment of physical structures
443 Wrap around services for families in need. Coordinating services needs assessment and getting 

churches and volunteers to come around the family. 
444 Identify at risk families in preschool
445 Soccer dome - indoor soccer
446 Improve work ethic
447 Development of young people
448 Apprenticeship programs (coordinate educators, business, and mentors) - utilize retirees

449 Incentives for businesses to train young people
450 Food waste start-up business
451 Food waste start-up business
452 Support for start up business - grants
453 Bird/other companies with electric scooters downtown
454 Food delivery robots (starships)
455 Food delivery robots (starships)
456 The Keg Social
457 The Keg Social
458 The Keg Social
459 Place/hangout for students off campus
460 DORA closer to campus area
461 Malls are not dead - but ours here in Findlay is (obviously). We could easily support a large, thriving 

shopping mall/district. There is enough money and retail support in the greater Hancock county area 
(and beyond) to support a shopping district that 

462 Free McChicken
463 Great job opportunity w/great growth outlook
464 job opportunities
465 job opportunities



Big Ideas Any other big ideas? Anything else to share? 

466 Health care located in downtown area
467 Increased retail. i.e. Target, Costco etc.
468 More low-cost/free youth/family activities- easy access
469 Public group transportation to events outside of Findlay (Cedarpoint, Concerts) private sector?

470 Urban farming on vacant lots
471 Civic artwork throughout city
472 Splash pads
473 Outdoor music venues
474 Recreational activities for teens (skating rink)
475 Free wifi downtown. Larger bandwidth
476 Solar farm created south of town
477 repurpose/refurbish the mall
478 Fiber optic for residences
479 Blanchard river cleanup- the water is disgusting
480 Trash cleanup in our downtown + river areas
481 Promote walking to destinations in Findlay
482 River front green space- get it done
483 Have a summer collegiate baseball or semi-pro team & facility
484 Add a commercial flight airport
485 More roundabouts
486 Train our community members to slow down - move over for emergency vehicles
487 Add target + Dave & Busters
488 Community scooters/bikes
489 Do something about the mall
490 Make clothing stores
491 Entertainment 
492 Kid stuff- urban air, water park
493 Indoor golf
494 More flexible subdivision growth in County; work w developers better to more easily provide more 

housing
495 Community center- include youth activities
496 Bowling, movies, etc are too expensive in Findlay
497 Safe youth entertainment, latchkey help with homework after school
498 Complex for youth activities 
499 Arts fest
500 Once a month or weekly- downtown shutdown
501 Neighborhoods will be aging- how to stay on top of upkeep and improvements
502 Continue to look for and foster collaboration with non profits
503 Work with non-profits to have family friendly events- no booze!
504 Establish more free family friendly events that are wholesome and fun
505 Establish community wide initiatives like handyman weekend, spring and fall yard work, kids work

506 Sponsor Christian artist concert or provide free venue
507 Arts and craft fairs at the park
508 Develop the mall with improvements for the community 
509 Findlay needs a recreation center in our community 



Big Ideas Any other big ideas? Anything else to share? 

510 Bring back canoe races on July 4
511 more music fests and car shows. Bring back the old Cruise Night
512 Highlight and continue to grow arts and entertainment - showcase what we have
513 More shopping/options for stores (mall)
514 Marathon Performing Arts Center needs more recognizable acts/performers
515 Outdoor concert area
516 Rally in the alley return to the alley (not MPAC parking lot)
517 Farmers market availability (Thursday ends @6pm)
518 Swimming pool @ FHS 
519 Mental health opportunities for students
520 Promotion of sustainability 
521 Food improvement for schools
522 Don't cut the arts program
523 Halloween 
524 Better local news sources
525 Advertise more charity opportunities
526 Children services at hospital 
527 Fundraising (student body)
528 Diversity/inclusion promotion - by bringing in temples
529 The mall
530 Increase business in Findlay - Target, Barnes and Noble, Starbucks 
531 Culture awareness and education in Findlay - more community events
532 Diversity in small businesses, all seem very similar
533 Provide incentives for businesses to use eco-friendly products, recycle, etc. 
534 Take out medians on Main St
535 public recycling - recycling bins
536 Better mall - Target
537 Events  teenagers
538 Restaurants open past midnight
539 Drive-in movie theater in Findlay area 
540 Findlay is the center of disc golf, we could cash in on this with new and better courses!
541 Nascar raceway
542 Findlay sports teams
543 Community talent show at Riverside - great idea to get community out and involved
544 Local business day(s) - meet at a park to support
545 New/renovated put-put
546 Waterpark
547 More recreational sport leagues
548 More diversity in small business - all seem very similar
549 Restaurants open past midnight
550 Drive-in movie theatre
551 Findlay is the center of disc golf, let's cash in on this! - more courses
552 Partner with similar communities to establish "best practices" for governance, services, etc. 

553 Articulate and publicize plans for green space downtown 
554 More entertainment options -things for younger people (college-aged young adults) to do



Big Ideas Any other big ideas? Anything else to share? 

555 Would have liked to have the questions ahead
556 More "bar cade", entertainment for youth (20's) - especially near UofF
557 Indoor youth entertainment fun center - trampoline park, tubular/play (like a McDonalds play place), 

indoor waterpark, etc. (for older kids, not toddlers)
558 Keep Marathon and Cooper in town
559 Keep/promote Marathon Center for Performing Arts
560 Add an amphitheater
561 more restaurants - diverse/ethnic
562 There seems to be panic about kidnapping/human trafficking among mothers with young children - 

are there public conversations about the actual threat? Or lack thereof? 
563 A STEAM school option for kids
564 activities/groups/events for single folks - Findlay is great for families, but what do singles 20-50 aged 

do outside bars?
565 Church buildings that are closing - could the city partner somehow to utilize the building or rebuild 

the property into something like affordable housing?
566 How can we better represent all/more denominations of faith? 
567 need for volunteers
568 Amphitheater downtown green space
569 Encourage and support bilingual learners
570 Public and private support of education 
571 Include diversity 
572 The county wide ban on renewable/clean energy rescind
573 Recycling for events (city get behind recycling) - county fair, balloon fest
574 Hiring practices for city of Findlay police
575 opportunity to welcome and include folks at council meetings (environment, lighting, people friendly, 

packet for meeting)
576 Multi-lingual (not only Japanese but also other languages) "hazard map" - note: In Japan, most 

communities have a map that describes where to go in the case of natural disasters
577 Indoor recreation center for youth, learn new sport, play games. Have police offers working there to 

make sure no trouble. Activities: basketball court, volleyball court, baseball hitting cage, trampolines 
(like sky zone in Columbus), running track

578 Expand the Children's Museum experience to reach out to older children (middle school) and 
incorporate more STEM activities to attract older kids. "employ" high school students to demonstrate 
cool science concepts to younger kids. This "employment" would count toward their community 
service hours. 

579 Outdoor amphitheater for music concerns in downtown area, near river
580 Stores to buy quality Japanese food products (typically requires travel out of the city - i.e. Columbus)

581 Japanese-style convenience stores (Ex. Lawson - originally founded in Ohio.)
582 Increased diversity in restaurants (Japanese, Korean BBQ, Italian)
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ID # Additional comments
1 I want a better community, leadership more engaged with community. More visible to people 

and community. Success relies on us. We win together. 
2 Findlay is a nice city; well managed, maintained, and with my limited experiences provides 

excellent services.
3 Tears would be had, laughs would be had, angst would be had after reading my comments but 

every word is sincere and is not a joke. A lot of people share the same opinion I possess and I 
know my response will be largely ignored due to a lot of uptight employees reading my responses 
(maybe some of them belong to the alphabet soup gang, since the mayor loves to kowtow to them 
and hired them based on their sexual preference and not their skills and qualities). They may be 
offended, but again, that's because it's the truth and they are scared of the truth. They were 
probably prepared to read a lot of praises with a small amount of negativity but they were not 
prepared to face a response full of "negativity" (read: strong, genuine criticism). Enjoy my 
responses and hope they are being taken seriously as my words should help Findlay shape up for 
a better tomorrow. Discard my responses in the virtual rubbish bin and Findlay is doomed to be a 
"third world country" town in the imminent future. Good luck, namaste, domo arigato Mr. Roboto, 
hasta la vista, thanks for the fish and uh... whatever the alphabet soup gang say good bye like 
maybe, "I'm in the 1%, yet I will be in the 41% soon" or something like that, if you catch my drift 
*wink wink*.

4 I would like to see Findlay remain a conservative community that supports family and business in 
the area.

5 Thanks for doing this
6 We speak multiple languages at home. Language question doesn't really allow for that.
7 people cannot afford to live in Findlay with the high cost of housing and low wages, Findlay is 

losing so much income due to this.
8 Leave the townships alone
9 I hope you really read and consider everyone’s ideas and concerns. This city needs more 

entertainment and shopping for all ages. We want residents money to stay within the city not to 
larger cities like Toledo or Columbus. We also want other people from other cities to want to come 
here and spend their hard earned dollars here. Keep Findlay a safe, affordable, vibrant and a fun 
place people to want to stay, come and raise families.

10 Live in Findlay, like Findlay, eat in Findlay
nice restaurants, but need more
We should create a new teen center for our youth
Traffic on 10. Hobart becomes a race track late afternoon. I would like to see speed bumps 
installed

11 Thanks for the opportunity 
12 I wrote some papers on this topic and feel very passionately about the topic. Feel free to reach out 

by phone or email I would love to talk about it! 7173806539 lherber@rockets.Toledo.edu

13 n/a
14 I'm glad I came
15 I believe there is a vocal minority that rejects all proposed changes and I believe some change is 

not only positive but necessary for our future health. 
16 I would like to see Findlay to promote traditional values and not promote social agendas

17 Thank you for including the community in this process
18 I am proud to live in Findlay, and hope we can continue to improve as a community.
19 I hope you really take into account everyone's thoughts on this and not just pretend to by having 

this survey.
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20 Concern about "dry basins" and access to and from spring care community
21 I love this community and would love to see it grow into an environment where we all work 

together to better ourselves and our youth!
22 I appreciate being asked about where I live and I'm sure there are others who care but don't know 

how to get involved or can't do for themselves anymore. We all need to step up in some way.

23 A grandma that wants to help my grandchildren's future to be free (Constitution focused)

24 #Leadership. I would like to think that Findlay is more diverse than it seem. I was born and raised 
in Findlay.

25 republican leadership continues to fail at equality, but they do have that greed thing down to a 
science. cater to  the wealthy is what Findlay does best, should be the new slogan.

26 Thanks!
27 Can't wait to see what is in store for Findlay
28 I want the best for my community, I want everyone that has taken the oath of office to know what 

the oath means. I want the elected officials to understand they work for the citizens that voted them 
into office.

29 I have great confidence in the leadership and resources our City provides. I believe we are and 
need to continue to look forward and plan for the future. What needs to be done today to insure we 
are relevant and attractive 10,20,30 years from now. I appreciate this process and the opportunity 
to participate!

30 We need to get back to conservative values and give rights back to the people and put academics 
back in the schools. Events like BLM that have been supported by the mayor and pastors will only 
divide the town instead of bring it together.

31 Our Police are ignoring the dangerous public nuisance that Cruise night has become. Drunk 
drivers are speeding through town.

32 Good process, anxious for results!
33 I <3 Findlay
34 None
35 Transit, housing, and diverse attractions down town (night life, dining, etc.) are my largest 

concerns and areas of opportunity I see in Findlay .
36 Retain some of the 70k daily commuters and add event to bring in out of towners to buy and we 

keep their tax money. Need a higher bed tax
37 Findlay City Schools need help. I wasn't going to send my kids to them so that pushed us to the 

edges of Findlay and we couldn't find anything reasonably priced in the housing market, so we left. 
I can't think of any major improvements made to Findlay in the time I did live here. The MCPA 
barely advertises. Restaurants fail in downtown. Nothing has changed with the flooding. Marathon 
cut jobs and nothing else in the area comes close to being a replacement if more people are let go, 
so it was another incentive to move.

38 What happens to Findlay if Marathon continues moving people to Texas?
39 Reform the budget and be fiscally responsible! Stop adding social services and asking for low 

income housing to be built. Focus on Tech companies that bring less manufacturing jobs that we 
cannot fill.

40 I sincerely hope this makes a difference. Findlay needs higher goals, better paying jobs, and to 
stop going for grants that do not improve the community in long term sustainable manner. Have 
been involved a long time and the agenda seems to be make certain people money by investing as 
much taxpayer money as possible.

41 Not about wokeism in the workplace schools and gov't. <> a month to celebrate LGBTQ+ in this 
town we are validating a sin as normal and even celebrated 

42 You need to consider the threats to the plan
43 None
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44 I hope this process includes everyone, beyond the usual corporate types
45 Will our community help block CRT in our schools. Schools should stay with the basics… not 

interfere with topics that should be left to the parents
46 Good sidewalks are important to a city. Although total coverage of the city is not possible, 

properties and homes with active pedestrians should have sidewalks to use for safety purposes.

47 I do not like the bike paths with half a bike path on one side of the road. Would like to see a full 
bike path on one side of the road with cement parking stops (normally used in parking spaces) to 
provide a barrier between the bike path and the road

48 Appreciate the opportunity to comment. Wish the County would do this. They are the ones who 
more urgently need to wake up and realize that a 1960’s model of governance is destined for 
failure in today’s world.

49 Looks like same ole same ole to me!!
50 Only so many people want manufacturing jobs. Unbalanced city planning. 
51 We need more progressive voices!
52 It would be nice if the City would consider the middle class instead of thinking everything should be 

University of Findlay and Marathon. The University is a private college and is very expensive. I 
know the mayor is involved with the university and also on the board of YMCA. It seems they get 
more attention and also her buddy Smeltzer. If you look everything Smeltzer is involved in like the 
one way road for his buddy Mallott and Koehler's. You have Main Street center unable to move 
over when fire trucks needs through and than the cops will yell saying you need to pull over. There 
is NO place to pull over.

53 Glad to see someone young running things. Hopeful the mayor does not embrace any of the 
conspiratorial ideologies spreading through out the Republican Party. Focus on running the city, 
bringing people together, fostering compassion, and embracing science and education. Don’t be 
afraid to call out racism or sexism or homophobia or anything else for fear of what it may do to your 
election chances. That is what this area needs.

54 Findlay is divided between those who have and those who have not economically. The area 
needs better paying jobs with real benefits to attract families to stay and put down roots.  

55 Findlay has done a great job of building a business friendly environment. I hope that Findlay 
continues these efforts

56 Thank you for what you continue to do for all in our community!
57 n/a
58 Good way to get a large survey done
59 Findlay needs to attract and keep young adults
60 I have young children and I worry about raising them in the crumbling mortality in this city. Findlay 

was once one of the best conservative communities to live in, and very family oriented. Now 
everywhere I look there are all manner of smut and immortality plastered from wall to wall. We 
need to bring back the good conservatism that once made this town clean, safe, and desirable to 
live in. The city needs to remove all the LGBTQ+ signs, and no more gay pride parade. It is a 
despicable display of hedonism that the people of this city could very happily do without.

61 I'm very opposed to wind turbines for many reasons: they kill migrating birds, only on the 
landscape, expensive to make, inefficient creating battery storage. They last only 20 years and 
are not recyclable. Use natural gas - the cleanest and cheap

62 Findlay needs more affordable housing. Findlay needs to fix flooding problem 
63 I appreciate the city's interest in hearing thoughts and ideas from individuals within the community. 

Findlay is a great place to live and I think with some more shopping and entertainment options 
many more people would choose to live here.
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64 I really enjoy the way Tiffin's Mayor shares information and is transparent on social media
65 Thank you for caring about the public
66 Thanks for asking for my feedback
67 Any strategic plan for a municipality should focus ONLY on city services i.e.. fire, police, water, 

sewer, etc.
68 Thank you
69 Need more community gatherings like this
70 No
71 n/a
72 Thank you for providing this opportunity to get community members ideas and perspective. I look 

forward to hearing hopefully a summary of the results and feedback from everyone.
73 I attended one of the in-person sessions. I think it would be beneficial to have additional time to 

discuss/share our ideas with others who care about our future, beyond what was offered during the 
session.

74 I am not for being integrated into the culture. We should set the pace…have others be like us

75 Let's bring in highly-rated skilled service providers and big quality retail stores and have nice 
available condo/townhouses to keep senior people in Findlay. I've lived in Findlay over 30 years 
and it used to have quality service providers and mall stores. It's a shame that now the only thing 
worth purchasing in Findlay is gasoline and groceries. Everything else has to be obtained 
elsewhere. So not much incentive to continue living here for seniors and we have a lot of time and 
money to spend on quality living.

76 While we enjoy similarities, it is unique and good things about my home town that I am proud of 
the most. Low crime rate? Unity? Faith based? Family-traditions? History? Respected, notable 
leadership

77 Intergenerational conversation opportunities
78 I appreciate the thought & effort that's being taken by this group to do some strategic/forward 

thinking about our great city. I know its difficult for leaders to take the time to stop and proactively 
cast vision, while they are busy fighting the fires of their day-to-day responsibilities. Thank you.

79 The amount of delusional people worshipping Trump is worrying.
80 Please note the common perception that suggestions, comments (considered complaints), info, 

aberrations, etc. "falls on deaf ears." Thank you for your receptivity for improving Findlay "for 
the people." 

81 Thank you for asking!
82 Extend the DORA, re-elect Mayor Muryn. Develop the empty areas near the river. Overall this 

was a great workshop!
83 Thanks for asking for input.
84 Maybe a longer amount for discussion, with mixing with other people for more diverse 

sharing/hearing ideas
85 Report on progress and results
86 City government does not appear interested in Findlay's history of racism & makes no attempt to 

attend diversity meetings.
87 Middle turning lane on tiffin avenue and Main Street. Red light cameras at tiffin and bright road and 

tiffin and Blanchard. Too many intentionally run red lights. Not safe. Need a marketplace Kroger. 
Don't let marathon leave.

88 Findlay is a nice city. The housing is too high and the rent is too high. Findlay needs to clean up the 
river and parks. The roads need to be redone. There needs to be some sort of programs for kids in 
poverty. Either after school programs and summer camps. So the parents can work.
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89 Leaf pickup and roundabouts
90 Findlay is known as a great place t a raise a family, but we are expecting our first born and very 

much struggling to find infant daycare available in town 
91 The different ways you are attempting to get input should be congratulated. Good Luck with your 

review and directions you choose.
92 I would like to see Christian values supported in the community
93 Need to do better job of letting community know about the workshops
94 I would like to see more events/workshops that encourage more participation from the Asian 

community, big or small. Something like language lessons, fashion/art exhibits, etc. 

95 Economic Development should be a city service. City services should be geared towards 
resources growth and revitalizing small businesses.

96 Very disturbing the recent revelations of Trenton's mobile homes were evicted, Taylor st homes - 
regentrification for developers to make more money. Transportation is important!

97 na
98 Findlay is the greatest place to live. You have a town atmosphere with city amenities.
99 You will not get *everyone's* support, but you don't need it. A hundred people can make a huge 

difference if you can get them on board with your vision. DO NOT be discouraged!
100 The lack of knowledge being allowed to “inform” the public via the internet is setting us back. We 

need our kids supported regardless of their neighborhood.
101 I fear that Findlay is falling backward. We need city leaders who can expand their outlook beyond 

conservative, white Republicanism. Big cities thrive because they welcome a diversity of attitudes. 
We have county leaders who just rejected solar and wind energy. That kind of small-town thinking 
will not allow us to grow and thrive. Please look at the bigger picture! Look to the future and plan 
strategically.

102 So many positive aspects in Findlay; let's keep this trend going!
103 I love Findlay and feel like we have a lot of great things going on. I hope that it stays a safe, 

family-friendly city that continues to grow and support all those who live here

104 stop wasting money
105 Findlay must be progressive to stay relevant in Ohio.
106 role in promoting - affordable housing, transportation options, active transportation options - 

health and safety; Ordinance - non-discrimination; leveraging $ w/private $ for big impact; 
incentives for more businesses - minority owned businesses - also w/higher wages 

107 The Mayor is doing a great job! Some other elected officials seem to be holding up progress for 
the City of Findlay, and that is extremely frustrating.

108 Love Findlay!
109 I love Findlay and want to see it continue to grow and be a great place for future generations to 

love and be proud to call home
110 Findlay is the best city EVER!
111 Love what you're doing :)
112 I really like that the City cares about continuing to get better. Our residents notice and it makes the 

people feel heard.
113 Durr Burger Durr Burger Durr Burger Durr Burger
114 None
115 Findlay is a wonderful place to live. I think if it holds on to its conservative heritage it will do well. 
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116 Make Findlay attractive to outsiders for living- Community of Choice!
117 Biggest needs in the city:

incentives for landlords to provide "affordable housing"
community paramedicine to decrease demand on all services
public transportation - better than HATS - to help people utilize medical options and keep jobs

118 Need to encourage downtown expansion and growth opportunities
119 Will there be a public sharing of this survey's data results?
120 I think the leadership of Findlay does a wonderful job
121 Marathon wont be here in 15 to 20 we need to think about how to keep this place even better 

than it was
122 The Blanchard Street planning process was a sad debacle. Please listen to residents before 

committing scarce resources to questionable projects and using specious reasoning to justify 
such projects. Every reason to justify the resurfacing project was thoroughly debunked by readily-
available city resources except the lower cost estimates.

123 Please don't let Kroger move...help keep a grocery store at Sixth and Main. Look for solutions 
rather than always say no. (In reference to a petrol station)

124 Thanks for seeking my input! I look forward to seeing Findlay continue to grow and be a great 
place to raise my family.

125 None
126 Overall, I think this is a great program
127 Findlay has so much potential that I don't think it's achieving. Rather than complaining, I would 

like to be part of the solution
128 Municipal trash service would be cheaper than having a dozen different companies all running 

trucks on our streets everyday. We need more bicycle paths and connect them to Bellefontaine 
and North Baltimore. Restore the NEAT program and get all over the rental properties and the 
crummy landlords. They are bringing property values down

129 Thank you for conducting a survey. It is good to have a voice.
130 Our leadership thinks they have all the answers. They do not realize how lucky they/we are to be 

cash flush for a small town.
131 I am glad that you are reaching out to the community to ask for improvements.
132 I'm interested in future meeting (andreadonnachowski@gmail.com)
133 This is an important step of the process. Marathon's strategic plan helps align employees on the 

outlook and shared vision. Thank you for hearing us out. 
134 Thanks for the opportunity to give input
135 I love the focus on retaining and attracting businesses as I think that's the underlying key to 

keeping Findlay as a quality micropolitan community. I hope that we can continue to attract 
business and that we do all that we can to keep bigger businesses like Marathon from leaving 
because they provide so much financial resources and their employees support so many 
businesses.

136 Just in general night life for being a teen is very important we just go to Walmart and I wish it was a 
bit more exciting

137 The parking lot from Gabes all the way through McDonald's and the parking lot from Kohls all the 
way through Wal-Mart is quite possibly the WORST I've ever been privy to in this Country. None of 
it makes any sense for senseless Findlay drivers.

138 Continue to think of ways to attract talent to the city, with so many graduates wanting big city feel, 
need to create opportunities to have big city feel with a smaller city



Additional Comments

139 I would love to see a greater commitment to small business and community related events

140 Want our religion have chance to show our culture
141 Slow controlled growth is easier to keep a handle on for financial security and always take care of 

what you have and do a great job at it, before creating more and spreading yourself to thin where 
you can't do anything well.
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